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BAJAJ’S NEW BRANDING STRATEGY 

In just three months from now, ‘Hamara Bajaj’ could become ‘Hamara Pulsar’ or ‘Hamara Discover’. 
And the man presiding over this mega transition will be none other than a Bajaj himself. 

 – Bajaj Auto Ltd Managing Director Rajiv Bajaj.
1
 

 

A BIG GAMBLE –WILL IT PROVE COSTLY OR SUCCESSFUL? 

“Actually I don’t want that (Bajaj) name. We have already started the process so today on a Pulsar, the 
Bajaj name is seen only on the engine. The same is the case with Discover. Our three-wheeler has Bajaj 
in small font while the initial ‘RE’ is in much bigger font. One day, We will drop the Bajaj name from 
there also completely” 

– Rajiv Bajaj
2
 

 

As of 2014 India-based automobile manufacturer Bajaj Auto was the second biggest two-wheeler 

maker in the country with a market cap of Rs. 378 billion.  Since 2009, Rajiv Bajaj (Rajiv), MD 

Bajaj Auto, has been communicating about the change in consumer preferences for motorcycles. 

He was of the view that Indian consumers - urban as well as a rural - have become better off. 

They have been enjoying greater purchasing power than before and have begun to demand 

greater design inputs, better looks, feel, comfort and adventure for the products that they buy and 

were willing to pay for these attributes. As a consequence, the consumers were upgrading and 

cross the board, a motorcycle was becoming a lifestyle statement. Boring and fuel efficient was 

no longer in demand; exciting and fuel efficient does with rapid and ever increasing strides. In 

addition, there was a growing body of motor-bike users who wanted to purchase, powerful 

models for the pure thrill of biking.  

                                                           
1  Source: The Economic Times, 10th December 2009 
2     Source: Business Standard, 13th January 2011   
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Bajaj Auto, is undergoing the most radical change after the three-way split of the company in 

2009 nearly four years ago. As a part of the change the company planned to carry out a 

rebranding exercise, that was expected to see the removal of the Bajaj name which has so far had 

a pride of place in all its products, showrooms and service centers for over five decades. Experts 

said that the rebranding strategy of Bajaj Auto, will write a new chapter in Indian Automotive 

Industry. And Bajaj Motors was to become first company to brand its motorcycle individually 

rather than having parent brand names like TVS, TATA and Honda.
3
  

 

BACKGROUND NOTE  

In the post independent phase in India, many industrialists were at the forefront of developing the 

economy and one such group was the Bajaj group. This Group was amongst the top of the line 

business houses in India. It is a well diversified group with a presence in wide range of 

industries, spanning automobiles (two-wheelers and three-wheelers), home appliances, lighting, 

iron and steel, insurance, travel and finance. The group’s flagship company was Bajaj Auto, 

which was ranked the world's fourth largest two- and three- wheeler manufacturer in the year 

2009. Bajaj, as a Brand, was well-known across several countries in Latin America, Africa, 

Middle East, South and South East Asia. The founder of the group Jamnalal Bajaj, was a close 

follower and disciple of Mahatma Gandhi. Kamalnayan Bajaj, his son, then only 27, took over 

the reigns of the business in 1942 and consolidated the group by diversifying into various 

manufacturing activities. Rahul Bajaj, (Kamalnayan’s son) took charge as Chairman of the 

business in 1965. Rahul Bajaj was one of India’s most distinguished business leaders and 

internationally respected for his business acumen and entrepreneurial spirit.
4
 

Over the years, Bajaj Auto became synonymous with the two wheelers, especially scooters  in 

the country, with its Chetak brand of scooter, which was one of the largest selling two wheelers 

in the world. it went on to gain pan-Indian popularity through its highly popular ‘Humara Bajaj’ 

campaigns in the 1980s and 90s. However,  

A new direction has been given to the group by Rajiv, the new MD, who took the reins of the 

company in 2005 and since 2009, Bajaj Auto’s management has been communicating about the 

                                                           
3  Source: Reuters- Research and Markets: Two-wheeler Market in India 
4  Source: http://www.bajajauto.com/bajaj_corporate.asp 
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change in consumer preferences for motorcycles. Indian consumers he said, both urban as well as 

rural, have become better off. They have been enjoying greater purchasing power than before; 

and have begun to demand greater design inputs, better looks, feel, comfort and adventure for the 

products that they buy. And were willing to pay for these attributes leading to up gradation by 

consumers. Observers said that a Motorcycle was becoming a lifestyle statement, and customers 

were demanding fuel efficient bikes that were trendy and exciting. Also, there was a growing 

body of motor-bike users who want to purchase powerful models for the pure thrill and 

excitement of biking.  

As of 2014, it sold just one scooter-- the 100-cc gearless Kristal.  On the company’s exit from the 

scooter market, Rajiv said, “We will exit the scooter market because we don't see much sense in 

it...If we are to be a motorcycle specialist, we cannot make scooters,” The scooters did not sell 

according to our expectations. We are making hardly 1,000 scooters a month now and mostly for 

exports. Now our focus is on motorcycles. One day, God willing, we will be the largest 

motorcycle company in the world. If we have to be a motorcycle specialist, we have to make the 

sacrifice (in the scooter segment),””
5
. While launching 135 cc Pulsar, he said that the company 

wants to become the largest bike player in the world, without giving any specific time-frame.  

SIAM - Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers' figure state that, Bajaj just sold 154 units 

of Crystal in November and exported 104 units in 2010. Their cumulative domestic scooter sale 

during the April-November 2011 period was 3,356 units and 728 units overseas. 

The company has a annual capacity of 3 million bikes. In the 30-million global bikes market, the 

world's largest bike maker Honda sold 7 million units. Bajaj aimed to triple its capacity by just 

staying in the motorcycle market. 

Bajaj focused its strategy on the bikes segment and is in the process of developing high-end 

versions of its Pulsar brand. They planned to go for a Pulsar 400-cc or a Pulsar 500-cc which are 

already in the process of development with R&D teams at work. 

The Pulsar portfolio included the 135cc, 150-cc, 180-cc and 220-cc bikes. 

                                                           
5    Source: The Economic Times, 10th December 2009  
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The exit of Bajaj from the other 2 wheelers market has helped the Company almost double its 

sales in the motor cycle segment in 2013 since it took the decision in 2009. The period 2008-10 

also saw sales being affected due to crash in world economy. The decision in 2009 to exit the 

other 2 wheelers market helped the Company to stay focused on motorcycles and thus have a 

year on year growth.
6
 (Refer to Table I for the company’s sales performance from 2007 to 2009) 

Table Iales Performance  

(Before the New Branding Strategy) 

Product Upto March 2007 Upto March 2008 Upto March 2009 

Motorcycles 2,379,499 2,139,633 1,907,810 

Other 2 wheelers 20,497 21,294 11,772 

Total 2 wheelers 2,399,996 2,160,927 1,919,582 

Three wheelers 321,828 290,301 274,526 

Grand Total 2,721,824 2,451,228 2,194,108 

Sales Performance  

(After the New Branding Strategy) 

Product Upto March 2010 Upto March 2011 Upto March 2012 Upto March 2013 

Motorcycles 2,506,791 3,387,040 3,834,405 3,757,105 

Other 2 wheelers 4,852 27  -  - 

Total 2 wheelers 2,511,643 3,387,067 3,834,405 3,757,105 

Three wheelers 340,937 436,884 515,155 480,057 

Grand Total 2,852,580 3,823,951 4,349,560 4,237,162 

 

 

MOTORCYCLE MARKET IN INDIA 

The Automobile sector, being the leader in product and process technologies of the 

manufacturing sector, has been recognized as one of the major drivers of economic growth. 

Indian economy has been growing around 8% for the period 2008-2010 and this growth has 

enabled an overall change in the social status of the Indian population. Many rural areas and 

Tier-III cities were witnessing a progress are progressing to a higher status, opening immense 

growth opportunities for the two- wheeler industry. 

 

                                                           
6  Source: Reuters- Research and Markets: Two-wheeler Market in India 
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Over the years the two-wheeler market in the country has emerged as the most vibrant and 

transforming segment of the overall Indian automobile industry, witnessing an unprecedented 

growth. Rural demand was rising and fuel efficiency was one of the major factors boosting the 

growth in the market. The economic slowdown has not retarded the progress of the Indian 

automobile industry and it had performed consistently well, compared to other major markets of 

the world. Two-wheeler markets in India, is anticipated to grow at a CAGR of around 11% 

during FY 2011- 2015 to reach 17.8 Million Units by FY 2015-end. 

 

NEWER EMERGING SEGMENTS - FOLLOWING THE MOTORCYCLE WAY  

 “Motorcycle industry in India will continue to grow: Venu Srinivasan, CMD, TVS Motor 

Company
7
 

The gap that existed in the market was in the areas of the sports segment, the tourer segment or 

in the adventure segment, where nothing was available in the product portfolio. As the demand 

in these segments grew, a customer will drop in to the shop and will get choices and it is 

projected that the future lies in classics, cruisers, super sports, adventure and tourers. Two 

wheeler manufacturers need to cater to all sets of riders. 

 

The emerging trends, like reviving of scooter segment and shooting demand for executive and 

premium segment bikes in two wheeler markets, were expected to prevail. Various government 

regulations and initiatives provided the prerequisite boost to the two wheeler market in India, and 

facilitate cutting-edge market intelligence to intending clients while making investment 

decisions. 

 

To cater to the emerging trends and fill the gap that existed in the Indian motorcycle market, 

Bajaj Auto came out with a new bike Pulsar 180 DTS-i. It was an improvement on an already 

decent bike. It borrowed a lot of features from its 200cc sibling; Observers said that though bike 

was on part with the 200cc model in terms of performance, there were some areas like the lack of 

equipment of the new bike with fuel-injection. They said that revision of features and more 

excitement for almost the same price, made the new Pulsar 180 DTS-i an interesting alternative 

                                                           
7  The Economic Times, 4th July 2011. 
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to smaller 150cc bikes. (Refer Table for a comparison of performance between Pulsar DTS-i vs 

Honda vs TVS) 

 

 

A Comparison of performance between Pulsar DTS-i vs Honda vs TVS
8
 

Basis of comparison Bajaj Pulsar 180 DTS-i Honda CB Unicorn TVS Apache RTR 180 

Variant STD STD STD 

Price Rs. 75,040 Rs. 71,832 Rs. 83,330 

Engine 
Displacement(cc) 

179 149 177 

Cylinders 1 1 1 

Cylinder Configuration Vertical Single cylinder Single cylinder 

Valvetrain SOHC OHC SOHC 

Fueling Carburetor Carburetor Carburetor 

Fuel type Petrol Petrol Petrol 

Ignition type Digital CDI Digital CDI IDI-Dual mode 

Spark Plugs per 
cylinder 

2 1 1 

Cooling system Air-cooled Air-cooled Air-cooled 

Gearbox type Constant mesh Manual Manual 

Gears 5 5 5 

Transmission type Manual Constant mesh Constant mesh 

Clutch type Wet Multiplate  Wet Multiplate Wet Multiplate 

Chassis Configuration Double cradle Advanced Double cradle 

Front Suspension Telescopic Telescopic Telescopic 

Rear Suspension Nitrox twin Advanced Gas shocks 

Tyres Front 90/90*17 2.75*18 90/90*17 

Tyres Rear 120/80*17 100/90*18 110/80*17 

Breaks Front 260 240 270 

Breaks Front Type Disc Disc Petal Disc 

Breaks Rear 130 130 200 

Breaks Rear Type Disc Disc Petal Disc 

 

 

                                                           
8  Source: autocarindia.com 
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THE TURNING POINT - REMOVAL OF UMBRELLA BAJAJ BRAND NAME – WHAT 

DOES THE FUTURE HOLD? 

It was officially announced in 2011 that Rajiv will remove the family name from the group flagship 

company’s products, showrooms and service centers, after April 2014. 

 

The next two months would witness, ‘Hamara Bajaj’ become ‘Hamara Pulsar’ or ‘Hamara Discover’. 

This rebranding exercise will see the removal of the Bajaj name which has had a pride of place in all its 

products, showrooms and service centers for over five decades. Bajaj has decided to overhaul its 

distribution set-up and rename all its consumer touch points to just Pulsar or Discover, its two most 

successful bikes. The International retail design agency Fitch, was the in charge of the rebranding project. 

Fitch had earlier worked with entities such as the Aditya Birla Group, Boeing, Reliance 

ADAG, Tata Group, Microsoft and Vodafone in India. 

Analysts said that this idea, being pursued aggressively by Rajiv, was quite similar to the strategies used 

by fast moving consumer goods giants like Hindustan Unilever, ITC or Procter & Gamble.  

They said that this radical change will make it certainly the first Indian automotive company to move 

away from a traditional strategy of otherwise depending heavily on family names to promote its vehicles 

(Tata, Mahindra and TVS). 

 

 “Actually I don’t want that (Bajaj) name. We have already started the process so today on a Pulsar, the 

Bajaj name is seen only on the engine. The same is the case with Discover. Our three-wheeler has Bajaj in 

small font while the initial ‘RE’ is in much bigger font. One day, We will drop the Bajaj name from there 

also completely”
9
, said Rajiv. Automobile industry experts said that This could be an attempt by Bajaj to 

try and replicate the marketing success of international automotive companies such as Germany’s 

Volkswagen or Japan’s Toyota Motor Corporation which had multiple brands that were promoted heavily 

without the company’s name. 

 

In line with that strategy, Pulsar (launched in 2001) would continue to strengthen its image as a sporty 

and performance-oriented affordable motorcycle without banking on the Bajaj name. Discover, the 

Pulsar's younger sibling (launched in 2004) which has been promoted as a high mileage, family bike. 

                                                           
9 Source: Business Standard, 13th January 2011  

 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Hamara+Pulsar
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Aditya+Birla+Group
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Boeing
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Reliance+Adag
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Reliance+Adag
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Tata
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Microsoft
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Vodafone
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Mahindra
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Tvs
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Both these brands, Rajiv felt, were well established in the domestic market with loyal customers and no 

longer needed the support of an umbrella brand like Bajaj Auto. “Consumers know that the product is 

coming from Bajaj, just like I know my Audi is coming from Volkswagen. But there is no Volkswagen 

on the Audi product. And the result is that it creates a perception that there is something more in the 

product”
10

 Rajiv said. Although the communication exercise through sales outlets to its prospective 

buyers was likely to begin by mid 2014, the company has already phased out the Bajaj branding from 

most of its products.  

 

“I will make all efforts to make the bike a Pulsar and not a Bajaj. I will have Boxer, Discover and Pulsar 

and tomorrow KTM. There is no Bajaj name on any of them. People will still remember this comes from 

Bajaj, but this too will go away with time. After five to 10 years, customers will remember Pulsar and 

Discover and not Bajaj”,
11

 he further adds. A model dealership-based new plan will be launched in some 

regions where existing dealers can experience the changes before they invest to employ a similar 

transformation. The entire exercise was expected to cost the 600-odd dealers and 1,100 service centres 

around Rs21 billions collectively. The upgradation programme will also be extended to the next 

generation of motorcycles comprising KTM, Kawasaki and Bajaj models that were too be launched in 

2014. Sales outlet additions were happening in small towns where demand for fuel efficient bikes was 

picking up sharply.  

 

An interesting fact is that half the 175,000 Hero Motors Splendors sold every month, come from the rural 

markets. It is one of the most fuel efficient bikes in India. It was expected that, Bajaj Auto may not be the 

only company which will take such a step. Arch rival Hero Motors, which was the market leader, was 

also looking to seek external assistance to promote its own brand, now that Honda has exited from the 

J/V. Munjal group was looking to promote its own brand as ‘Hero’ after the separation which has strong 

models like Splendor and Passion under its belt which have developed a strong following. In addition, 

due to the relative unfamiliarity of the Hero brand name in the automotive world, it may be forced to 

promote existing brands. The group was talking to outside experts and consultants to chart a way 

forward.”
12

 

                                                           
10 Source: Business Standard, 13th January 2011 

 
11 Source: Business Standard, 13th January 2011 

 
12  Source: livemint.com 
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This move of Bajaj Auto, to execute the new branding strategy, will write a new chapter in Indian 

Automotive Industry, said experts. They said it was going to become the first company to brand its 

motorcycle individually rather than having a parent umbrella brand name like TVS, TATA, Mahindra and 

Honda. It will be a bold and pioneering move and only time alone will tell, whether they would succeed 

in their new branding strategy as also having read the changing Indian two wheeler market right.  

At the same time, the scooters market in India was also picking up, the former Joint venture partner of 

Bajaj, Piaggio - Italy, of the VESPA fame, has announced its expansion plans for its scooter market in 

India. Piaggio was all set to roll out a slew of new products with a focus on the premium category.  

Honda’s scooters like Activa and Aviator have become highly popular, and Suzuki also came out with its 

own scooters for the Indian market. While most of the scooters were targeted at women, Honda came out 

with a scooter specifically for men. The critical point to be noted here is, will Bajaj be missing out on a 

growing Scooters market in India?
13

  

                                                           
13  Times of India,March 6th 2014 
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COPENHAGEN – ON ROAD TO A ZERO CARBON CITY 

G.V Muralidhara
a
 

 a 
Case Research Center, IBS Hyderabad, India, muralidhragv@gmail.com 

 “With the Climate Plan, we are investing in growth and quality of life; 

Copenhagers will have a better daily life. The investments are ensuring jobs 

now – and the new solutions are providing for a strong green sector.” 

– Lord Mayor of Copenhagen, Frank Jensen, in 2012 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2012, the Copenhagen City administration released the 2012 CPH2025 Climate Plan, 

thereby becoming the first capital city in the world to commit itself to achieving carbon 

dioxide (CO2) neutrality by 2025. The plan envisaged collaborative efforts by various 

stakeholders including city authorities, the private sector, utilities, universities, and citizens. 

The climate plan was an important element of the green growth strategy of the city. The 

strategy also aimed at making the city an important player in the growing global market for 

green technology. The deployment of the technology and implementation of measures were 

expected to generate jobs and income to the city as well. 

 

The climate plan envisaged implementation of initiatives in four important areas viz., energy 

consumption, energy production, mobility, and city administration. 

 

Earlier, in 2009, the Copenhagen City Council had set itself the target of reducing carbon 

emissions by 20 per cent by 2015 compared to the levels in 2005 and also announced its 

vision of achieving carbon neutrality (Refer to Table I) by 2025. The target was achieved in 

2011 itself, well ahead of schedule.
1
 

                                                           
1
 ‘Copenhagen – A Green Smart and Carbon Neutral City by 2025’, www.cphcleantech.com/meidia 
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Table I 

Carbon Neutrality 

Carbon neutrality requires organizations to calculate total climate damaging carbon 

emissions, reduce them, and balance the remaining emissions by purchasing a carbon offset, 

paying to plant new trees, or investing in green technologies like solar and wind power. 

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol), developed as an outcome of the Kyoto 

agreement, provides a framework to understand, quantify, and manage emissions. 

 

An interesting aspect of the initiative was the involvement of the city’s residents. Half of the 

investment in the wind generators planned as part of the initiative came from individual 

Copenhagen shareholders. Commenting on the ambitious initiative, Lord Mayor Frank Jensen 

(Jensen) said, ‘Copenhageners like the ambition, they like being part of the idea of going 

green for the whole city. Our focus as a city, as citizens, is all about livability.’
2
 

 

In recognition of its consistent record of achieving high environmental standards and its 

commitment to ambitious goals, Copenhagen city received the 2014 European Green Capital 

Award from the European Commission. The award also recognized the unique characteristic 

of Copenhagen as a Cyclist’s Dream and the good buy-in that the city obtained from all its 

stakeholders for the initiative to promote cycling. Speaking about the award, Jonez Potochik, 

EU Commissioner for the environment, said, ‘The finalists and winners of the European 

Green Capital Award provide us with valuable real-life examples of how respect for the 

environment, excellent quality of life, and economic growth can all be successfully 

combined.’
3
 

AN ADVANTAGEOUS STARTING POINT 

Copenhagen had the advantage of starting off on its green journey as early as in 1990. With 

the city’s district heating system seeing continuous expansion, 98 per cent of all homes in 

                                                           
2
 ‘Copenhagen’s Ambitious Push to be Carbon-Neutral’, 

www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/apr/12/copenhagen-push-carbon-neutral-2025. 
3
 The European Green Capital Award is awarded annually by the European Commission to one European city 

in recognition of its consistent record of achieving high environmental standards and commitment to 

ambitiousgoals. 

Ec.europa/environment/europeangreencapital/winning-cities/2014-copenhagen/index.html 
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Copenhagen were connected to the system by 2010. This was important since heating 

contributed to 25 per cent of the green gas emissions from the city. (Refer to TableII). The 

city successfully kept the growth in road traffic very low by levying heavy taxes on cars and 

ensuring widespread use of biking lanes. In addition, the city’s pedestrian streets, the use of 

wind turbines as a source of energy, and good town planning gave the city a head start in its 

journey toward carbon neutrality. 

 

In 2009, the Copenhagen City Council initiated the Copenhagen Climate Plan, significantly 

raising the city’s ambitions to become a green city. The plan envisaged a 20 per cent 

reduction in carbon emissions by 2015, from 2,500,000 tonnes of CO2to 2,000,000 tonnes per 

year. The plan encompassed 50 initiatives, which broadly fell under six themes with specific 

targets for each (Refer to Table III). 

Table II 

Distribution of the Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions from the City of Copenhagen (2010) 

 

Source: www.ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/section-1 
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Table III 

The Copenhagen Climate Plan 2009 

Theme Target for ReductionTonnes CO2per year 

Energy supply 375,000  

Greener transport  50,000 

Energy efficient buildings 50,000 

Mobilization of citizens 20,000 

Focus on climate in urban development 5,000 

Climate adaptation N.A 

Source: Local Contribution to Climate Change – 

Copenhagen,ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/wp-content/ 

 

By 2010, 44 of the 50 initiatives envisaged in the 2009 plan had been launched and funds of 

Euro 12 million had been allocated for the period 2010-2013. The administration had set up a 

Climate Secretariat and built an organization to support its implementation.
4
 

In 2009, Copenhagen was ranked highest in the European Green City Index based on a study 

sponsored by Siemens AG and developed by the Economist Intelligence Unit. The study 

ranked 30 major cities across Europe on the basis of 30 indicators grouped under 8 categories 

– CO2, buildings, energy, transport, water, waste and land use, air quality, and environmental 

governance. Copenhagen ranked high in energy use, environmental governance, and 

transportation.
5
 

Talking about the ranking, the Lord Mayor of Copenhagen in 2009, Ritt Bjerregaard, said, 

‘We are quite unique in bicycles and district heating. Traffic is the biggest challenge.’ She 

felt that Copenhagen had the advantage of starting early and of investing in the needed 

infrastructure over the years. 

                                                           
4
 ‘Local Contribution to Climate Change’, ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/wp-

content/uploads/2012/07/01-Section-1-Local-contribution-to-climate-change-Copenhagen.pdf 
5

 ‘European Green City Index Released: City of Copenhagen Ranks Highest, Kiev at Bottom’, 

Sustainablecitiescollective.com/Home/25740 
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2025 CLIMATE PLAN
6
 

The 2025 Climate Plan was the cornerstone of Copenhagen’s efforts to achieve a carbon 

neutral status. The plan, prepared in 2012, was proposed to be a holistic one and also a 

collection of specific goals. Four areas were identified for focused attention – energy 

consumption, energy production, mobility, and city administration. The plan aimed to create 

a green, smart, and carbon neutral Copenhagen. It envisaged close cooperation between all 

stakeholders – government, businesses, knowledge institutions, and the citizens. It noted that 

the city had been successful in achieving the 20 per cent reduction (compared to 2005) which 

it was supposed to accomplish in 2015 by 2011 itself. It was estimated that Copenhagen 

would emit 1.9 million tonnes of CO2 in 2012. The emission was expected to be brought 

down to 1.16 million tonnes by 2025.  For this to happen the city had to use less energy, 

change energy production to green energy, and also produce a surplus of green energy to 

compensate for the emissions that would continue to be generated beyond 2025. 

 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Heat and electricity consumption contributed to 75 per cent of the total CO2 emissions in the 

city. Added to this, the city population was expected to grow by 100,000 by 2025. Also, 

space was to be provided for 20,000 additional jobs. There was a need to improve the 

efficiency of energy usage. The climate plan aimed at a 20 per cent reduction in electricity 

consumption in commercial and service companies, 10 per cent reduction in electricity 

consumption in households, and 1 per cent reduction in electricity consumption through the 

use of solar cells. Energy consumption initiatives were expected to result in a reduction of 

80,000 tonnes of CO2 coming from 21 per cent use of photovoltaics, 12 per cent in 

households, and 67per cent in commercial buildings. The initiatives to achieve a reduction in 

CO2 emissions in this area included improvement of building structures and conditions, use 

of solar cells, creation of model projects in low energy construction, and retrofitting. 

ENERGY PRODUCTION 

                                                           
6
 ‘Copenhagen – Carbon Neutral by 2025’, 

subsite.kk.dk/sitecore/content/Subsites/CityofCopenhagen/Subsitefrontpage/Business/Growth_and 

partnerships/ 
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Measures taken in the area of energy production were expected to contribute to a reduction of 

855,000 tonnes of CO2. These comprised the use of wind turbines (42 per cent), biomass fired 

combined heat and power plants (43 per cent), separation of plastic from burnable waste (12 

per cent), and conversion to biomass fired peak load production (3 per cent). District heating 

was to be made carbon neutral. More than 100 wind turbines were to be installed by 2025. 

The plan aimed to ensure that electricity production from wind, biomass, geothermal, and 

waste was more than the electricity consumption of the city. 

Though the amount of CO2 emitted due to one kilowatt hour of district heating had gone 

down by 16 per cent in 2010 compared to 2005, there was an increase in district heating 

consumption of 20 per cent during the same period because of a severe winter and a 6 per 

cent increase in population. Private households consumed 3,101 GWh of heating out of a 

total of 5,000 GWh of heating in 2010. Straw and wood were being used to replace coal to 

produce heating.
7
 

 

MOBILITY 

Transportation caused 22 per cent of the carbon discharged from Copenhagen. Initiatives in 

this area targeted achieving a reduction of 135,000 tonnes of CO2. The major initiatives 

planned were – 75 per cent of all trips by people to be made on foot, by bike, or by public 

transportation; 50 per cent of trips to work or school to be made by bike; 20 per cent more 

people to use public transportation; 20 to 30 per cent of light vehicles to run on new fuels like 

electricity, hydrogen, biogas, or ethanol; and 30 to 40 per cent of heavy vehicles to run on 

new fuels. Public transport was to be made carbon neutral. 

 

 

 

                                                           
7
 ‘District Heating More Climate Friendly’, 

subsite.kk.dk/Sitecore/content/Subsites/CityofCopenagen/LivingInCopenhagen 
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CITY ADMINISTRATION 

To act as a role model and an important contributor, the city administration planned to bring 

about a reduction of 20,000 tonnes of CO2 through efforts in activities under its own purview. 

It planned to reduce energy consumption in municipal buildings by 40 per cent, reduce 

electricity consumed by street lights by half, and install 60,000 square meter solar panels on 

existing and new municipal buildings. It also planned to construct new buildings as per 

improved norms. It planned to collaborate with knowledge institutions as well as private and 

public organizations to create and disseminate knowledge on building processes, retrofitting, 

and new building design with climate adaptation. Another initiative planned was to undertake 

awareness campaigns among its employees to spread a climate friendly culture and behavior. 

 

INVESTMENT AND BENEFITS 

An investment of DKK 20 – 25 billion was expected to be made on the initiatives envisaged 

in the climate plan. The initiatives were expected to result in the creation of 29,000 to 35,000 

man years of jobs in the city. The viability of the initiatives was based on the expectation that 

the price of conventional fossil energy sources like coal, oil, and gas would increase in the 

future. The measures envisaged in the climate plan were expected to help improve the health 

of citizens and their quality of life due to a reduction in congestion, noise, and pollution. 

 

THE BICYCLE CULTURE 

The cycle culture in Denmark dated back to the 1880s. One of the important contributors to 

Copenhagen’s journey to carbon neutrality was its culture. Copenhagen was famous around 

the world for its biking culture and it aimed to become the world’s best cycling city. Several 

initiatives by the authorities had helped in popularizing the bike culture. Cycle Super 

Highways with facilities for cyclists had been created as also ‘Green Waves’ – green lights all 

the way through routes with frequent stop lights. Till the end of 2012, free bike rentals were 

provided to visitors through ‘bycyklen kobenhavn’
8
. Subsequently, a company called ‘gobike’ 

had come out with several user friendly measures to ensure easy availability of bicycles to the 

                                                           
8
 www.bycyklen.dk 
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people of Denmark
9
. The company aimed to provide a greener, easier, and more effective urban 

transport system in place of cars. The facilities included a smartphone app to make bicycles 

easily accessible wherever and whenever required, a console on the cycle providing internet 

services, route maps, and a provision to book tickets from the bike itself. 

To popularize cycling, cycle parades were held.
10

 Cycling was seen as a basic skill on a par 

with walking and talking for kids. Children went to kindergarten on bicycles. Danish 

companies specializing in cycles provided many creative and unique solutions like designer 

bikes, cargo bikes, smart helmets, and battery-free bike lights that helped in making cycling a 

pleasure. Parking facilities were provided at convenient locations for easy access. A Bicycle 

Strategy 2011-2025 formulated by the Traffic Department of the city of Copenhagen outlined 

several concrete actions to achieve the targets set for bicycle usage to ensure that carbon 

neutrality was achieved by 2025. This strategy replaced the municipality’s earlier ‘Cycle 

Policy 2002-2012’
11

. 

 

INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS 

The city focused on the business community in its efforts since this segment accounted for 46 

per cent of the 2,600 GWh electricity consumption by the city during 2010 and also because 

electricity consumption was the source of around 50 percent of carbon emissions from the city. 

‘Green Business’ – the city’s environmental network, and a European Union funded project 

‘Carbon20’ to cut carbon emissions by 20 per cent through partnerships with enterprises were 

aimed at focusing on results from this section. The city also took up renovation of schools 

and sports facilities to make them more energy efficient and initiated a climate campaign for 

its own employees. Wind turbines— a carbon neutral source of electricity—were expected to 

contribute significantly in this direction.
12

 

Several activities and initiatives helped create awareness and enthusiasm about the Carbon 

Neutral initiative. 

                                                           
9
 www.gobike.com 

10
 ‘Serious About cycling’, intelligenttravel.nationalgeographic.com 

11
 ‘Copenhagen Bicycle Strategy 2011-2025’, kk.sites.itera.dk/apps/kk pub2/pdf/ 2  Bg 5v  H2t.pdf  

12
 ‘Business Community  ses Most Electricity”, 

http://subsite.kk.dk/sitecore/content/Subsites/CityOfCopenhagen/SubsiteFrontpage/LivingInCopenhagen/Cli

mateAndEnvironment/CopenhagensGreenAccounts/EnergyAndCO2/Electricity.aspx 
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The world’s first CO2 neutral music festival was held in September 2009 in the city. Housed 

in The Technical University of Denmark, the festival aimed to bring green technologies 

together with art and music. The festival generated its energy requirements through 

sustainable green technologies. Sixty five per cent of the energy used was generated by a 

Stirling engine running on organic matter and the balance by a gasifier and two generators 

running on bio-ethanol and rapeseed oil. In addition, solar cells
13

 were used. 

 

SUCCESS 

The OECD report on measuring the potential of local green growth identified Copenhagen as 

a leader among green cities. The report recognized the progress Copenhagen was making in 

its transition to a green economy. It pointed out that Euro 12 billion of the total Euro 30 

billion turnover of companies in the region in 2011 was related to clean-tech-related 

activities. Also 34,000 of the 78,000 people employed in these companies were working 

directly with clean-tech-related activities. The study showed that the green turnover and 

export of green technology had outgrown other sectors of the local economy during the 

period 2004 to 2009.
14

 

 

Partly due to environmental concerns and partly to showcase themselves as carbon neutral, 

several cities around the world were putting in efforts to reduce their carbon footprint. 

Prominent among these was Abu Dhabi’s Masdar city, which was an exclusive living space 

built as a sustainable city with extensive use of solar power to meet energy needs. 

 

Skeptics of the idea of a carbon neutral city were of the view that the whole concept was “a 

bit of a gimmick.’ 15  They questioned the strategy of shifting the burden of reducing 

emissions to other locations to secure offsets. Copenhagen was expecting to be an exception 

to this. The city planned to compensate for the balance of carbon emission s after 

                                                           
13

 ‘CO2PENHAGEN: A New Vision of Bringing Together Green Technologies with Art and Music’, 

www.co2penhagen.com 
14

 ‘OECD Report on Measuring the Potential of Local Green Growth – An analysis of Greater Copenhagen’, 

www.cphclantech.com/media/2012625/highlights_Copenhagen_final 
15

 ‘Full of Hot Air’, Foreign Policy, Nov/Dec 200 , Issue 1  , p20. 
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implementation of various measures through the production of energy from windmills in 

excess of its own requirement? 

 

LOOKING AHEAD 

According to a dashboard developed as part of the OECD monitoring framework, 

Copenhagen was performing well on economic opportunities and environmental and resource 

productivity. There was further scope for progress in the spheres of policy responses and 

green skills ecosystem
16

(Refer to Table IV). One of the challenges in implementing the plan 

was bringing about the changes in legislation that some of the measures entailed. A 

congestion charge proposal to reduce traffic jams and air pollution caused by cars was 

scrapped because of objections raised against it within the government.
17

 Similarly, changes 

in legislation were necessary to bring about a change in incentives to convert coal-based 

combined heat and power plants to biomass and a change in incentives for the installation of 

windmills in coastal areas.
18

 

Table IV 

Copenhagen’s Performance as per OECD Monitoring Framework 

Environmental and resource productivity Performs as well as the OECD average 

Economic opportunities Performs better than the OECD average 

Policy responses Can progress further 

Green skills ecosystem Can be further developed 

Source: ‘OECD Report on Measuring the Potential of Local Green Growth – An analysis of Greater 

Copenhagen’, www.cphclantech.com/media/2012625/highlights_Copenhagen_final 
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 ‘OECD Report on Measuring the Potential of Local Green Growth – An analysis of Greater Copenhagen’, 
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17

 ‘Congestion Charge Proposal Ends in Rubbish Bin’, cphpost.dk/news/congestion-charge-proposal-ends-in 

rubbish-bin.858.html 
18

 ‘Local Contribution to Climate Change’, ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/wp-
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A-LIFE MED REGULAR OR A-LIFE CRITICAL CARE:  

WHICH TO PURCHASE?  
 

 

Lim Chee Chee
a 

 
 a 

School of Economics, Finance and Banking, Universiti Utara Malaysia, Malaysia 

cclim@uum.edu.my 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

On 15 March 2014, Desmond was resting at home browsing through again, in a more thorough 

manner, two insurance brochures given by Alan, his friend and an insurance agent from AIA 

Bhd. In view of he had no health insurance coverage and intended to buy one, Desmond had 

approached Alan and was being recommended two health insurance policies, namely A-Life 

Med Regular and A-Life Critical Care. Hence, after a close scrutiny of the two insurance 

brochures, Desmond would weigh the benefits and costs of the two recommended insurance 

policies and then make a decision to purchase health insurance that he thought was appropriate to 

serve his needs.    

 

BACKGROUND OF DESMOND AND ALAN 

Desmond was aged 20 and he was still single. He stayed with his parents and used family car to 

move around for work and at leisure. He did not have much financial commitments. Other than 

making contributions of RM275 monthly to the retirement fund (called Employees Provident 

Fund) and paying about RM1,200 for his own food and other personal expenditures, he did not 

have any loan repayment commitments for hire purchase and mortgage. 

 

Desmond and Alan knew each other when they were at secondary school. After completing their 

secondary education, Desmond worked for his father, who run a well established family 

business, and was paid a monthly salary of RM2,500. Meanwhile, Alan joined AIA Bhd and 

started his career as a life agent.  

 

mailto:cclim@uum.edu.my
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Desmond and Alan were rather close friends ever since schooling time. After leaving school, 

these two young men maintained to keep in touch with each other from time to time. Recently, 

Desmond read about the importance of health insurance. In view of he had no insurance 

coverage, Desmond intended to buy health insurance after reading about its importance.  

Desmond asked Alan to make recommendations to him. Subsequent to Desmond’s request, Alan 

had proposed two health insurance policies of AIA, namely A-Life Med Regular and A-Life 

Critical Care, for his consideration. 

    

BACKGROUND OF AIA BHD (AIA) 

AIA Bhd was formerly known as American International Assurance Bhd. It was a member of 

AIA Group, a leading life insurance organization in Asia which had served diverse customers 

across the world for 90 years.  

 

AIA started its business in Kuala Lumpur in 1948. Since then AIA had dominant presence and 

made significant footprint in the Malaysian market. It had been around for about 66 years now 

and emerged to be one of the country’s largest life insurers. As at end 2013, AIA had a paid-up 

capital of RM767 million, its total assets were worth RM42 billion and it had a customer base of 

over 2.6 million nationwide. 

 

AIA had strong financial strength and vast experience in insurance industry. It also had a 

comprehensive range of insurance products and easy accessible distribution networks. AIA 

offered a wide array of insurance products catering for different purposes ranging from 

protection, health, retirement, employee benefits, personal accident and general insurance, 

providing for both conventional and Islamic insurance options to meet its customers’ financial 

security needs at their different stages of life. Further, AIA had engaged various distribution 

channels to reach its customers. Its diverse distribution channels comprising corporate sales 

teams, agency forces, exclusive bank partners’ branches nationwide and brokers had provided its 

customers the different choices of deciding how, when and where they would want to connect 

with AIA. 
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A-LIFE MED REGULAR  

A-Life Med Regular was a standalone comprehensive health insurance providing medical 

protection up to age 100 of the insured. It was available to individuals aged between 14 days and 

70 years old. It had three choices of medical plans for the individuals to choose from, namely 

Plan-150, Plan-200 and Plan-250. (Refer to Exhibit-1 for the schedule of benefits of A-Life Med 

Regular.) Besides that, the individuals were given an option to extend the coverage to their 

immediate family members (such as spouse and/or children) and this would allow all the family 

members under the family plan to enjoy the benefits of the same plan. 

 

A-Life Med Regular could provide for the individuals’ long term medical costs of hospitalization 

and surgical expenses. It would pay for the insureds’ medical claim in full, without imposing any 

co-insurance or deductible charges. There was also no lifetime limit attached to it. In addition, a 

medical card was provided to the insureds to facilitate a hassle-free hospital admission at a panel 

hospital.  

 

Other than being health insurance, A-Life Med Regular also contained a referral emergency 

assistance (REA) programme offering five major types of assistance services worldwide to its 

policyholders by calling and reversing the call charges of a specified 24-hour hotline. The five 

major assistance services provided were international medical assistance service, domestic 

medical assistance service, car assistance service, home assistance service and travel assistance 

service. (Refer to Exhibit-2 for the REA programme services of A-Life Med Regular.) 

 

The premium rates for A-Life Med Regular were not level. Its premium rates would increase 

when the age of the insured had increased. The premium rate payable would depend on the 

insured’s attained age at the next birthday when the premium was due. Furthermore, the 

premium rates for A-Life Med Regular were not guaranteed and AIA had the rights to revise the 

premium rates by giving the policyholders three months written notice prior to the next policy 

anniversary. (Refer to Exhibit-3 for Annual Premium Rates of A-Life Med Regular.) 
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A-LIFE CRITICAL CARE 

A-Life Critical Care was an all-in-one protection insurance providing essential cover for 36 

critical illnesses, death and total and permanent disability (TPD). (Refer to Exhibit-4 for the list 

of 36 critical illnesses.) The coverage for critical illness and death was up to age 85 of the 

insured while the coverage for TPD was up to age 65 only. It was available to individuals aged 

between 14 days and 70 years old with a minimum sum assured of RM20,000.   

 

A-Life Critical Care had the following unique features: 

 

(a) It was a participating policy. The policyholders could gain extra payout, in the form of 

dividends, by sharing in the profits of AIA. However, dividend payments were not 

guaranteed and they could increase or decrease depending on the operation and investment 

results experienced by AIA. As such annual dividends (if any) and terminal dividend (if 

any) would be available for participating policyholders. For annual dividends, they (if any) 

would be payable every year from the end of the first policy year until policy maturity. The 

annual dividends could be opted to be paid out in cash at the end of every year (called cash 

payout option), or they would automatically be accumulated under the policy at the 

prevailing interest rates to be determined by AIA (called cash accumulation option). For 

terminal dividend, it (if any) would be payable upon policy termination resulting from 

surrender of policy or death/ TPD/ critical illness of the insured, or upon policy maturity 

when the insured aged 85.  

 

(b) It could increase protection coverage amount automatically during the insured’s most 

productive years. The sum assured would increase starting from the second policy year up 

to a total of 200% of the initial sum assured and then it would remain at 160% of the initial 

sum assured after the 30
th

 policy year or until age 75 of the insured, whichever was later. 

(Refer to Exhibit-5 for the scale of increasing sum assured based on policy year.) 
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(c) It would continue to provide for coverage on death upon critical illness claim. After the 

claim of critical illness had been made, the plan would not be terminated. The insured 

would continue to be covered for death at 25% of the initial sum assured up to age 85 

(subject to the insured surviving for 30 days upon diagnosis of the critical illness) at no 

premium required under the extended coverage.  

 

(d) It would provide for funeral expense benefit upon death of the insured which was 

equivalent to 5% of the initial sum assured or up to a maximum of RM10,000. 

 

(e) It would make a lump sum maturity benefit payment at age 85 of the insured. The amount 

of maturity benefit consists of initial sum assured, additional sum assured (according to the 

scale of the increasing sum assured), accumulated annual dividends (if any, under cash 

accumulation option) and terminal dividend (if any), less any indebtedness. 

 

There were two premium payment terms available for individuals to choose at time of policy 

application: 

 

(i)  a limited premium payment term of 20 years, or until age 55, whichever was longer; or  

(ii)  a full premium payment term until age 85. 

 

The premium rates for A-Life Critical Care were level and based on the age at the issue date of 

the policy. Moreover, the premium rates for A-Life Critical Care were guaranteed. (Refer to 

Exhibit-6 for Annual Premium Rates of A-Life Critical Care.) 

  

DESICION TO PURCHASE: A-LIFE MED REGULAR AND/OR A-LIFE CRITICAL 

CARE? 

Desmond had spent the whole morning carefully studying the details in the insurance brochures 

of A-Life Med Regular and A-Life Critical Care. He was able to assess which policy would 

better serve his needs and subsequently to make a decision to purchase health insurance.    
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EXHIBITS 

 

Exhibit 1: The Schedule of Benefits of A-Life Med Regular  

 
No. Benefit Limit Plan-150 

RM 

Plan-200 

RM 

Plan-250 

RM 

1 Hospital Room and Board 

(120 days maximum per policy year) 

150 200 250 

2 Additional Hospital Room and Board whilst Overseas 

(120 days maximum per policy year) 

150 200 250 

3 Intensive Care Unit 

(120 days maximum per policy year) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Charged, subject to  

Reasonable and  

Customary Charges 

4 Hospital Supplies and Services 

5 Surgical Fees 

6 Operating Theatre Fees 

7 Anaesthetist’s Fees 

8 In-Hospital Physician’s Visit 

(240 visits maximum per policy year) 

9 Pre-Hospitalization Treatment 

(within 60 days prior to hospitalization) 

 Diagnostic Tests 

 Specialist Consultation 

 Medication and Treatment 

       (RM300 maximum per disability) 

10  Post-Hospitalization Treatment 

(within 120 days after hospitalization) 

 Out-Patient Diagnostic X-Ray and Lab Tests 

 Medical Expenses and Consultation 

11 Day Procedure 

12 Out-Patient Physiotherapy and Acupuncture 

(per policy year and within 60 days after hospitalization)  

4,000 6,000 8,000 

13 Home Nursing Care (per confinement) 

(180 days lifetime limit) 

3,000 4,000 5,000 

14 Organ / Bone Marrow Transplant As Charged, subject to Reasonable and 

Customary Charges 

15 Daily Cash Allowance at Government Hospital 

(120 days maximum per policy year) 

100 100 100 

16 Daily Guardian 

(120 days maximum per policy year) 

90 110 130 

17  Malaysian Government Service Tax As Charged, subject to Hospital Room 

and Board Entitlement  

 Annual Limit Per Insured (Items 1 to 17) 100,000 125,000 150,000 

 Overall Lifetime Limit Per Insured N/A N/A N/A 

18 Emergency Accidental Out-Patient Treatment and 30 Days 

Follow-Up Treatment at Hospital and Clinic (per accident) 

2,000 2,500 3,000 

19 Emergency Accidental Out-Patient Dental Treatment (per 

accident) 

3,000 4,000 5,000 

20  Out-Patient Kidney Dialysis Treatment and Out-Patient  

Cancer Treatment (per lifetime) 

250,000 312,500 375,000 

21 Emergency Medical Evacuation and Repatriation (per event) USD 1mil USD 1mil USD 1mil 
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Exhibit-2: The Referral Emergency Assistance (REA) Programme Services of A-Life Med 

Regular 

 

REA Programme Assistance Service 

International Medical Assistance Programme Provides emergency medical evacuation and 

repatriation, repatriation of mortal remains, 

medical assistance and travel information 

Domestic Medical Assistance Programme Provides emergency medical evacuation and 

repatriation, and medical assistance 

Car Assistance Programme Provides emergency towing and minor 

roadside repair, car rental assistance and 

referral to service centers 

Home Assistance Programme Provides plumbing, locksmith, general repair, 

air conditioning and pest control assistance 

Travel Assistance Programme Provides information such as Visa, passport 

and inoculation requirements 

Assists in location of lost items, emergency 

message relay, etc. 
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Exhibit-3: Annual Premium Rates of A-Life Med Regular for Male Insured for 

Occupational Classes 1 and 2  

 
Attained 

Age 

Plan-150 

RM 

Plan-200 

RM 

Plan-250 

RM 

 Attained 

Age 

Plan-150 

RM 

Plan-200 

RM 

Plan-250 

RM 

0 996.00 1,138.00 1,365.00  51 1,699.50 1,818.00 2,271.00 

1 996.00 1,138.00 1,365.00  52 1,699.50 1,818.00 2,271.00 

2 996.00 1,138.00 1,365.00  53 1,699.50 1,818.00 2,271.00 

3 976.50 1,110.00 1,277.50  54 1,699.50 1,818.00 2,271.00 

4 931.50 988.00 1,152.50  55 1,738.00 2,258.00 2,923.00 

5 741.00 881.00 1,143.00  56 2,259.00 2,460.00 2,923.00 

6 676.50 806.00 965.00  57 2,259.00 2,460.00 2,923.00 

7 676.50 806.00 965.00  58 2,259.00 2,460.00 2,923.00 

8 676.50 806.00 965.00  59 2,259.00 2,460.00 2,923.00 

9 676.50 806.00 965.00  60 2,259.00 2,750.00 3,494.00 

10 676.50 806.00 965.00  61 3,900.00 4,186.00 5,140.00 

11 556.50 658.00 787.50  62 3,900.00 4,186.00 5,140.00 

12 556.50 658.00 787.50  63 3,900.00 4,186.00 5,140.00 

13 556.50 658.00 787.50  64 3,900.00 4,186.00 5,140.00 

14 556.50 658.00 787.50  65 3,900.00 4,186.00 5,140.00 

15 556.50 658.00 787.50  66 5,460.00 5,860.50 7,196.00 

16 662.00 777.00 1,010.00  67 6,055.00 6,413.00 7,726.00 

17 662.00 777.00 1,010.00  68 6,650.00 6,966.00 8,256.00 

18 662.00 777.00 1,010.00  69 6,800.00 7,518.50 8,785.50 

19 662.00 777.00 1,010.00  70 7,195.00 8,071.50 10,375.50 

20 662.00 777.00 1,010.00  71* 7,462.50 8,624.00 11,965.00 

21 687.00 777.00 1,010.00  72* 7,803.00 9,046.00 12,465.00 

22 687.00 760.00 923.00  73* 8,158.50 9,492.00 12,990.00 

23 687.00 760.00 923.00  74* 8,533.50 9,960.00 13,542.50 

24 687.00 760.00 923.00  75* 8,925.00 10,450.00 14,120.00 

25 687.00 760.00 923.00  76* 9,339.00 10,962.00 14,730.00 

26 687.00 760.00 923.00  77* 9,772.50 11,504.00 15,370.00 

27 687.00 760.00 923.00  78* 10,227.00 12,070.00 16,042.50 

28 687.00 760.00 923.00  79* 10,704.00 12,666.00 16,747.50 

29 687.00 760.00 923.00  80* 11,206.50 13,290.00 17,487.50 

30 698.00 906.00 1,174.00  81* 11,731.50 13,946.00 18,267.50 

31 698.00 906.00 1,174.00  82* 12,286.50 14,636.00 19,085.00 

32 698.00 906.00 1,174.00  83* 12,867.00 15,362.00 19,937.50 

33 698.00 906.00 1,174.00  84* 13,477.50 16,122.00 20,840.00 

34 698.00 906.00 1,174.00  85* 14,118.00 16,920.00 21,787.50 

35 698.00 906.00 1,174.00  86* 14,521.50 17,424.00 22,380.00 

36 852.00 906.00 1,174.00  87* 14,938.50 17,940.00 22,992.50 

37 852.00 906.00 1,174.00  88* 15,364.50 18,476.00 23,627.50 

38 852.00 906.00 1,174.00  89* 15,805.50 19,024.00 24,280.00 

39 852.00 906.00 1,174.00  90* 16,257.00 19,592.00 24,950.00 

40 907.00 1,177.00 1,526.00  91* 16,726.50 20,174.00 25,640.00 

41 979.50 1,177.00 1,526.00  92* 17,209.50 20,776.00 26,350.00 

42 979.50 1,177.00 1,526.00  93* 17,703.00 21,394.00 27,085.00 

43 979.50 1,177.00 1,526.00  94* 18,214.50 22,030.00 27,840.00 

44 979.50 1,177.00 1,526.00  95* 18,741.00 22,686.00 28,617.50 

45 979.50 1,177.00 1,526.00  96* 19,282.50 23,360.00 29,417.50 

46 1,399.50 1,516.00 1,745.00  97* 19,842.00 24,056.00 30,242.50 

47 1,399.50 1,516.00 1,745.00  98* 20,415.00 24,774.00 31,092.50 

48 1,399.50 1,516.00 1,745.00  99* 21,007.50 25,512.00 31,967.50 

49 1,399.50 1,516.00 1,745.00      

50 1,399.50 1,749.00 2,271.00  * For renewals only 
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Exhibit 4: The List of 36 Critical Illnesses 
 

Stroke End stage lung disease Alzheimer’s disease / 

irreversible organic 

degenerative brain disorders 
Cancer End stage kidney failure 

Heart attack Surgery to aorta  

Coronary artery by-pass 

surgery 

Chronic aplastic anaemia Motor neuron disease 

Parkinson’s disease 

Other serious coronary  

artery disease 

Major organ /  

bone marrow transplant 

Terminal illness 

Encephalitis 

Angioplasty and other 

invasive treatments for  

major coronary artery  

disease 

Blindness /  

total loss of sight 

Benign brain tumour 

Major head trauma 

Deafness /  

total loss of hearing 

Bacterial meningitis 

Medullary cystic disease 

Heart valve surgery Loss of speech Brain surgery 

Fulminant viral hepatitis Coma Loss of independent  

existence Major burns 

End stage liver failure Multiple sclerosis HIV due to blood  

transfusion Primary Pulmonary  

arterial hypertension 

Paralysis / paraplegia 

Muscular dystrophy Severe cardiomyopathy 

 

 

 

Exhibit 5: The Scale of Increasing Sum Assured based on Policy Year 

 

Policy Year 
Additional Sum Assured  

% 

1 NIL 

2 – 4 10 

5 – 9 20 

10 – 14 40 

15 – 19 60 

20 – 24 80 

25 – 30 or until age 75, whichever is later 100 

Thereafter 60 

 

 

 

Exhibit-6: Annual Premium Rates of A-Life Critical Care 

 

Annual premium for a non-smoker male of standard health with sum assured of RM100,000: 

Premium Payment Term Age 

20 years old 30 years old 40 years old 

Limited premium payment term of 20 

years or until age 55, whichever is longer 

RM3,622 RM5,417 RM8,088 

Full premium payment term until age 85 RM2,530 RM3,593 RM5,387 
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AIM: 

1. To discuss economic, social, and environmental resilience in communities prone 

to natural disasters and make the region financially sustainable. 

2. To recognize the importance of environmental conservation and how it impacts 

the lives of the poor people in the mountain regions 

3. To appreciate the challenges of addressing sustainable livelihood and poverty 

   alleviation in hilly regions. 

 

CASE SYNOPSIS 

This case discusses Alaknanda Ghaati Shilpi Federation (AAGAAS), a non-profit 

organization in a small town in the Chamoli district of Uttarakhand, a state in northern 

India. It discusses how AAGAAS aimed at development in the region through the 

promotion of sustainable livelihoods aimed at creating a resilient community. The 

organization also set up a bio-diversity park with the stated objective of promoting bio 

tourism as a livelihood alternative for the local communities. However, the tragedy that 

took place at Uttarakhand in June 2013 challenged AAGAAS. This tragedy challenged 

Maithani to sustain the 
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organization which was already engaged in local craft promotion and many other 

initiatives for community development including sustainable livelihoods. 

 

Maithani was facing a shortage of funds along with lack of skilled manpower. He wondered 

whether it was feasible to transform his organization into a for-profit organisation but 

was skeptical about the transformation in light of the recent tragedy. However, he 

wondered what would be a viable business model that could generate sustainable 

livelihood options for the poor while at the same time helping to conserve the fragile 

ecosystem of the region. 
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CREATING RESILIENT COMMUNITY IN DISASTER PRONE GEOGRAPHIES: 

SHOULD AAGAAS TURN FOR-PROFIT OR REMAIN NOT-FOR-PROFIT? 

 

It was a dark and rainy morning on June 16, 2013. Jagadamba Prasad Maithani (Maithani), 

chairperson and founder of Alaknanda Ghaati Shilpi Federation (AAGAAS), was in 

his house in Dehradun, reading the newspaper. The weather forecast for the region was 

heavy to very heavy rainfall over the next 48 hours. The pre-monsoon showers had started 

on the night of June 10, 2013, and had continued till the morning of June 11, 2013, 

bringing down temperatures. The rains had brought a welcome respite from the hot and 

humid weather conditions that had prevailed in the region for several days. However, now, 

after two days of incessant rains, Maithani felt restless and uneasy. Just then, his phone 

rang. It was Jaswant Negi (Negi), his associate, calling from the Pipalkoti office of 

AAGAAS, located some 250 km away from Dehradun. Negi’s voice was thick with fear. 

And as Negi’s words sank in, Maithani too stood horrified, clutching his phone. Negi told 

him that the torrential rains had caused flooding and widespread devastation in 

Kedarnath valley. With the tourist season in full swing, the situation had become all the 

more alarming. The people had been caught unawares in the absence of any strong 

weather warning by the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD). Maithani 

immediately switched on the television. One of the local news channels reported, 

“Three persons were killed in a house collapse in Dehradun today while 

thousands of Char Dham pilgrims were stranded on Gangotri and Yamunotri 

routes, as incessant overnight showers across Uttarakhand caused 

landslips in Uttarkashi district and swelled rivers. The downpour has also 

led to the suspension of the Char Dham Yatra
1
. ”

2
2 

Maithani felt the urgent need to mobilize all his resources to help those affected. However, 

he also felt helpless. AAGAAS had been going through a tough time in recent years in 

arranging for funds. To add to the problem, most of his core team members had left the 

organization for better opportunities elsewhere. AAGAAS was totally ill-equipped to 

                                                 
1
 Char Dham, meaning four abodes in Hindi, refers to the four holy places of Hindus namely Badrinath, 

Kedarnath, Yamunotri, and Gangotri. Char Dham Yatra refers to the journey covering these four places. All 

these four places are located in the state of Uttarakhand. 
2
 http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/monsoon-storms-endanger-lives-affect-char-dham-

pilgrims/article4821461.ece (accessed on Dec 15, 2013) 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/monsoon-storms-endanger-lives-affect-char-dham-pilgrims/article4821461.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/monsoon-storms-endanger-lives-affect-char-dham-pilgrims/article4821461.ece
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deal with disasters of such magnitude. He made a few phone calls and then hopped into a 

shared cab to reach the disaster zone. 

 

Five months after the disaster, official numbers put the death toll at 580. Over 5,200 

people were reported missing. Around 4,200 villages were affected and 9,200 heads of 

cattle and livestock were lost. About 3,320 houses were destroyed and about 995 public 

buildings were damaged; close to 9,000 km of roads were affected; and 85 motor bridges 

and 140 bridle bridges were damaged. The disaster left over 70,000 tourists and 100,000 

local inhabitants stranded in and around the banks of the Alaknanda and Bhagirathi 

rivers. They were subsequently rescued by the Indian army. (See Exhibits I-IV) 

 

ABOUT UTTARAKHAND 

Uttarakhand is a state in the northern part of India with Dehradun being the state capital. 

The state has a total geographic area of 51,125 sq.km of which 93% is mountainous and 

around 65% is covered by forests. The state lies almost entirely in the Himalayan 

region. The northern part of the state is bordered by the Himalayan range while the 

southern part is the Terai region that separates the mountains from the plains. The Terai 

region is characterized by thick forests, swamps, and grasslands. The state is a tourist 

destination because of its picturesque landscape made up of snow clad mountains, green 

valleys, rivers, and lakes. The two most prominent rivers of India, namely the Ganga and 

the Yamuna, originate in the mountains of Uttarakhand. The state is also a favourite 

destination for pilgrims. Kedarnath, Badrinath, Hemkund Sahib, Gangotri, Yamunotri, 

Jageshwar, Bageshwar, Rishikesh, and Haridwar are all known for their religious 

importance. According to 2011 data, 25 million tourists visited Uttarakhand in current 

tourist season which was more than twice the population of the state. It was reported 

that during the period January to June 20, 2013, more than 1.2 million people had visited 

the four towns of Kedarnath, Badrinath, Gangotri, and Yamunotri. 

 

Chamoli is the second largest district in the state of Uttarakhand and covers an area of 

8030 sq.km. The entire area is mountainous with a forest cover of 58.38%. The elevation 

of the district ranges from 800 to 8000 meters above sea level. The region is subject to 

http://sq.km/
http://sq.km/
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frequent landslides and earthquakes since Chamoli is a highly earthquake prone area. 

(See Exhibit VI) In the recent past, an earthquake measuring 6.8 on the Richter Scale 

occurred on March 29, 1999, killing 103 people and leaving several hundreds injured. 

Approximately, 50,000 houses were damaged and over 2,000 villages were affected. 

Electricity, water, and communication facilities were severely affected following the 

earthquake. In 2010, excessive rainfall led to floods that caused massive crop damage in 

the region. This led to a shortfall in the production of rabi crop, pulses and grains, and 

vegetables and fruits. The region also faces water problems. Water bodies were 

reported to be drying up as a result of large dams, deforestation, and global climate 

change. As of 2012, the district of Chamoli had a population of 391,605 with a 

population density of 49 people per sq. km. Around 84.83% of the district’s population 

lived in rural areas and 20% of them were scheduled castes and scheduled tribes 

(SC/ST). Over a quarter of the 32,384 below the poverty lines (BPL) families in the 

district were scheduled castes and scheduled tribes (SC/ST). SC/ST BPL households 

comprised more than one-third pf Dasholi Block of Chamoli District. The district is one of 

the most backward in Uttarakhand. The region has numerous socio-economic problems 

created and aggravated by the migration of young men, subsistence agriculture, lack of 

market access, and unfair burden on women folk to run hearth and home. Female 

foeticide is also widespread. The gender ratio in the 2011 census for girl children in the 0 

to 6 year age group was just 889 per 1000 boys. Rural life is predominantly labor 

intensive and dependent on forest and livestock. The forest provides fodder for the 

livestock, fuel wood for cooking, fruits, seeds, and fiber. Almost every rural family 

keeps livestock to meet their reqirements for milk and manure. However, fodder shortage 

is an acute problem in these areas and it has a significant impact on the health of the 

livestock and on milk yield. These areas are characterized by inaccessibility, fragility, 

marginality, diversity, niche, and human adaptation mechanisms, often called ‘mountain 

specificities’. (See Exhibit VII) 

 

 

 

 

http://sq.km/
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ABOUT AAGAAS 

AAGAAS was founded in the year 2002 by Jagadamba Prasad Maithani as a voluntary 

nonprofit organization in the small town of Pipalkoti. Pipalkoti, located in Chamoli 

district, is 262 km away from the state capital of Dehradun. Pipalkoti has seen very little 

economic and industrial development because of its geographic remoteness, difficult 

terrain, and sparse population. AAGAAS started with the idea of promoting community-

based tourism, biodiversity conservation, and promotion of lesser and unknown 

trekking routes around Pipalkoti town and adjacent areas. The locals were keen to develop 

and enhance their skills, knowledge, and capacities in conservation of the local 

environment. The objective was to create local institutions that would focus on the 

inclusive sustainable growth of the poor tribals and weaker sections of society through 

livelihood promotion. In the last 10 years, AAGAAS had initiated and completed a 

number of projects (See Exhibit VIII). AAGAAS worked in 54 gram panchayats
3
, 800 

schools, and 4 districts in Uttarakhand. The focus areas were promotion of biotourism, 

local craft promotion, and livelihoods and nursery plantation. 

                                                 
3
 Gram Panchayats are local self-governments at the village or small town level in India. 
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THE CAUSE 

From June 14 to 17, 2013, the Indian state of Uttarakhand and adjoining areas received 

torrential rainfall of over 200mm within a short span of 24 hours. Over the next couple 

of days, the rainfall continued but with less intensity over the Alaknanda and Bhagirathi 

basins. This caused the Chorabari Glacier at a height of 3800 metres to melt and to the 

Mandakini River bursting its banks. The result was heavy floods near Gobindghat, 

Kedarnath, and Rudraprayag district in Uttarakhand and the adjoining state of Himachal 

Pradesh in India and in western Nepal. Heavy rainfall was also reported in the nearby 

regions of Delhi, the Indian states of Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, and in some parts of 

Tibet. 

 

However, newspaper reports suggested that the scale of the disaster had been compounded 

by man-made factors such as rampant construction of hydro-power projects and 

expansion of roads. 

 

ActionAid, a UK-based agency reported: 

“The construction of more than 245 hydroelectric dam and mining 

projects along the 14 river valleys in the state within the last decade, has 

posed an enormous ecological threat. Rivers have been diverted, hills 

blasted and forests destroyed, causing large-scale soil erosion and 

landslides. Debris from the construction has raised water levels, which 

contributed to flash flooding when monsoon rains came early.”
4
 (See 

Exhibit V) 

 

The Hindu, a leading Indian newspaper, reported: 

“The human intervention in the region over the last 10 years also played 

a major role in intensifying the disaster. To cater to the unprecedented 

growth of religious tourism, a large network of new highways and road-

widening schemes are cutting into the toes of delicate, fragile and 

marginally stable slopes that hug the highways on river edges. Highways 

                                                 
4
 http://www.actionaid.org/india/news/deadly-north-india-floods-largely-man-made-says-actionaid 

(accessed on Dec 15, 2013) 

http://www.actionaid.org/india/news/deadly-north-india-floods-largely-man-made-says-actionaid
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— around 500 km long — on the banks of the Alaknanda and the 

Bhagirathi are constantly being widened at narrow stretches, leaving 

extremely steep conglomerates of rock and soil exposed to the 

vagaries of the weather. The recent spurt of construction of hotels on 

river edges, particularly on low over-banks prone to flooding, has further 

deteriorated the over-bank stability. The heavy tourist traffic adds to the 

destabilising process. ”
5
5 

 

RELIEF EFFORTS OF AAGAAS  

Help Uttarakhand Project 

In the aftermath of the Uttarakhand floods, AAGAAS worked with three NGOs namely 

Samoolam, Karm Marg, and Kadam to help the local survivors by building a phase-wise 

rehabilitation plan. The project “Help Uttarakhand” was especially focused on helping 

the villagers of Chamoli district to get their lives back to normal. The villages of 

Badrinath valley in the Joshimoth block namely Hanuman Chatti, Pandukeshwar, 

Govindghat, Bhyundar, Pulana, Lambagarh, and Pinoli / Benakuli had been identified 

for the first phase of relief efforts (See Exhibit XV and XVI). These villages had been 

severely affected by the floods and no attention had been given to them by the state 

government. The villagers’ farmlands and cattle had been washed away and the locals 

had barely any means of earning a livelihood. The problem was all the more acute 

because of the remote location of these villages and their non-accessibility due to broken 

roads. The first phase of the project started on July 23, 2013, with immediate relief 

supplies in the form of dry rations being sent from Dehradun to Pandukeshwar by 

road. From Pandukeshwar, supplies were sent to the villages on foot. During that time, 

people were still being evacuated from the towns of Bhyundar and Pulana to the 

Joshimath camp. The second phase of the project started on August 5, 2013. The third 

phase of the project involved distribution of 30 tents and 192 solar lanterns and school 

bag kits. The project cost was estimated to be around INR 19,52,700 (USD 3 1,282)
6
 (See 

                                                 
5
 http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/down-a-slippery-slope-in-uttarakhand/article5077645.ece 

(accessed on Dec 15, 2013) 
6
 USD 1 = INR 62 approx (Nov 2013) 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/down-a-slippery-slope-in-uttarakhand/article5077645.ece
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Exhibit XVII) 

 

AAGAAS AND PEOPLE FOR ANIMALS (PFA)-DEHRADUN 

AAGAAS also worked closely with People for Animals, Dehradun (PFA) and Help 

Animals India to help rescue horses, donkeys, and mules that had been left stranded on 

the banks of the Alaknanda River. It was reported that a temporary bridge had been 

constructed and the injured animals had been transferred to safety. 

 

EXISTING INITIATIVES OF AAGAAS TOWARDS CREATING SUSTAINABLE 

LIVELIHOODS 

Maithani was able to quickly scale the relief work during the 2013 disaster because of his 

existing networks developed during last two decades of sustainable livelihood projects for his 

community. Some of the main initiatives are related to bio tourism and local craft 

promotion. 

 

ESTABLISHMENT OF BIO-TOURISM PARK (BTP) 

In 2004, AAGAAS along with the Society for Community Involvement in Development 

(SFCID) set up a bio-tourism park at Pipalkoti. The project was funded by the United Nations 

Development Program (UNDP). The project beneficiaries included 45 villages, 2 blocks, 

and 1 district. The objective was to promote bio tourism as a livelihood alternative for the 

local communities (See Exhibit IX and X). 

 

LOCAL CRAFT PROMOTION 

The district of Chamoli is home to the Rudia community. The Rudia community is known 

for its craftsmanship in making household items from locally available hill bamboo 

popularly known as ringal (See Exhibit XI). However, due to the diminishing market needs 

for bamboo products and rising competition from cheaper materials like plastic, the 

Rudia community was finding it difficult to earn their livelihood. AAGAAS had been 

working with the Uttarakhand Bamboo and Fiber Development Board (UBFDB) to revive 

the ringal craft and promote ringal based products. AAGAAS had also set up two 

cooperatives namely the Alakananda Self-reliant Cooperative and Himalayee self-
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reliant cooperative for the marketing and promotion of ringal based products. In 2006, 

AAGAAS started organizing the annual Pipalkoti Dev Ringal Mahotsav (See Exhibit XII). It 

also initiated the Badrinath Prasad Tokari Program in cooperation with Badrinath temple. 

The program involved distributing prasads
7
 in ringal baskets to the pilgrims. The 

initiative started with 78 self-help groups (SHGs) which comprised 275 artisans of the 

Rudia community. These artisans were given training in bamboo products, handicrafts, and 

natural fiber-based products. The response was encouraging. Maithani said “We managed to 

supply 45,000 baskets whereas the demand is much bigger. Each basket costs between 

INR 35 (56 cents) to INR 50 (81 cents) depending on the design and size.” 

In 2008, AAGAAS partnered with the Himmothan society, Dehradun, along with Sir 

Ratan Tata Trust (SRTT) to implement the Integrated Fodder and Livestock Development 

Project (IFLDP). IFLDP aimed to increase fodder production and enhance livestock 

based livelihood in 83 remote villages in 6 districts of Uttarakhand. AAGAAS was the 

project partner for the villages of Tangni and Salla Raitoli, both in the Dasholi block of 

Chamoli. 

In 2010 AAGAAS initiated the “Himalayan Nettle Fiber” project. This was a 

community- based approach to sustainable harvesting of the nettle fiber and marketing of 

nettle-based products. The Himalayan Nettle (Girardinia Diversifolia) is a grass species 

found in the upper reaches of the Himalayas. Different pockets of Uttarakhand have 

traditionally used plant fibers like the nettle, the agava sisalana, and industrial hemp to 

make domestic products like ropes and other rope based products like slippers and lamp 

shades (See Exhibit XIII). The Bhutia community women are major participants in fiber 

extraction and in weaving activity. The project started with the identification of 17 

villages in Dasholi and Joshimath block where nettle fiber seeds could be sown. These 

villages were divided into two clusters. They were then formed into Fiber User Groups 

(FUGs) which were of two types – resource Cluster and weaving Cluster. Nettle fiber 

seeds were sown in the villages of Tangani Malli, Irani, Pagana, Jhinjhi, Kuhed, and 

several others (See Exhibit XIV). A natural fiber training program was conducted for 

the FUGs which imparted knowledge and skills for nettle fiber processing. A degumming 

                                                 
7
 Prasad in Hindi means a devotional offering made to a god, typically consisting of food that is later 

shared among devotees. 
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unit was also established as part of this project. 

 

CHALLENGES 

Maithani was deeply concerned about the sustainability of his organization. AAGAAS 

was heavily dependent on the grants received from funding agencies like the 

Uttarakhand Bamboo Forest Development Board (UBFDB), Sir Ratan Tata Trust 

(SRTT), Himmothan Society, Earth Charter International, National Institute of Animal 

Welfare, and Department of Animal Health. It was becoming increasingly difficult for 

Maithani to generate funds. And the funds generated by AAGAAS were not sufficient 

to sustain its operations. (See Exhibit XVIII and XIX). Maithani thought of 

transforming his organization into a for-profit organization based on sound business 

principles like any other commercial venture. 

However, he wondered what would be a viable business model that could generate 

sustainable livelihood options for the poor while at the same time helping to conserve 

the fragile ecosystem of the region. His thinking has been affected by the fact that the 

region has been wrecked by natural disasters including earthquakes for centuries (See 

exhibit XX and XXI). How would this new business contribute toward creating a more 

resilient community in this disaster –prone region? Would it solve his problem of retaining 

skilled individuals? What about capital and the return on capital? Did it make good 

business sense to start something new in the backdrop of the recent disaster? 
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QUESTIONS FOR CLASS EXERCISE 

1. What challenges does the rural population of Chamoli face? What are the 

challenges and opportunities for social enterprises in this environment? 

2. How can structural changes in the economy, society, and environment offer 

opportunities to the local communities in the region? 

3. Critically analyze Maithani’s community development initiatives. Do you think these 

initiatives can help in sustaining local communities? Why (not)? 

4. Do you think Maithani’s efforts at transforming AAGAAS into a for-profit 

organization could help it make the local communities more resilient to natural 

disasters? What else needs to be done? 

5. How should Maithani respond to the challenges of fund crunch, non-availability 

of skilled manpower, and retaining manpower? Do you think AAGAAS should be 

made a for-profit organization to overcome these organizational issues? 



 Exhibit VI 

  

 
Source: www.mapsofindia.com 

http://www.mapsofindia.com/
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Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit III 

 
Source: AAGAAS 
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Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit V 

 
Source:www.downtoearth. org. in 



 Exhibit VI 
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Source:www.dmmc. uk.gov.in 

Exhibit VII 

 
Contd... 

http://uk.gov.in/
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Contd... 

 
Source: Mountain Perspective and Sustainability: A Framework for Development Strategies by N.S. Jodha, 

Oxford and IBH Company Publishing Ltd(1 992) 
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S. 

No 

Name of the 

project 

No of 

Families 
Period 

Business 

Generated 

(Lakhs) 

Market 

1 Organic Pulses 38 2008- 

2012 
INR 4.8 Metros- including Delhi, 

Jaipur, Ludhiana and 

Dehradun 

2 Ecotourism 60 2004-07 INR 1.2 School,Colleges, 

Pilgrim Season 

3 Local Craft 

promotion 

85 2004- 

Going on 

INR 8.4 Metros- including Delhi, 

Jaipur, Ludhiana, and 

Dehradun and at Sale 

points at ‘yatra’ route 

4 Micro Insurance 112 2009- 

2012 

INR 0.54  

5 Fruit and 

Vegetable 

cultivation 

24 2004- 

going on 

INR 3.5 Local and tourist. 

6 Afforestation and 

biodiversity 

conservation 

180 2009- 

2012 
INR 4.5 Locals 

7 Natural Fiber ST- 

Gen- 

2010- 

going on 

INR 4.2 Deharadun – Yarn 

Supply 
 

Exhibit IX 

 
Source: www. cbd. int 
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Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit XI 

 
Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit XII 

 
Source: AAGAAS 
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Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit XIV 

 
Source: AAGAAS 
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Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit XVI 

 Villages No of Families Severely Affected 

1 Pulana / Bhyundar 99 

2 Pinoli/Benakuli 15 

3 Govind Ghat 25 

4 Lambagarh 24 

5 Pandukeshwar 120 
 
Source: AAGAAS 
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S.No. Items Needed Qty Price Amount 

1 Heavy Duty Tents ( Life- 2 Years) 55 15,000 825,000 

2 Blankets 1,200 200 240,000 

3 Tirpal (Plastic Covering) and polysheet 10x 12 200 400 80,000 

4 Raincoats 250 300 75,000 

5 Torches- LED 300 100 30,000 

6 Batteries 600 12 7,200 

7 Candles 2,000 3 6,000 

8 Lighters 300 15 4,500 

9 Solar lantern with mobile charger (discounted) 300 1,450 435,000 

10 First Aid Kit ( generic medicines – low cost ) 20 7000 1,40,000 

11 Logistics cost   10,000 

12 
Transportation cost from Delhi to Dehradun to 

Baldaur village 

  
100000 

 
Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit XVIII 

Convergence of fund from MGNREGA (2011-12) 

 
Source: AAGAAS 
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Exhibit XIX 

Convergence of Funds from Other Sources in 2011-12 

 
Source: AAGAAS 

Exhibit XX 

Major Disasters in Uttarakhand Region over Last 200 Years 

Year Disaster Location Remarks 

1816 Landslide Pauri  

1842 Landslide Joshimath  

1868 Landslides Chamoli 73 people death 

1880 Landslide Nainital 151 death 

1898 Landslides Nainital 29 death 

1945 Catastrophe Madmaheswar 4 death 

1951 Flood Satpuli Agriculture land damaged 

1967 Flood Nanak Sagar 35 villages affected 

1970 Flood Balakuchi and 

Kanauriya 

70 death and 35 house damaged in the 

flood 

1971 Flood Dhaarchula 12 death 

1976 Landslides Kapkot(bagar village) 11 people death and 45 animal death 

1977 Flood and 

Landslide 

Sisna (Tavaghaat) 16 family destroy 
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Year Disaster Location Remarks 

1977 Landslide Tavaghaat 25 Army jawan, 44 people and 80 

domestic animal death and 161 family 

affected 

1978 Landslide Baagirath 25 death and above 100 domestic 

animals flow 

1978  Tharali 6 death 

1978  Almora 2 death 

1978  Kapkot(bagar village) 2 death and animals 

1979 Landslide Mandakani valley 

(Kaontha villages) 

50 death 

1980 Landslide Uttarakashi 45 death 

1983 Flood Kapkot (karmi) 37 death 

1984 Catastrophe Kapkot (Jagthana) 9 death 

1985  Tharali 9 death 

1990  Chamoli (Lolti- 

banuali) 

15 death 

1990 Landslides Neelkanth Rishikesh Above 100 death 

1991 Catastrophe Chamoli ( 

devarkhadera, Gangol 

gaon, Haat, Paaduli, 

Kaunj, peepalghaati, 

and Gopeshwar 

29 death +28 domestic animals 

1996 Cloud Burst Pithauragarh 19 death 

1998 Landslide Ukhimath 69 death + 400 domestic animals 

1998 Landslide Malpa (Pithauragrah) 160 Kailash tourist, 59 porter, 5 guide of 

Kumaun Mandal Vikas Nigam, 19 

labour of GREF, 8 Jawan of ITBP, 4 

jawan of UK Police, 4 labour of PWD, 

01 saint, 46 farmer, and 32 Nepali death 

1998 Catastrophe Malpa (Pithauragrah) 40 death 

2001 Cloud Burst Phata (Chamoli) 21 death 

2001 Hailstorm Gauna 7 death 

2002  Khetgaon 5 death 
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Year Disaster Location Remarks 

2002 Landslide/ 

Debris 

Budhakedar 28 death 

2002  Bhatwari-dunda 5 death 

2003  Gadoli (Pauri) 4 death 

2004 Hailstorm Lohaarkhet 9 death 

2004  Baldaura (Joshimath) 8 death 

2004 Landslide Vishnuprayag 16 death 

2004 Landslide Laambagarh 7 death and 9 missing 

2004 Landslide Uttarakashi 6 death 

2004 Flood Pithauragarh 01 death 

2004 Tunnel 

Flooding 

Tehri 29 death 

2004 Flood Udamsingh Nagar 9 death 

2005 Hailstorm Gobindghat 11 death 

2005 Cloud Burst Rudraparayag 9 death 

2005 Rains Uttarakhand different 

places 

6 death 

2007 Catastrophe  1 

2007 Cloud Burst Devpuri (Gairdsain) 8 death 

2007 Landslide Bageshwar 2 child death 

2007 Heavy rain 5 death  

2007 Cloud Burst Pauri 2 death 

2007 Landslide Dharchula 15 death 

2008 Heavy rain Uttarakhand different 

places 

6 death 

2008 Glacier Ghanghriya 6 tourist 

2009 Cloud Burst Munsyari 43 death 

2010 Rains Thalisain 2 student 

2010 Heavy rain Kumaun 3 death 

2010 Rains Almora 3 death 

2010 Heavy rain Uttarakhand different 

places 

5 death 
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Year Disaster Location Remarks 

2010 Landslide Bageshwar (Sumadh 

Gaon) 

18 students 

2010 Heavy rain Uttarakhand different 

places 

85 death 

2010 Heavy rain Uttarakhand different 

places 

5 death 

2010 Heavy rain 

and cloud 

burst 

Almora 36 death 

2010 Heavy rain Uttarakhand different 

places 

50 death and 36 missing 

2010 Heavy rain Rudki and tehri 4 child death 

2011 Heavy rain Kumanun ( baur river) 5 death 

2011 Cloud burst Dhanaulti 5 death 

2011 Heavy rain Uttarakhand different 

places 

10 death 

 
Various Websites and Publications 

Exhibit XXI 

Major Earthquakes in Uttarakhand Region 

Year Richter Scale Epicentre 

1803 6 Uttarakashi 

1803 9 Badrinath 

1816 7 Gangotri 

1831 5 Lohaghaat 

1832 6 Lohaghaat 

1833 6 Lohaghaat 

1835 7 Lohaghaat 

1843 5 Chamoli 

1851 5 Nainital 

1869 6 Nainital 

1871 6 Landaur 

1916 7.5 Dharchula-Bajaang 
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Year Richter Scale Epicentre 

1935 6 Dharchula-Bajaang 

1937 8 Dehradun 

1943 5 Chamoli 

1945 6.5 Almora 

1958 7.5 Bajaang-Dharchula 

1961 5.7 Bajaang-Dharchula 

1964 5.8 Bajaang-Dharchula 

1964 5.3 Bajaang-Dharchula 

1966 6 Bajaang-Dharchula 

1966 6.3 Kapkot-Dharchula 

1966 5.7 Bharat-Nepal border 

1968 7 Dharchula-Bajaang 

1979 5.7 Bharat-Nepal border 

1980 6.5 Dharcula 

1991 6.6 Uttarakashi 

1999 6.8 Chamoli 

2005 4.8 Whole Uttarakhand 

2005 3.8 Dehradun/Haridwar 

2005 5.2 Chamoli/Joshimath 

2006 5 Uttarakhand -China border 

2007 5 Whole Uttarakhand 

2007 3.5 Mori Ranwayi Ghaati 

2009 4.7 Bhatwari- uttarakashi 

2010 5.1 Pithauragarh 
 
Various Websites and Publications 
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Suggested Readings: 

1. Mountain Perspective and Sustainability: A Framework for Developmental Strategies 

by N.S. Jodha. 

2. Growth, Poverty Alleviation and Sustainable Resource Management in Mountain 

Areas of South Asia, Proceedings of the International Conference, Jan 31-Feb 4, 

Kathmandu, Nepal 

3. C.K. Prahlad and S.L. Hart, The fortune at the bottom of the pyramid, Strategy and 

Business, 2002. 

4. How to Change the World: Social Entrepreneurship and the Power of New Ideas, 

David Bornstein, Oxford University Press, 2007 
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KEJRIWAL – REDEFINING INDIAN POLITICS 
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AIM: 

This case is designed to enable students to: 

 Explore the role of the environment and the characteristics which a political entrepreneur 

needs to have in order to become successful in the current political world 

 Clearly analyze the political system and issues plaguing the current political system in the 

developing world 

 Analyze whether corruption is the single major problem plaguing the developing world 

 Learn from the success of Kejriwal’s Aam Aadmi Party 

 

CASE SYNOPSIS 

With its promise to weed out corruption from public life, Arvind Kejriwal’s Aam Aadmi 

Party (AAP, Common Man Party) captured the imagination of millions of Indians. So much 

so that his one-year-old party was catapulted to power after the December 2013 elections in 

the state of Delhi (India). With a well worked out strategy which included a promise to 

introduce a bill which made everyone in the government including the prime minister 

accountable, Kejriwal’s AAP party projected itself as an alternative to the existing political 

parties which were known for deep-rooted corruption. Working closely with the grass-roots, 

formulating manifestos for each and every constituency, taking the opinion of the people on 

every major decision, taking the use of social media to a totally new level, AAP gained 

tremendous popularity among the voters. Having formed the government, it now remains to 

mailto:nagendra.ncr@icmrindia.org
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be seen how it will achieve its promises, which according to its critics, were impossible to 

fulfill.  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  

The authors thank IBS Hyderabad for providing us the necessary infrastructure and support to 

help us write this case. 

 

KEJRIWAL – REDEFINING INDIAN POLITICS 

“I hope people have voted for the development work done by the Congress in 

the past 15 years. I would not want to say how many seats we will win. It was 

a direct fight between the Congress and the BJP and I don’t view AAP as a 

strong contender.’’ 

– Ms. Sheila Dikshit (Congress), Chief Minister, New Delhi
1
.  

“We are far ahead of the Congress and the AAP. It is the Congress and the 

AAP who are contesting for the second position. Nobody can make a dent in 

our vote bank.’’ 

– Harsh Vardhan (BJP), Chief Minister Candidate,  

December, 2013 Elections
2
. 

“People are ready; they have made up their mind to remove the corrupt. I am 

very confident of the results. It will not be my victory but that of the people.’’ 

– Arvind Kejriwal (AAP), Convenor, AAP
3
. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Arvind Kerjiwal (Kejriwal), a common man, created history in Indian politics by becoming 

the youngest Chief Minister of New Delhi (Delhi). Kejriwal’s fledgling Aam Admi Party 

(AAP) had contested the Delhi elections against well-entrenched political parties like the 

Indian National Congress (Congress)
4
, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)

5
, and other regional 

parties. But none of these parties were able to stop the year-old AAP from succeeding. 

Kejriwal and AAP had caught the attention of not only the Delhiites but also of many 

                                                           
1
  “What they said”, www.thehindu.com, December 5, 2013. 

2
  “What they said”, www.thehindu.com, December 5, 2013. 

3
  “What they said”, www.thehindu.com, December 5, 2013. 

4
  Congress was the first and the largest national political party in India formed in the year 1885. 

5
  BJP was the second largest national political party in India formed in year 1980. 
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expatriate Indians who made donations to the party. AAP won a considerable number of seats 

and was the second largest party in terms of seat share in Delhi. However none of the parties 

was able to cross the crucial 35-seat mark required to form the government. (Refer to Exhibit-

I for Results of Delhi Assembly Elections, December 2013).  

Though the Congress and BJP were willing to support the AAP to form the government, 

Kejriwal was initially reluctant to accept either their support. But the prevailing 

circumstances forced him to rethink his decision. He said he was not interested in forming an 

alliance government with either the Congress (or) the BJP as he did not want to compromise 

on the AAP’s objectives. To know their actual intentions, Kejriwal wrote to the chiefs of both 

parties asking them to express their stand openly on his party’s agenda (Refer to Exhibit-II for 

AAP Agenda). He stated that their feedback would be placed in the public domain for 

consideration. In response to his letter, the Congress came forward to support his agenda, 

while the BJP stated that it could provide only situational support in implementing his 

agenda. 

Kejriwal said his conscience did not permit him to form an alliance government. However, 

his well-wishers and friends suggested that he should take up the responsibility as it would 

give him an opportunity to implement his ideas and prove his mettle. After a series of 

discussions with his team-mates and well-wishers, Kejriwal decided to go in for a 

referendum
6
. He wanted the people to convey their opinion on whether he should form the 

government or not. Kejriwal and his party organized the referendum. The responses were 

quick and overwhelmingly in support of forming the government (Refer to Exhibit-III for 

Outputs of Referandum Process). Encouraged and motivated by the results, Kejriwal decided 

to form the government with the external support of the Congress. He communicated his 

decision to the Lieutenant Governor of Delhi. After following the constitutional formalities, 

he finally took the oath on December 28, 2013, at the age of 45.  

However the challenge remains as to how Kejriwal would go about fulfilling the promises 

which he made during the election campaign especially of removing corruption which is so 

rampant and is in the veins of Indian politics. Non delivery of the promises could lead to lose 

of faith and even an uprising among the voters. 

 

                                                           
6
  It is a process of direct voting in which the public are asked to communicate their opinions on a particular 

issue (or) a proposal. This helps to provide solutions for certain critical issues. 
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BACKGROUND 

Kejriwal was born in a humble middle class family on August 16, 1968, in the Hisar District 

of Haryana. His father, Gobind Ram Kejriwal, was an engineer by profession and his mother 

Gita Devi a housewife. Kerjiwal was the eldest of three children. Gobind Ram Kejriwal’s job 

required him to move around various north Indian towns like Sonepet, Ghaziabad, Mathura, 

and Hisar. Kejriwal spent most of his childhood and schooldays in these places. In school, he 

was a sincere, dedicated, and focused student who topped the class. He was a loner and spoke 

very little. He did not mingle easily with others and had only a few friends. Thanks to the 

interest shown by Mrs. Chopra (Chopra), his Biology teacher, that Kejriwal learned to 

express his thoughts and ideas. Mrs. Chopra encouraged Kejriwal to participate in debates 

and in social and cultural activities. She introduced Kejriwal to Arvind Pandey (Pandey), a 

senior student of his school, and asked Pandey to provide career guidance to Kejriwal and 

clarify any doubts he had. Initially, Kejriwal wanted to become a doctor. But on Pandey’s 

suggestion, he decided to opt for the engineering stream instead. He worked with strong 

determination and made his entry into the prestigious Indian Institute of Technolgy (IIT)
7
, 

Kharagpur.  

Kejriwal enjoyed his college days. He did well in studies. Though he was not the topper, he 

managed to get a score of 8.2. He participated in extra-curricular activities like public 

speaking and theater activities. He made some life long friends in college, though most of 

them (8 out of 10) went abroad for further studies. After completing his graduation in the 

year 1989, he joined Tata Steel
8
 (Tata). Before he opted to join Tata Steel, Kejriwal got 

opportunities from public sector companies like Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC)
9
 

and Gas Authority of India Limited (GAIL)
10

. He turned down both the offers and joined 

Tata Steel.  

However, it proved to be a testing time for Kejriwal at Tata Steel. He was posted as Assistant 

Manager in the design department at Jamshedpur. He was responsible for the design and 

development of the plant and machinery for future steel projects. Kejriwal did not find it 

                                                           
7
  A national level reputed autonomous college in India that offers Engineering courses.  

8
  Tata Steel is an Indian multinational company making steel. Its headquarters are located in Mumbai, 

Maharashtra.  
9
  ONGC is India’s largest public sector oil and gas exploration and production company. Its headquarters are 

located in Dehradun, India. 
10

  GAIL is India’s largest public sector natural gas processing and distribution company. Its headquarters are 

located in New Delhi, India. 
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interesting. He also began to feel that his qualifications were not enough for him to achieve a 

higher position in his career. After exploring all the opportunities, Kejriwal found he had 

three options – he could go abroad, pursue a management degree, or try for the civil services. 

Kejriwal tried to pursue management studies but was not successful. During a discussion he 

had with a close friend at IIT, Mr. Sanjay Virsingh (Sanjay), Kejriwal realized that civil 

servants wielded a lot of power and authority and also could make a difference to society. He 

finally decided to go in for the civil services. He took leave of absence from his job and 

prepared for the civil services examination
11

.  

 

Kejriwal was successful in his first attempt. He got a score that made him eligible to work for 

the Indian Revenue Service (IRS). But he wanted to join the Indian Administrative Service 

(IAS) which required a higher score and so decided to take the examination another time. He 

had the option of retaining the better of the two scores. In the meantime, he rejoined Tata 

Steel but realized that he was still dissatisfied with the job. He requested the management to 

transfer him to the Corporate Social Responsibility division (This unit worked for the 

development of rural people). But his request was turned down with the management 

replying that he had been recruited as an engineer, not a social worker. They left it to him to 

decide whether to continue in the job (or) not. He decided to quit.  

Kejriwal liked reading. He read books on Mother Terasa, Ramakrishna Mission and other 

religious subjects, and about Christian missionaries. He was greatly influenced by the 

teachings of Swami Vivekananda (Vivekananda). Being a sincere follower of Vivekananda, 

Kejriwal had strong belief in God. After quitting his job at Tata Steel, Kejriwal visited 

Mother Terasa’s Missionaries of Charity, Christian Brothers Association, Ramakrishna 

Mission, and the Nehru Yuva Kendra
12

. He took part in the social activities organized by 

these organizations. In the meantime, he came to know that his second attempt at the civil 

services examination had proved futile – he could not get into the IAS. He had to settle for 

IRS. After completing his training period, Kejriwal was posted as Asst. Commissioner of 

Income Tax in the year 1995. He was posted in a town near Delhi. Kejriwal married his IRS 

                                                           
11

  The civil service examination in India is a three stage process. An applicant has to first appear for a 

preliminary examination. Once he/she qualifies, he/she is shortlisted to write the main examination. Those 

who clear the mains are called for the Final Interview. The Indian Administrative Service (IAS) is the highest 

service that an applicant can be selected to, followed by the Indian Foreign Service (IFS), the Indian Police 

Service (IPS), the Indian Revenue Service (IRS), etc. 
12

  Reputed social service organizations in India.  
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batch-mate Ms. Sunitha, whom he met during his training period at the National Academy for 

Direct Taxes, Nagpur, Maharashtra. He has two children, a daughter, Harshitha and a son, 

Pulkit.  

 

SOCIAL ACTIVIST 

On the first day after he joined the IRS, Kejriwal met his superior and was taken aback by 

what he said. “In the first few years of your service, you should make sufficient money for 

yourself so that you can appear to be honest for the rest of your life,”
13

 his senior advised 

him. The man added that he had done the same thing and had earned sufficient money. 

Though Kejriwal was aware of corruption in the government departments, this came as a 

shock to him. He had no idea about the extent and level of corruption. As Assistant 

Commissioner of Income Tax, he had around ten people working under him. They were all 

responsible for processing the income statements and tax returns of local people and 

businessmen. One day when he was seriously working on the files, one of the security guards 

approached him and said Chai Paani (tea and snacks). Kejriwal thought he wanted to buy 

some snacks and was asking him for money. He was surprised when he came to know it was 

a code for a bribe. Kejriwal came to office by scooter. His staff often said, “It is okay, sir, it 

will take only a few months for you to have a car”
14

. There was enough scope in his 

department to indulge in corruption. Even though he was aware of this, he was unable to take 

disciplinary action against the corrupt officials, as he did not have the authority. He felt that 

the systems in place to tackle corruption were inadequate and lacked transparency and there 

was a lack of genuineness in handling corrupt practices.  

Despite being concerned about corruption in the department, Kejriwal enjoyed working in the 

IRS. He dealt with many cases concerning taxation issues. He was acknowledged as a 

sincere, honest, and hardworking person. He was promoted as deputy commissioner in the 

year 2000. Besides being a sincere civil servant, he had a spiritual side to him. He had studied 

in missionary schools where he had been taught moral studies and taken on church visits. In 

addition, there were the normal Hindu teachings, daily rituals, and celebration of festivals in 

his house. All these had an impact on Kejriwal. He was devout and believed in prayer until 

his twelfth standard. There was a break in his spiritual path when he was doing his 

                                                           
13

  Arvind Kejriwal Biography, www.rmaf.org.ph, 2006. 
14

  Arvind Kejriwal Biography, www.rmaf.org.ph, 2006. 

http://www.rmaf.org.ph/
http://www.rmaf.org.ph/
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graduation. He regained his sense of spiritualism only after taking part in social activities 

during the period between resigning from Tata Steel and joining the IRS. He believed serving 

people was a part of spiritualism.  

In the year 1997, he started practicing “Vipassana”
15

. He then formed an association called 

KABIR (Karmayogis Association for Bringing Indian Regeneration). KABIR was registered 

as a society under the Societies Act. He tried to persuade several persons and organizations to 

act against corrupt practices. He requested them not to pay their electricity bills, in order to 

focus attention on the corruption in the Electricity department. It was around this time that he 

met Kailash Goduka (Kailash), a Chartered Accountant, and Colonel J.N.Pandey (Pandey), a 

retired army officer. He had long discussions with them on corruption and the all-pervasive 

sense of dissatisfaction he felt as an honest officer. During their discussions, they decided to 

act on behalf of the common man by helping him to overcome corruption. They began their 

activities under the name “Parivartan”
16

. It was initiated in the year December 1999.  

The Parivartan Team (Parivartan) first decided to address issues related to the income tax 

department. Kejriwal and Kailash knew how the income tax department functioned. Kailash, 

Pandey, and Dr. R.S. Gupta (Gupta) were the key members of Parivartan. Kejriwal did not 

play a direct role in the activities, as he was still working with the department. He took care 

of the back-end in executing the activities. Parivartan started its work with a computer in a 

room provided by Kailash. Later on, it was shifted to a room provided by Gupta. All the three 

members (Kailash, Pandey, and Gupta) met the commissioner of income tax and requested 

him to address the grievances of the public brought up by Parivartan. After he agreed to do 

so, Parivartan requested the public not to pay bribes or approach middlemen to get their work 

done with the income tax department. Instead, it urged the public to bring their grievances to 

the notice of Parivartan. All the grievances were collected by Parivartan which then 

approached the commissioner for redress. This process slowly gained momentum. Parivartan 

publicized its activities through bannners and pamphlets distributed across Delhi. The 

banners read“Don’t pay bribes in income-tax department”, “Come to us. We’ll get it done 

free of cost”. This annoyed the income tax commissioner who refused to support Parivartan. 

However, this did not stop Parivartan, which continued to address the grievances of the 

                                                           
15

  A Buddhist meditation technique.  
16

  It represents a voluntary association of persons formed for the purpose of helping the common man from the 

corrupt practices in Government departments.  
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public and send them by post to the income tax commissioner. At the same time, Parivartan 

met Members of Parliament and Vigilance officials in the income tax department to seek their 

help in getting the grievances redressed. Several suggestions were made by Parivartan to 

bring in transparency in the working of the department and improve its efficiency. Parivartan 

put in a lot of effort to get the income-tax department to implement their suggestions. . It 

approached the Delhi High Court (Court) to direct the income tax department to implement 

its suggestions.  

In the court, Partivartan faced a setback when the income tax department claimed that it had 

already implemented the suggestions. Parivartan knew this was a false claim, but it was 

unable to prove it in court. It staged a protest in front of the income tax department seeking 

copies of the departmental order issued for the implementation of the suggestions. For a long 

time there was no proper response. After some time, the commissioner came out and 

requested Parivartan to give him two or three weeks’ time to provide the copies. Parivartan 

agreed to do so and returned after ten days. But it was still not able to get a favorable reply 

from the commissioner. This prompted Manish Sisodia (Manish)
17

, to write a letter to the 

commissioner stating that he would launch a fast unto death, if the order copies are not given 

within ten days. This issue came to the notice of N.Vittal (Vittal), Chief Vigilance 

Commissioner, India. He discussed the issue with Manish and advised the income tax 

commissioner to implement Parivartan’s suggestions. Vittal was successful in convincing 

both the parties. Parivartan finally succeeded in bringing about a change in the income tax 

department. During this entire process, though Kejriwal did not play a direct role, he was 

behind Parivartan’s activities.  

Parivartan then moved on to the Electricity department to tackle the problems there. The 

commissioner of the electricity department took an interest in supporting Parivartan. He 

appointed an officer to address the concerns put forth by Parivartan. There was not much 

resistance from the electricity department in implementing the suggestions made by 

Parivartan. In a short span of time, there was a decline in the number of cases related to the 

electricity department.  

The Parivartan volunteer base increased considerably. From a four-member team, it expanded 

to have around seven key members and above 100 volunteers. Parivartan was on the path to 

                                                           
17

  Manish was the first volunteer who joined Parivartan apart from Kailesh, Pandey, Gupta, and Kejriwal. 
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achieving its objectives. But it believed the approach it was following lacked stability. It 

wanted to create a system that would be sustainable in the long term and could be accessed 

by a large number of people. The answer came in the form of the Right to Information (RTI) 

Act (Refer to Exhibit-IV for RTI Act). The RTI Act caught Kejriwal’s attention. He thought 

that this could solve the problems of the common man and help to counter corruption. He 

then began campaigning for the RTI Act. He took a sabbatical from his job and participated 

actively in solving problems using the RTI Act. Several problems related to the Public 

Distribution System (PDS)
18

, Municipal Department, and other public projects were 

identified and solved through the RTI Act. Kejriwal and his team were able to bring out 

several discrepancies in the functioning of government departments with the help of the RTI 

Act. It was their relentless campaign that resulted in a revamp of the entire PDS in Delhi. 

They unearthed one of the biggest ration dealers’ scams in Delhi and suggested solutions for 

the effective implementation of the PDS in Delhi. Kejriwal organized several campaigns to 

enlighten the public about the RTI Act and its benefits. He along with his team visited 

government offices and requested them to implement the RTI Act in their departments.  

Kerjiwal and his team were responsible for making a mark with the RTI Act. It became a 

national level Act in the year 2005. Kejriwal played a key role in leading the RTI movement. 

He was awarded the Ramon Magsaysay award
19

 for Emergent Leadership in the year 2006. 

The same year, Kejriwal resigned from his job and decided to take on a much more active 

role in implementing and creating awareness about the RTI Act. He founded a Non-

Governmental Organization called Public Cause Research Foundation (PCRF) on December 

19, 2006. PCRF was an extension of Parivartan activities. Kejriwal contributed his 

Magsaysay award money as a corpus fund for PCRF. The primary objective of the foundation 

was to bring in efficiency in governance by using and promoting the RTI Act. The RTI Act 

was used to collect information about various aspects of governance. The information was 

researched and analyzed and then disseminated to ensure that the rules and laws were enacted 

and enforced properly. The information was also used to ensure implementation of various 

government policies. PCRF constituted the RTI awards. People who played an active role in 

                                                           
18

  A food distribution in India through which the government distributes basic food and non-food items to the 

poor. They are distributed at subsidized rates through government notified shops called ration shops.  
19

  An award established in the memory of Philippines President Ramon Magsaysay who lost his life in a plane 

crash. He was known for his simplicity and humility. He had strong passion for providing justice, especially 

for poor people and for protecting human dignity. This award sets an example of integrity in public service 

and pragmatic idealism within a democratic society.  
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implementing and promoting the RTI Act were awarded by PCRF. The awards given were 

for best RTI citizen, best Information commissioner, and best Public Information officer
20

. 

Kejriwal won several awards for his social service activities and leadership (Refer to Exhibit-

V for List of Awards of Kejriwal). 

Several eminent persons joined Kejriwal in his endeavor. They included Kiran Bedi (a Phd 

holder and the first woman IPS officer in India), Prashant Bhushan (a Supreme Court 

advocate and social activist), Manish Sisodia (a senior journalist and RTI activist) and 

Abhinandan Sekhri (a famous writer and film producer). All of them were part of PCRF. 

PCRF played an active role in ensuring effective governance practices. The legal cell of 

PCRF dealt with several cases related to different issues on governance in various courts. It 

was successful in winning legal battles providing relief to different individuals and for the 

implementation of the RTI Act.  

 

INDIA AGAINST CORRUPTION (IAC)
21

 MOVEMENT 

After his success as an RTI activist, Kejriwal focused on protesting against corruption 

practices. He became a part of civil society
22

. Civil society members (Civil society) first 

protested against corruption practices in the Commonwealth Games
23

. It was believed that 

Kejriwal played a key role in designing the future plan of civil society. This process gave 

birth to the India Against Corruption (IAC) movement. The primary objective of this 

movement was to pressure the government into passing a strong Lokpal Bill (Lokpal)
24

 in the 

Indian parliament. Before the launch of the movement, the civil society members requested 

the government to consider their suggestions to strengthen the Lokpal bill as part of 

improvements to the Lokpal. The civil society members requested the government to make 

them a part of the formulating committee. But there was no response from the government. 

                                                           
20

  www.pcrf.in 
21

  India against Corruption was a movement organized by a group of civil society members to protest against 

corruption in India. 
22

  A part of the society formed as an institution, organization (or) as an association of persons to address the 

issues and problems of social life. Here, the term civil society represents the association of persons formed 

for the purpose of protesting corrupt practices of bureaucrats and politicians in India. It includes a group of 

educationists, social activists, and politicians.  
23

  The Commonwealth Games were organized by the Delhi government in the year 2010. 
24

  It is an Act that obligates the Central and State Governments of India to form an Authority to monitor and 

control corruption of both politicians and bureaucrats.  
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The civil society members then approached Anna Hazare (Anna)
25

 to lead and direct them to 

organize the protest against the government. Anna took the lead and threatened to launch a 

fast unto death protest if the government did not consider their request. With no concrete 

assurance forthcoming from the government, Anna launched his protest on April 5, 2011, at 

Jantar Mantar, New Delhi. In a short span of time, the movement attracted huge public 

attention across the country. Millions of people across various sections of society expressed 

their support for the movement. Thousands directly participated. During this entire process, 

Kejriwal acted as a key spokesperson for Anna’s team. Taking note of the situation, the 

government decided to discuss the terms with Team Anna (Civil society members after 

joining with Anna represented themselves as Team Anna) members.  

There were several rounds of discussions between a Group of Ministers (GoM) and Team 

Anna, but there was no consensus. Several objections were raised by the GoM on the 

contents of Team Anna’s version of the Lokpal, also called “Jan Lokpal” (Refer to Exhibit-VI 

for Key Features of Team Anna’s Version of Lokpal and to Exhibit-VII for Points of 

Difference Between Team Anna and GoM). It termed this version as operationally difficult to 

implement. But Anna and his team stood firm and were unwilling to accept any other version 

of Lokpal. The fight continued between the government and Team Anna. But there was no 

result. Anna was determined to start his fast once again to convince the government to accept 

their version of the Lokpal Bill. The government offered several times to hold discussions,but 

on the condition that Team Anna make some compromises to their version of the Lokpal. 

Anna and his team were determined not to go back on their stand. They started to counter the 

government practices and exposed various corruption practices. Though the entire situation 

was centered on Anna, Kejriwal was the lead organizer of all the activities. He acted as chief 

spokesman of Anna in organizing the movement.  

The government and other major political parties were determined not to accept Anna’s 

version of the Lokpal. To help Anna in his cause, Kejriwal also began a fast unto death along 

with Anna. During this time, he raised several allegations against the government and 

criticized its nature of working. He himself came in for severe criticism from politicians. He 

and his supporters were harassed in several ways. Kejriwal, however, was not deterred by 

these activities. He was very active and determined in his approach. Finally, Anna and his 

                                                           
25

  A prominent septuagenarian social activist known for protesting in Gandhian (non-violent) ways for social 

causes.  
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team realized that they were being ignored. They were advised by their well-wishers to take 

the political route to win their cause. While Kejriwal was ready to take up the challenge, 

Anna was not interested in jumping into politics. After having been active for more than a 

year, the movement found itself in a deadlock.  

 

SPLIT WITH ANNA 

Team Anna was not successful in convincing the political parties on Jan Lokpal Bill (Refer to 

Exhibit-VIII for Political Scenario in India). The team suffered a setback when the political 

parties refused to provide the support required for the passage of the Jan Lokpal Bill. The 

parties cited several reasons for not supporting the Bill. They opined that implementation of 

Jan Lokpal Bill provisions was a challenging task. But Kejriwal wanted to show that it is 

possible to implement the Lokpal Bill by taking the political route and forming the 

government. There were mixed opinions in Team Anna about taking the political route. This 

led to the formation of two different groups within Team Anna – one supporting the political 

route and the other opposing it. Kejriwal led the group in favor of taking the political route. 

Members of IAC movement conducted a survey through social media to know whether the 

people were in favor of forming a political party. They received a favorable response from 

the public. However, Anna could not be convinced to adopt this way. He felt they could not 

continue with the Gandhian way if they did so. But Kejriwal was determined to enter politics. 

After a series of deliberations among team members, Anna decided to lead his movement 

separately. After playing a crucial role and being a close aide of Anna, Kejriwal parted ways 

to lead a separate movement.  

 

POLITICAL ENTRY 

Even after splitting from Anna, Kejriwal did not stop protesting against corrupt practices. He 

further intensified his protests, raising allegations against well-known individuals with strong 

political support. The allegations were made against Robert Vadra
26

, Nitin Gadkari
27

, Salman 

Kurshid
28

, Mukesh Ambani
29

, etc. He directly blamed them and charged them with indulging 

                                                           
26

  Son-in-law of Congress President Sonia Gandhi. 
27

  BJP President. BJP is a leading national level political party in India and a primary opposition party in 2013.  
28

  Law minister in Congress led United Progressive Alliance (UPA) Government, 2009-2014.  
29

  CMD Reliance Industries, reputed and world famous businessman in India. 
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in corruption and provided the necessary proofs. He dared them to an open debate and was 

ready to face any defamation charges lodged by them. He challenged the politicians and 

others to prove his claims to be false. Simultaneously, he concentrated on addressing public 

issues. He participated in several protests and agitations on issues of public concern. The 

protests were related to the demolition of houses in a slum, increase in water and electricity 

charges, etc. All these attracted the attention of the public in Delhi and across the country. A 

15-day hunger strike undertaken by Kejriwal to protest against a hike in water and electricity 

bills especially gained much attention. Around 10 lakh people of Delhi expressed their 

support to Kejriwal’s cause.  

Kejriwal formally announced the launching of the common man’s political party on October 

2, 2012. Giving a brief outline about the party’s objectives and agenda, he said in an address 

to the media, “We tried everything from ‘andolan’ and ‘anshan’
30

 to pleadings with folded 

hands but nothing has worked with the present-day political leaders, so now we will fight to 

uproot these parties from power and change the system that corrupts”
31

. He vowed to bring 

about a change in both the political and bureaucratic systems. He focused on implementing 

his vision of “Swaraj”
32

. Mohalla Sabhas
33

, and Gram Sabhas
34

 formed a major part of this 

governance. He announced that his party would shun the VIP culture
35

 if it was elected to 

power. He named his party the Aam Admi Party (AAP) on November 26, 2012. Later on, it 

was recognized as a political party by the Election Commission and allotted the broom as its 

Election symbol. Kejriwal moved ahead to gain and instil confidence in the public. He 

followed a unique approach in reaching out to the people. He succeeded in attracting the 

youth and making them volunteers for his party. Kejriwal’s major strength was his team. He 

had an excellent and determined team which supported his efforts. He maintained utmost 

confidence in his team. This confidence remained intact even when team members faced 

                                                           
30

    ‘Andolan’ means protests and ‘Anshan’ means Hunger strike (or) Fasting till death. 
31

  “Kejriwal launches party, vows to defeat ‘VIP system’”, www.thehindu.com, October 3, 2012. 
32

  It is a type of governance which functions as per the wishes of the common man.  
33

  The Mohalla Sabha was an organization of people at the city level to discuss their problems and come up 
with plans to solve them.  

34
  Grama Sabha is an organization of people at the rural level to discuss their problems and come up with a plan 

to solve their problems. 
35

  A status given to high level bureaucrats and political leaders by providing them with high class facilities. 
Their vehicles are fitted with beacons indicating their level and importance and residences are provided in 
high class buildings. All these facilities are provided in the Public Expenditure account.  

http://www.thehindu.com/
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allegations on the basis of sting operation conducted by a media team, while warning them 

with disqualification if they were proved guilty.  

Kejriwal successfully led his campaign. His party used both traditional and modern means of 

communication to reach out to all categories of people. Kejriwal himself went on a door-to-

door campaign and also used social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, and his party’s 

website. This helped him get in touch with all categories of people. He worked hard to reach 

the public at the grassroot level. This approach helped him to reach out to the maximum 

number of people. In February 2013, when a survey was conducted, AAP’s vote share was 

only 15%. This had increased to 31% by October 2013. His party followed a unique approach 

in preparing the election manifesto and choosing candidates. He and his party consulted the 

public of different constituencies and prepared 71 different manifestos (one for each 

constituency and one common one for the whole of Delhi). The manifesto for each 

constituency related to the provision of public services, state of housing, transportation 

system, employment, and issues related to minorities. AAP also concentrated on the 

inadequate supply of water, rising electricity charges, sanitation and healthcare, and 

education. Further, it took up the challenge of naming candidates with a clean image in all the 

70 constituencies of Delhi. Kejriwal himself decided to contest against three-time winner and 

Delhi Chief Minister, Ms. Sheila Dixit. The election turned into a battle between the 

Congress, the BJP, and the AAP.  

Kejriwal and his team made every effort to communicate their vision to the public. Dedicated 

teams were formed to organize various campaigning strategies. Volunteers played a crucial 

role in implementing their strategies. The budget limit for campaigning for each candidate 

was Rs.1.4 million. AAP kept to the limit by using autos and taxis for campaigning. It 

requested the owners of the autos and taxis to carry party posters on the back of their 

vehicles. It floated banners on busy flyovers during the early hours when the traffic was 

heavy and the vigilance by police was limited. Party volunteers stood at busy centers carrying 

the placards and party banners. The AAP found that it could not resort to the print and 

electronic media because of budget constraints. But it used social media extensively to reach 

out to young people. Social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google Hangouts, 

YouTube, and blogs by the volunteers in particular played a very important role.  

AAP’s website served as a major source for communicating information to the public. It was 

launched on November 26, 2012. It provided up-to-date information on party activities. 
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Facebook and Twitter links were provided on the web page. It also helped volunteers to 

register and to make donations to the party. The website provided an option for online 

discussions through various forums on the site. Social networking sites like Facebook, 

Twitter were used to reach the maximum number of people. On Facebook, AAP had around 

11,37,873 likes. On Twitter, it utilized multiple hashtags like #AAPSweepingDelhi and 

#VoteforAAP to reach to the maximum number of citizens. There were around 60,000 tweets 

sent through hashtags. Kejriwal himself had Facebook and Twitter accounts. On Facebook, 

Kejriwal had a million likes and on Twitter he had 7.7 lakh followers. AAP also relied on a 

political social networking site called “Voterite”, which helped its party contestants interact 

with the maximum number of people online. Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) also played an 

important role in promoting the AAP. They participated actively in the Call Delhi Campaign 

(CCC) and promoted the party. Party sources provided telephone numbers to NRIs who had 

registered under CCC. The NRIs then called up the Delhities and promoted Kejriwal and his 

party. At the last moment of their campaign, they used an App called “Thunderclap” which 

helped to create multiple posts on Facebook and Twitter automatically based on the specified 

timelines. This helped them to reach to a maximum of 35 million netizens online. 

 

HURDLES AND CRISTICISM  

Kejriwal had a peaceful job, a supportive family, and good friends. Yet, he knew he had a 

role to play beyond all that. He wanted to serve the people and the nation. But he faced 

hurdles and criticism in his journey. Right from the days of campaigning for the RTI Act to 

the day he became Chief Minister, he and his team faced several obstacles. When they were 

campaigning for the RTI Act, his activists were beaten up several times. Kejriwal was on the 

road most of the time and slept on railway platforms. He underwent tremendous physical and 

mental strain while campaigning for the RTI Act. During the time of IAC, he was severely 

criticized by politicians. There were allegations that when he was in the IRS, he had misled 

the department and taken the salary during his long leave period against the rules. Later on, 

he settled the issued to avoid the criticism and approached the court for justice. Various cases 

were filed against him. He faced police charges several times for protesting against corrupt 

practices. Various defamation cases were also filed against him. He was even criticized by his 

mentor Anna. Anna alleged that Kejriwal was after power and that was why he had joined 

politics. He forbade Kejriwal from using his name or fame in his political campaigns. 
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Kejriwal was threatened and criticized by politicians and others. But he never thought of 

stepping back or of compromising on his decision. 

 

CHALLENGES AHEAD 

For Kejriwal, being Chief Minister was anything but an easy task. He and his team-mates 

were criticized for being political novices. His manifesto was considered impractical “They 

owe it to their voters to form the government. I appeal to the youth who joined AAP to 

compel Kejriwal to fulfill the promises he listed in the manifesto,” said Congress leader and 

former Delhi power minister, Haroon Yusuf
36

. Besides, Kejriwal was not at all sure about 

how long he would be able run the government with the support of the Congress. He knew 

that the Congress could withdraw support at any time. But if everything went well, he was 

confident of implementing his manifesto "Not sure of Congress and BJP. We are not bothered 

whether the government survives or not. We are running the government assuming that we 

have just 48 hours with us. We want to do the maximum good to the people, if we can in this 

time," news reports quoted Kejriwal as saying
37

. Kejriwal focused on addressing the 

problems of the people. He assured them that he would sort out their problems amicably. He 

wanted to get much closer to the public and expected their support in each and every 

endeavor. He wanted to rule the state as per the wishes of the common man. On the other 

hand, his opponents from various segments were eager to find fault with the way Kejriwal 

and his team-mates functioned. They kept on the lookout for every possible opportunity to 

bring them down. Kejriwal needed to focus on designing strategies to overcome any 

adversity. People across the country and around the world wished that Kejriwal would be 

successful in his endeavors.  

                                                           
36

  Congress responds to Arvind Kejriwal’s letter, says AAP mocking democracy, 

http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com, December 14,2013.  
37

  Congress’ Potshots at Arvind Kejriwal, http://zeenews.india.com, December 31, 2013. 
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Exhibit-I 

Results of Delhi Assembly Elections, December 2013 

Party  Seats Won 

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 31 

Indian National Congress (Congress) 8 

Janata Dal (United)  1 

Shiromani Akali Dal  1 

Aam Admi Party (AAP) 28 

Independent 1 

Total 70 

Source: Election Commission of India, eciresults.ap.nic.in, updated as on 10/12/2013 @ 12.10 PM 

 

Exhibit-II 

AAP Agenda  

1. To bring an end to the VIP culture in Delhi. 

2. Passing of the Jan Lokpal Bill – the version for which Anna Hazare held fasts. 

3. Swaraj in Delhi: People will take decision directly in mohalla sabhas, which will be 

held in every locality and colony. 

4. Complete statehood for Delhi; central government's hold on Delhi Development 

Authority (DDA) and police should end. 

5. Special audit of all power companies in the Capital from the time they were privatized. 

6. Electricity meters to be checked. 

7. Availability of water to every household in the Capital. 

8. Regularization of unauthorized colonies. 

9. Clean and affordable houses for those living in slums. 

10. Support to provide regular jobs to those working on contractual basis. 

11. Infrastructural facilities like roads, electricity, water, and basic facilities to ordinary 

traders and simplification of VAT system. 

12. No FDI in retail should be allowed in Delhi. 

13. Providing facilities and subsidies to farmers in the villages in the Capital. 

14. Opening 500 government schools, stopping donations in private schools and making 

the fee system transparent. 

15. Opening new government hospitals with better facilities. 

16. Special security units for women and all harassment cases need to be tackled within 

three months. 

17. Setting up enough courts and appointing judges so that all cases are dealt with within 

http://eciresults.ap.nic.in/
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six months. 

18. Support from the municipal corporations on all these issues. 

Source: http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/arvind-kejriwal-aam-aadmi-party-18-demands/1/332447.html 
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Exhibit – III 

Outputs of Referandum Process 

Particulars 
Total 

Response 

Total 

Responses – 

(unique) 

Total Valid 

Responses for 

Delhi 

Outcome 

– Yes 

Outcome-

 No 

Website 1,34,917 99,043 20,969 14,256 6,713 

Phone Calls 238, 239 1,83,093 85,716 62,412 23,304 

SMS 324,154 2,41,047 1,59,281 1,20,418 38,863 

Total 6,97,310 523183 265966 197086 68880 

  

Jansabhas/ 

Public 

Meetings 

280 257 23 

Source: www.aamaadiparty.org 

 

Exhibit-IV 

Right to Information (RTI) Act 

The Right to Information (RTI) Act was introduced in India to empower Indian citizens to 

find out about the functioning of government departments. Initially, it was introduced by 

only a few state governments in India. Later on, in 2005, it was introduced all over India. It 

was called the RTI Act, 2005. This law gave an opportunity to the citizens of India to gain 

access to information related to the functioning of government activities. Public 

Information Officers (PIOs) appointed by respective government departments were 

responsible for providing the required information to the general public. The public by 

paying a requisite fee could ask for specific information in a prescribed format through the 

PIOs. The Law provided the necessary guidelines for the dissemination of information.  

Source: Compiled by Author 
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Exhibit-V 

List of Awards for Kejriwal 

Year Name of the Award 

2004 Ashoka Fellow 

2005 Satyendra Dubey Memorial Award 

2006 Ramon Magsaysay Award 

2006 CNN-IBN Indian of the Year 

2009 Distinguished Alumnus Award by IIT 

2010 Corporate Excellence Award by Economic Times 

2010 Policy Change Agent Award along with Aruna Roy 

2011 NDTV Indian of the Year along with Anna Hazare 

Source: http://www.elections.in/political-leaders/arvind-kejriwal.html 

 

Exhibit-VI 

Key Features of Team Anna’s Version of Lokpal  

1. Establish a central government anti-corruption institution called Lokpal. 

2. Lokpal to be supervised by the Cabinet Secretary and the Election Commission 

3. Members will be appointed by judges, Indian Administrative Service officers with a 

clean record, private citizens, and constitutional authorities. 

4. A selection committee will invite shortlisted candidates for interviews, video 

recordings of which will thereafter be made public. 

5. The Lokayukta will publish a list of cases dealt with, brief details of each, their 

outcome, and any action taken or proposed. 

6. Losses caused to the government by a corrupt individual will be recovered at the time 

of conviction. 

7. The existing anti-corruption agencies (Central Vigilance Commission, Departmental 

Vigilance, and Anti-Corruption branch of the CBI) will be merged into Lokpal which 

will have complete power and authority to independently investigate and prosecute any 

officer, judge, or politician. 

Source: http://www.slideshare.net/niharika03/lo-kpal-bill-2 

 

http://www.elections.in/political-leaders/arvind-kejriwal.html
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Exhibit-VII 

Points of Difference between Team Anna and GoM 

Issues Team Anna’s Lokpal Bill Government Lokpal 

Prime Minister Can be investigated with 

permission of seven-member 

Lokpal bench. 

Cannot be Investigated by 

Lokpal 

Judiciary  Can be investigated, though high 

level member may be investigated 

only with the permission of a 

seven-member Lokpal bench. 

Judiciary is exempt and will be 

covered by a separate “Judicial 

accountability bill” 

MPs Can be investigated with the 

permission of a seven-member 

Lokpal bench. 

Can be investigated, but their 

conduct within Parliament, such 

as voting, cannot be 

investigated. 

Lower Bureaucracy  All public servants will be 

included. 

Only Group A officers will be 

covered. 

Central Bureau of 

Investigation (CBI) 

The CBI will be merged into the 

Lokpal. 

The CBI will remain a separate 

agency. 

Removal of Lokpal 

members and Chair 

Any person can bring a complaint 

to the Supreme Court, which can 

then recommend removal of any 

member to the president. 

Any aggrieved person can raise 

a complaint to the president, 

who will refer the matter to the 

CJI. 

Lokayukta  Lokayukta and other local/state 

anti-corruption agency would 

remain in place. 

All state anti-corruption 

agencies would be closed and 

responsibilities taken over by 

centralized Lokpal. 

Punishment for 

Corruption 

Lokpal can either directly impose 

penalties or refer the matter to the 

courts. Penalties can include 

removal from office, 

imprisonment, and recovery of 

assets from those who benefited 

from the corruption. 

Lokpal can only refer matters to 

the courts, not take any direct 

punitive actions. Penalties 

remain equivalent to those in 

current law. 

Removal of Lokpal 

staff and officers 

Complaints against Lokpal staff 

will be handled by independent 

boards set up in each state, 

composed of retired bureaucrats, 

judges, and civil society members. 

Lokpal will conduct inquiries 

into its own behavior. 

Source: http://www.slideshare.net/niharika03/lo-kpal-bill-2 
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Exhibit-VIII 

Political Scenario in India 

India is a “Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic” country. It has a federal 

democratic form of government. It is the largest democracy in the world. In India, political 

parties play a major role in forming the government and ruling the country. The 

Constitution is at the base of Indian politics. The country is headed by the president and the 

government is headed by the Prime Minister. The President exercises only executive power 

and he is independent of the legislature. Legislative power is vested with government and 

with both the houses of parliament (the Lok sabha and the Rajya Sabha). The judiciary, the 

third pillar of the Indian constitution, is independent of both the executive and the 

legislative. The Supreme Court is the highest judicial forum in India. 

The Indian political scenario is dominated by several political parties. There are around six 

national parties, 53 state parties, and around 1500 unrecognized political parties. Elections 

take place within a multi-party system. For most of the years after independence, the 

Indian political scenario was dominated by the Indian National Congress (Congress). The 

Congress has been regarded as a major party since independence. The second largest 

national party which dominates the Indian political scenario is the Bharatiya Janata Party 

(BJP). In addition, there are several regional parties which dominate national politics. The 

Congress has had a long history of ruling the country since 1950 to 1990. In between, there 

were two breaks. Because of the emergency declared by Indira Gandhi in the year 1975, 

there was discontent among the people. This resulted in the Congress losing power in 1977 

and 1980. Janata Party won the elections. The second time, in 1989, a Janata Dal led 

coalition government was formed with the support of Left Front 

But after 1990, no single political party was able to form an independent government. As 

none of the political parties gained full majority in 1991 elections, the Congress formed 

a minority government under the leadership P.V. Narasimha Rao. He was able to complete 

his five-year term. Several short-lived alliances were formed during the period 1996–1998. 

Though BJP managed to form the government in the year 1996, it did not sustain for long-

time. Another front called United Front coalition came into being excluding both BJP and 

Congress. It was not successful. In the year 1998, BJP formed an alliance government 

called National Democratic Alliance (NDA) with other parties and ruled country for a full-

term. Congress won highest number of seats in 2004 and formed an alliance government 

called United Progressive Alliance (UPA). This was Congress Party’s first coalition 

government. The success of Congress and its alliance continued in 2009 elections and 

again formed the government.    

Indian democracy was suspended once but India is generally regarded as a strong 

democracy. However, Indian politics is often described as chaotic. More than a fifth of 

parliament members face some criminal charge or the other and around 40 of them are 

accused of serious criminal charges. 

Source: Compiled by Author. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minority_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P.V._Narasimha_Rao
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ABSTRACT 

 
The Orange cool club was a social  and leisure club. It was not only a place to rejuvenate and 

revitalize but also to chill out. It was a distinguished name among top notch-clubs of the country. 

Currently 3600 people  were its members. It had rich ambience, state-of-the art sport facilities. 

This club had very outstanding and classy way to celebrate all the national and others festivals.  

It had closed its membership since 2000 because of inadequate infrastructure. It had affiliation 

with various foreign and domestic clubs. It was the central India’s top most entertainment club. 

The amalgam of luxury and high class facilities were its integral part. The annual general 

meeting of the prestigious Orange Cool Club witnessed a high voltage drama during its budget 

session in 2004. 

 

On a splendid evening during 2001 Mr. Chintamani, President - Orange cool club (OCC) 

was sipping a cup of tea and brooding over the brand position of the club. The club had 

become an embodiment of lifestyle for the elite and blue blooded of the city. This club 

with magnificent legacy of 74 years was a distinguished name among top notch-clubs of 

the country. With three thousand six hundred high profile regular members in its coveted 

record, OCC truly epitomized “the life style destination” of central India. The rich 

ambience and sport facilities were a part with world class standards and also enchanting 

and mesmerizing activities, it was brimming with various activities and sports facilities.  

 

OCC was established in 1934 in Indore, western part of Madhya Pradesh at Race course 

Road. It is the central India’s top most entertainment and leisure club. The club sprawled 

across the grand 14 acres. Yuvraj Abhinav Rao, the Prince of the royal family of Indore 

had a lot of longing for sports, with the same objective of promoting sports, he gifted 

acres of land to this club. The club had been running in profit since its inception. Given 

its rich appeal and class the club has the privilege  of being affiliated with more than 

eighty renowned clubs in all the major cities across India as well as a few abroad. The 

prominent among them were – Country Club (Ahemdabad), Polo Club (Baroda), Madras 
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Cricket Club (Chennai), Ashok Club (Jaipur), Kolkata Swimming Club (Kolkata), 

Andheri Recreation Club (Mumbai), Royal Connaught Boat Club (Pune), etc. OCC also 

holds affiliations with foreign clubs like – Garden City Club (Bangkok), Colombo 

Swimming Club (Srilanka), etc. 

 

It was extremely worked hard to make the club not only a place to rejuvenate and 

revitalize but also was promoted as a place to chill out. Every major festival that was 

celebrated in India was a part of the OCC’s Annual Festival Diary. Also it set the scene 

afire with rare talents performing live. Be it music, art, poetry, dance, fashion or sports. 

The club used to inviting renowned celebrities across the country. The impressive list 

includes celebrities like – Sonu Nigam, Prakash Padukone, Shann, Daler Mehandi, 

Sunidhi Chauhan, Jagjit Singh, Hariharan, Pankaj Udhass, to name a few. Apart from the 

invited talents, it also brought hidden talents of members to the fore through diverse 

programs as Kavi sammelans, fashion shows, qawaalies. Fancy dress competitions, flood 

lit cricket, volleyball and football tournaments and tambola (on weekends). Cultural 

programs on Independence and Republic day and sizzling Valentine’s bash were most 

awaited ones. Some of the other attention inviting features were riveting night of Rawan 

Dehan and Dandiya on Dussehra, a fun filled Christmas ball and hi-voltage New Year 

Soirees, Food festival, May Queen Ball.  

 

For smooth running of the club a managing committee was meticulously formed through 

a well organized election every two years. It comprises of Chairman, Honorary Secretary, 

Joint Secretary, Treasurer and five Executive members who take strategic decisions 

regarding assuring member’s luxury, sport facilities at par with international standards 

and best of the socio-cultural events round the year. The Managing Committee comprised 

of a discerning set of members, each had a standing in society. This combined with 

endeavors and expertise of skilled staff, ensures class and excellence in every single 

activity of the club. Besides this, there were further sub committees for each of the 

specific categories of the club (i.e. - food, sports, health, library, events, development, 

discipline, etc.). Convener and co-convener also work under the managing committee for 

effective and smooth functioning of all activities. 
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                          ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
The club had a large employee force of 150 people on its roll. In spite of this, there were 

problems of unskilled staff, employee turnover because of poor compensation policies. 

The club further faced issues regarding decision making due to centralization of power 

and lack of commitment from the administrative members.  

 

The club came out with a monthly magazine for its members “Club Talk”. It comprised 

of information regarding the events and activities of the club on a monthly basis. 
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OCC regularly organized events sponsored by renowned brands. Sports form the essence 

of the club. The great Yuvraj Abhinavji Rao himself was a vigorous and devoted 

sportsman, so old flames have been successfully rekindled. The club with many state and 

national level sport tournaments and championships in its record had won acclaim, 

trophies and laurels that add to its glory. The prestigious tournaments hosted by the club 

include I.T.F. Women’s Circuit Tennis Tournament, I.F.T. Junior World Tennis 

Championship, A.I.T.A. Ranking Tennis Tournament, Third and Fifth Ladies’ National 

Billiards and Snooker Championship, OCC’s Open Prize Money Table Tennis 

Tournament, Yuvraj Abhinav Rao National Bridge Championship and many more. 

 

Facilities at OCC were a thoughtful mix of recreation and sports, which reflect the rich 

elegance of royal past, at the same time are equipped with modern conveniences. The 

plethora of indoor as well as outdoor sport choices are complemented with an apt 

ambience. OCC was a place for those who really look for some serious fun, fitness and 

relaxation after a day of frantic business schedule and scramble. 

 

There was a ten thousand square feet badminton space, comprising of two competition 

courts with wooden flooring and two practice courts with vinyl flooring. The club’s grand 

table tennis venue adhered to the international standards and has four tables set on 

wooden flooring.  This venue had the privilege of hosting district and state level 

tournaments, as a regular feature. The Billiards room was fully air conditioned with two 

tables meeting international standards it was a coveted venue for national and prize 

money championships. The club had won accolades from legendary Billiards and 

Snooker players like Micheal Ferriera, Geet Sethi, Ashok Shandilya to name a few, 

during their visits. Equally impressive were the three wooden floored, state of the art 

Squash courts including one with a glass back. Four royal courts including two synthetic 

and two clay courts had helped the club gain national fame. It had also been successful in 

bringing to the fore the national passion Cricket. OCC had a well maintained, lush green 

cricket ground with a rich history.  The club that time boasted of international cricketers 

such as Narendra Hirwani and Amay Khurasia as its members who regularly coached 

budding cricketers. 
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The Jogging track was two hundred meters flood lit. It offered a state of the art 

Gymnasium, health complex and an exquisite swimming pool. An air-conditioned card 

playing room was another interesting pull. To soothe the soul and rejuvenate senses. 

OCC had a yoga room. It further had state-of-the-art sound mini theatre. After the 

rigorous aerobic session it offered a chance to relax and curl up is a library constantly 

updated with interesting books and periodicals.   

 

It also had well stocked and highly popular bar. Top of the line lodging facilities, great 

dining course and breath-taking view were part and parcel of the most wonderful of the 

experiences. Then club had three thousand six hundred members of diverse age groups 

and heterogeneous backgrounds. OCC had closed its membership since the year 2000. 

This was because of limitations of infrastructure and member management problems. In 

this era of constant evolution, the club failed to project its vision and corporate plans for 

growth which was a prime cause of concern. 

The annual general meeting of the renowned Orange Cool Club witnessed a high voltage 

drama during its budget session in 2004. Heated arguments ensued between supporters of 

Club chairman and secretary. Members of the group of chairman and secretary shot 

allegations on each other over every single agenda. The situation of manhandling 

prevailed at various times but ultimately the budget was presented after the intervention 

of senior leaders. The major issues on which the heat blew up during the meeting were 

the balance sheet, company membership, new entry- exit system and on the clash 

between the chairman and secretary which damaged the image of the club. 

The first agenda presented in the meeting was the balance sheet on which the members 

created ruckus. While presenting the balance- sheet, the working committee informed 

that the club was in loss of Rs 42 lakh, last year and the loss would be covered with the 

general reserved fund of the club. The members objected over the balance- sheet and 

alleged that the working committee didn’t present the detailed information of gains and 

expenses in the balance sheet. The senior members also said the general reserve fund was 

the fund for the development of the club and not to cover- up any losses. They suggested 
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the committee should control their expenses to cover- up the loss by saving on electricity 

bills or by increasing the membership fees. The second agenda presented in the annual 

general meeting was company membership which also faced the result of the rivalry 

between the supporters of the chairman and the secretary. During the discussion of the 

agenda, auditor of the club suggested that club should make it mandatory to all the 

companies to present their balance sheet for membership. It will ease the club to cancel 

the membership of any defaulter. The members of former working committee objected 

with the excused that the auditor did not have any right to give suggestion for the club. 

The members also protested against the regularization of the company membership. 

 

The amalgam of luxury and high class facilities was indeed sparkling, but a more 

intangible, almost magical draw was the OCC’s ability to slow down the urban jet setter, 

and set a pace which compelled its members to savor the imperial delight that was there 

to cherish and experience.  

         

 

 

Questions: 

1. Comment on the brand positioning of the Orange cool club. 

2. Which  HR issues  became the hurdle of OCC’s growth?  

3. What was the cause of heated argument between Chairman and Secretary? 

4. How the capital flow of OCC’s  was becoming stagnant? 

5. Which strategy OCC should adopt have adopted for its expansion? 
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SYNOPSIS 

This case discussed about the effects of subsidy on the demand and supply of sugar in Malaysia. 

In economics, taxes and subsidies changed the price of goods and, as a result, the quantity 

supplied and consumed. Due to the huge burden on the country’s finance, the sugar subsidy 

scheme was no longer sustainable thus, the subsidy reduction by the Malaysian government was 

essential. This case was targeted to undergraduate as well as postgraduate students who are 

majoring in Economics. This case allowed students to identify the reasons why Malaysia’ Sugar 

subsidiary needed a rationalization plan. 

PROLOGUE  

5 June 2013: It was late afternoon in the second week of Ramadhan and Encik Sharuddin Jali, 

the Director of Domestic Trade, Cooperatives and Consumerism of Kelantan had just finished a 

monthly meeting with his department staff when his telephone rang. The State Secretary of 

Kelantan Domestic Trade, Co-operatives and Consumerism was on the other line. After a short 

greeting the State Secretary quickly explained his concern. 

State Secretary: “I received reports from the Customs Office today that they have caught people 

trying to smuggle sugar to Thailand. Yesterday only, there were three cases. When the Customs 

officers interrogated the smugglers on the reasons why they smuggled our sugar, they said that 

the price of sugar in Malaysia was much cheaper as compared to Thailand and our neighbouring 

countries. We were aware that the cheaper price that Malaysians enjoy was due to our high 

subsidy. Maybe it is time for the government to review the sugar subsidy. Before this problem 
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became more serious, I want your department to conduct a study on the willingness to pay for 

sugar and I expect to see the report in three months.”  

Encik Sharuddin quickly asked his secretary to call all his staff for an urgent meeting. He also 

told his wife over the phone that he would break his fast at the office again. 

BACKGROUND 

The issue of shortage of sugar usually arose whenever the festive seasons approached.  

Whenever there was word of a probable price hike of essential and controlled item like sugar, 

panic buying was likely to occur. The man on the street could not really understood the 

reoccurrence of such panic buying. Was it because sugar suppliers were ignorant of the higher 

than normal demand or was it a case of miscalculated demand from the suppliers?  Housewives, 

small business entrepreneurs, and hawkers sometimes failed to understand why there was always 

an imbalance of supply and demand in the sugar market.   

 

Supply and Demand of Sugar in Malaysia 

(i) Domestic Production of Sugar 

The world sugar production for the 2009/10 season was estimated at 157.16 million tonnes (raw 

value), increased by 4.67 million tonnes or 3.07% from the previous season while global demand 

for sugar was estimated at 166.58 million tonnes1. In Malaysia, the cultivation of sugar cane was 

still small as compared to other commodity crops such as palm oil which generated higher 

returns and export value. The harvested area of sugar cane, mainly from the largest sugar cane 

plantation in Chuping, Perlis, ranged from only 11,000 to 12,000 hectares, and its yield was 

generally lower than that of Thailand2. For 2009/10 period, Malaysia’s sugar production was 

estimated at only 30,000 tonnes, derived from 702,000 tonnes of sugar cane output.    

The sugar production industry in Malaysia was dominated by a small number of firms. The 

Malayan Sugar Refinery (MSM) and Central Sugar Refinery (CSR) were the backbone of 

                                                           
1 International Sugar Organisation Quarterly Market Outlook, February 2010 quoted in World Sugar Market Review  

by Indian Sugar Mills Association (www.indiansugar.com). 

2 World Sugar: FAPRI 2010 Agricultural Outlook. 
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Malaysia’s domestic sugar industry, complemented by relatively smaller refineries like Kilang 

Gula Felda Perlis (KGFP) and Gula Padang Terap (GPT). MSM and KGFP owned by Felda 

Global Ventures Holding (FGVH) produced more than 750,000 tonnes of refined sugar, which 

translated to supplying about 60% of the domestic sugar requirement3.
 
 Meanwhile the rest of the 

sugar supplies were produced by CSR and GPT which were owned by Tradewinds. The overall 

supply of sugar in the country was characterized by low output by the dominance of four 

distribution suppliers monopolized by the two corporate groups, FGVH and Tradewinds.  

The country’s sugar consumption was estimated at 1.27 million tonnes per annum by FAPRI4, a 

far cry from its domestic production.  More than 97% of the country’s domestic requirement was 

therefore met through imports mainly from Australia and Thailand by the sugar producers as 

listed in Table 1. These sugar refiners were issued import licenses by the Government to 

augment the domestic supply of sugar. 

 

Table 1: Sugar Refineries in Malaysia 

Company Location Daily Capacity 

(tonnes/day) 

Holding Company 

Malayan Sugar Refinery 

(MSM) 

Seberang 

Prai 

2,000 Felda Global Ventures 

Holdings* 

Kilang Gula Felda Perlis 

(KGFP)  

Perlis 1,500 Felda Global Ventures 

Holdings** 

Central Sugar Refinery (CSR) Selangor 1,500 Tradewinds 

Gula Padang Terap (GPT) Kedah 

 

800 Tradewinds*** 

 

Note: 

* MSM was previously 100% owned by PPB Group. This was put up for sale at RM1.2bil by Kuok Group in    

early 2010. 

  ** Formerly a 50-50 joint-venture of Perlis Plantation and Felda. 

 *** The 12.15% interest of PPB Group Berhad was acquired by Tradewinds in 2006. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 PPB Annual Report, 2008. 

4 World Sugar: FAPRI 2010 Agricultural Outlook 
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(ii) Domestic Consumption of Sugar 

In Malaysia, the increase in sugar consumption was attributed to the population and income 

growth resulting in higher demand from the household sector5.  The rapid rise in food processing 

industries such as confectionery and beverages which required sugar as a material input has also 

contributed to higher consumption of sugar. Meanwhile, the change in lifestyle such as 

expansion of vending machines and the higher frequency of eating out also resulted in a 

mushrooming of ‘mamak’ restaurant and ‘kopitiams’ outlets, which also induced higher demand 

for sugar.  

According to the Department of Statistics’ Household Expenditure Survey, total sugar consumed 

by households during 2009 was only about 72.1 million kilograms (kg) per year, constituting 

only 2.6 per cent. Industrial consumption took up the lion share of 96.2 per cent. Industrial usage 

included consumption - by soft drink manufacturers, bakeries and confectioneries as well as 

restaurants and coffee shops6. 

In contrast to its low rank as a sugar producer, Malaysia was one of the top sugar consuming 

countries in the region.  Its per capita domestic consumption was estimated by WHO at 46 

kilograms per year during 20057. The 2010 level of sugar consumption in Malaysia was 

estimated at the vicinity of 48.55 kg and projected to surpass 50 kg by 20128. Table 2 showed the 

per capita consumption of sugar in selected countries. 

Table 2: Per Capita Consumption of Sugar (kg) 

 1991 1994 1997 2000 2002 2005 2010* 2012* 

Malaysia 38.5 43.5 47.8 44.7 42.1 46.9 48.55 51.89 

Thailand 20.9 25.2 30.2 29.1 31.1 36.2 31.62 32.98 

Philippines 24.9 28.0 27.5 27.5 25.6 23.9 21.52 21.74 

Vietnam 7.5 8.1 9.0 10.4 9.9 10.9 na na 

Indonesia 13.9 15.4 16.7 16.0 16.8 18.4 18.11 19.59 

Japan 23.0 21.2 19.6 19.0 19.1 18.8 17.51 17.61 

                                                           
5 An Analysis by Ravichandran D.J Paul, Bernama, December 22, 2009. 

6 As reported in the Malay Mail on 19 Jan 2010. 

7 WHO (World Health Organisation) - Global Sugar Consumption posted as http://www.whocollab.od.mah.se/ 

expl/globalsugar.html#SEARO) 

8 FAPRI 2010 Agricultural Outlook 
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South Korea 19.8 21.2 24.2 21.4 23.4 26.0 26.32 26.86 

India 13.8 15.2 15.7 16.5 17.5 19.6 20.03 20.52 

Source: World Health Organization: Global Sugar Consumption as posted in 

http://www.whocollab.od.mah.se/expl/globalsugar.html#SEARO) 

Note: *Projections made by 2010 & 2011 - FAPRI 2010 Agricultural Outlook 

 

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION IN THE DEMAND-SUPPLY OF SUGAR 

Ideally, if a market was efficient, it moved towards its equilibrium prices and quantities.  This 

means that price will be adjusted to equate the demand quantity with quantity being supplied, i.e. 

eliminating any surpluses or shortages. However, market failed to provide this best outcome.  

Externalities such as sudden sharp movement in international prices could result in the 

intervention from the Government to keep the price of that item from finding its own 

equilibrium.  

In Malaysia, the government’s intervention in the essential goods such as food items was 

warranted when there appeared to be some market failure forces such as high international prices 

which had a bearing on the economic and welfare of the nation. The government could stabilized 

food prices via various means, namely subsidies, price control and control of supply. These 

controls were aimed at stabilizing domestic prices from external price shocks, and at protecting 

the lower income group while helping to promote the growth of domestic industries.  In the case 

of the sugar market in Malaysia, the Government’s intervention could be seen in various ways: 

 (i) Intervention on Quantity 

The Government supported the industry through sugar import allocation. Sugar refiners were 

issued licenses to import raw sugar based on the quota allocation, and quantities above the quota 

allocated would require approval. The import licensing was administered by the Ministry of 

Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs. 

Although the four sugar refiners had a total capacity to produce up to 2 million tonnes, the total 

domestic requirement was about 1.3 million tonnes. The import quotas were set by the 

government based on past sales. CSR and Gula Padang Terap had an import quota of 45 per cent 
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each while the other two refiners, i.e. MSM and KGFP wholly-owned by Felda Holdings, had 55 

per cent.  

(ii) Price Intervention  

Sugar was subject to price control in Malaysia. Both wholesale and retail prices were controlled 

under the Supplies Regulation Act (1974), with prices pre-determined by the Government. In 

July 2010, the government raised the price of sugar to RM1.90 per kg in Peninsular Malaysia and 

RM2 per kg in Sabah and Sarawak. The government had previously just increased the prices to 

RM1.65 and RM1.75 per kg, respectively on 1 January that year. Before the price hike in 

January, the retail price of sugar had been kept at RM1.45 and RM1.55 per kg since 2006. Table 

3 presented the price of sugar in domestic market in Malaysia.  

Table 3: Gazetted Price of Sugar in Domestic Market 

 
Price of Coarse sugar (RM/kg) 

Year Effective date Peninsular 

Malaysia 

Sabah & Sarawak 

2000 Since Feb 

1998 

1.45  

2001 - 1.45  

2002 7 Mar 1.40 1.50 

2003 - 1.40 1.50 

2004 - 1.40 1.50 

2005 - 1.40 1.50 

2006 13 Sep 1.45 1.55 

2007 - 1.45 1.55 

2008 - 1.45 1.55 

2009 - 1.45 1.55 

2010 1 Jan 1.65 1.75 

2010 16 Jul 1.90 2.00 

2010 4 Dec 2.10 2.20 

2011 10 May 2.30 2.40 
     Source: Ministry of Domestic Trade, Co-operatives and Consumerism  

 

(iii) Retail License 

Traders who sold any essential or price-controlled items such as sugar, flour, cooking oil, fuel, 

diesel and gas were subjected to a single license coming into effect on 1 July 2010. These traders 
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could also apply for this ‘all-in-one’ retail license, which was also subjected to the Control of 

Supplies Act. This new retail license was recently introduced to stop the hoarding of essential 

items. Under this new license, sundry shops were allowed to keep sugar stocks of up to 500 kg 

compared to 200 kg previously. However, shops located 20 km from the border were still 

prohibited from storing more than 200 kg of sugar at any one time. 

 

The Economics of the Sugar Subsidy in Malaysia 

A subsidy was defined as a payment which formed a wedge between the price the consumers had 

to pay and the costs incurred by producers, such that the price was less than the cost.  Subsidies 

were transferred costs that do not add to the productive capacity of the economy directly (Suresh, 

2007).
 
Sanjey (2005) highlighted that subsidies were transfers whose ultimate incidence was 

determined by elasticity of demand and supply, which she added can cause leakage effects, i.e. 

the share of the subsidy that does not stay with the recipient but end up in the pockets of non-

intended sectors. 
11 

 

(i) The Impact of Subsidy on Demand-Supply of Sugar 

According to the theory of demand-supply, in a free and unregulated market, price increased or 

decreased along with supply and demand conditions, until it found equilibrium. For the case in 

Malaysia, sugar was an essential and price-controlled item where the Government had fixed a 

price ceiling – a price level which was lower than the market price. For example, the current 

price of coarse sugar in Peninsular Malaysia was fixed at RM1.90 per kg, as compared to the 

average market price estimated at RM2.39 per kg. Based on the law of demand, when the price 

of a good was lower, there was a tendency for consumers to increase the demand for normal 

goods. So, when the price of sugar was placed lower than that of the market price, consumers 

were likely to increase the demand while supplier might decide to reduce the quantity supplied 

because of the lower price. Sugar was now perceived as cheap and this has resulted in higher 

demand with consumers forgetting the danger of excessive sugar consumption. Because of such 

scenario, as long as the ceiling price was present, there seems to be a shortfall or difference 

between the demand and supply of sugar in the country. Given this shortage, the price of sugar 

would tend to increase in order to find a new equilibrium between the demand and supply, but 
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unfortunately the price control system had prevented this from occurring. The price differential 

between the ceiling price and market price needed to be taken care of through the Government 

subsidy.   

During major festive season, the demand for sugar was anticipated to be even higher due to 

higher demand and consumption for products such as biscuits, cookies, cakes, cordial drinks and 

other sweet dishes. At the controlled ceiling price, this definitely resulted in a wider gap with 

higher quantity demanded far exceeding the quantity supplied. As the production and import of 

sugar had a certain quota as approved by the government, the imbalance definitely caused the 

shortage. On the other hand, even if additional volumes were allowed, the suppliers might find 

that the current price set by the Government no longer economical to induce them to increase 

output to meet the rising demand, if one were to consider that international price of sugar had 

escalated (see Figure 1). Considering that there were only four producers in the country, this was 

manifested into a situation where too many buyers chasing for too few goods, demonstrated by 

the public scrambling for sugar supply in the country because even retailers who have license to 

sell sugar were left with dearth of stock to sell. 

Figure 1: Price of Sugar in Malaysia vis-à-vis World Market 
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(ii) Subsidy Gives Rise to Irresponsible Activities 

In the wake of the changes and the shifts in supply and demand as described earlier, the price 

control scheme had led to leakages. The low cost of subsidized sugar was exploited by 

irresponsible traders who capitalized on the situation to make some profits. It was reported that 

the law enforcers in the country made 109 smuggling-related arrests and recovered more than 

200 tonnes of sugar in 20099. 

Figure 1 shows even when the international sugar prices were climbing steeply upwards 

especially during 2009, Malaysia was still maintaining its controlled price of RM1.40 per kg.  

The decision by the government of not allowing any price adjustments was due to economic and 

socio-political reasons. When there was a large price differential between domestic prices and 

the international market, traders would find it more attractive to sell at international market than 

selling domestically. As much as the traders in Malaysia would like to capitalize returns on 

selling abroad, they were constrained by the domestic controls and regulations that were put in 

place by the Government. Despite that, there bound to be some irresponsible traders who took 

the advantage to profit through smuggling activities. This irresponsible behaviour happened 

since the price of sugar in Malaysia was relatively cheaper than that of its neighbours.   

As illustrated in Table 4, the price of sugar was the lowest in the region, thus encouraging the 

widespread of siphoning out the sugar through the borders between Malaysia and its neighbours 

to make some quick profits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 New Straits Times (NST) 17 July 2010. 
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Table 4: Regional Sugar Price Comparisons 

Country Price in local 

currency (2010) 

Price* (RM/kg) 

2010 

 

Price (RM/kg) 

May 2011 

 
Malaysia - 1.90 2.30 

Thailand 23.50 baht 2.60 2.31 

Indonesia 11,000 Rp 3.68 3.80 

Philippines 52.80 peso 3.46 4.50 

Singapore $1.55 3.60 3.61 

  * Note: Prices were converted to domestic equivalent, on July 16 

  Source: The Star, 16 July 2010  

 

(iii) Opportunity Cost of Subsidy Program 

When the Government came up with the means (subsidy, price control and supply control), it 

was intended to lend a hand to the poor, and to stabilize prices from price shocks or inflationary 

pressure. The price control system also indirectly helped to promote the development of the new 

domestic food industries. While the intentions were righteous, the beneficiaries of the country’s 

sugar subsidy seems to be also benefitting those who were running business as well, such as food 

hawkers, food catering as well as restaurants, and small-scale entrepreneurs who earned profit 

from selling food items using subsidized sugar. Obviously, every individual whether well-to-do 

or poor, had enjoyed the benefits of the price subsidy mechanism through a lower price than the 

market price, but this had resulted in inefficiency (as reflected by the imbalance of demand-

supply), and became an expensive burden to the Government.     

In 2009, the total sugar subsidy had cost the Government a whooping RM720 million! This 

attracted a lot of criticisms particularly from tax payers and economists that the monies spent on 

subsidy could hardly had multiplier effect to the country. The subsidy programme was viewed as 

having huge opportunity cost because it showed that the cost of the subsidy might far exceeded 

its benefit to consumers as it would mean that the Government could not utilize this money on 

other developmental projects as well as for education and public health sectors.  
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(iv) Subsidy Rationalization Plan 

Because of the huge burden on the country’s finance, the sugar subsidy scheme was now 

unsustainable, and that sugar was one of the first essential goods that were being included in the 

country’s subsidy rationalization plan. The price of sugar together with other essential goods like 

flour and cooking oil were anticipated to be increased, and the plan for sugar was expected to 

save the tax payers’ money by RM126 million in 2010, RM668 million in 2011 and another 

RM1,122 million by 2012 (Jagdev Singh Sidhu, 2010). 

Effective from 15 July 2013 as part of the rationalization plan price of sugar had cost 25 cents 

more per kg. The hike in sugar price was not expected to significantly reduced direct 

consumption or food consumption as the demand was largely inelastic. The own-price elasticity 

of sugar and drinks was estimated at -0.91, which indicated that the demand was inelastic, i.e. the 

quantity was less responsive to the change in the price (Tey, 2008).
 
The intake of sugar among 

Malaysians could be traced in numerous foods through numerous channels as illustrated in Table 

5, making it rather difficult for consumers to avoid sugar when price increased.  

Table 5: Mean Intake of Selected Foods and Beverages amongst Malaysians 

Type of Foods  Estimated mean 

intake (g/day) 

Household measurement 

Sugar 21 3 teaspoons 

Condensed milk 30 6 teaspoons 

Tea 247 1¾ cups 

Coffee 171 ¾ cups 

Chocolate drinks 128 ½ cups 

Cordial syrup 102 ½ glass 

Carbonated drinks 57 
1
⁄
5
 can 

Local kuih 22 ¾ piece 

ABC/Ais kacang 26 ⅛ bowl 

Jam  6 ½ teaspoon 

      Source: Ministry of Health Malaysia (2006) 
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The expenditure elasticity of sugar was estimated 0.77 means that there was positive relationship 

between income and the consumption of sugar (Tey et al., 2008). Higher incomes translated into 

growth in the demand for processed foods, including foods that contain high sugar content such 

as beverages. As income increased, consumer might tend to indulge in eating out more frequent 

than before, or had higher disposable income to be spent on fast food outlets or lifestyle outlets 

like Starbucks or Coffee Bean, thus increased the demand for sugar (direct and indirectly). 

OTHER APPROACHES TO ADDRESS THE SHORTAGE OF SUGAR 

While the government tried to cut its spending on subsidies and monitoring the demand-supply 

situation closely to prevent incidence of sugar shortage, there were other ways and means being 

advocated to reduce the consumption on sugar in the country.  

 

(i) Reduction of Sugar Consumption 

One of the issues related to sugar that required immediate attention from the authorities was the 

high incidence of diabetes in the country. Because sugar was cheap in the country, the tendency 

of over-consumption had translated into a burden as far as public health was concerned.   

According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), there were 285 million people 

worldwide living with diabetes, and this actually included 1.84 million Malaysians. In fact, 

Malaysia ranked 17
th

 out of the 216 countries with its rate of 11.6 per cent of the population 

being diagnosed as diabetic. From this intimidating statistic, it was timely to enhance the health 

awareness campaign over sugar intake in Malaysia by encouraging Malaysians to adopt a 

healthier lifestyle by consuming less sugar. Less consumption of sugar would mean that the 

Government would have to lower the supply of sugar, while addressing the issue of emerging 

health related problems such as diabetes. 

(ii) Dismantling the Sugar Monopoly  

At present, the suppliers of sugar were limited to only two companies which were FGVH and 

Tradewinds. The reform in sugar subsidy would mean the price of sugar was moving nearer 

towards real market price. Perhaps it was also timely for the Government to open up the sugar 

industry instead of being monopolized by these two companies. When the sugar market was 
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being controlled by two companies, the volume and price could be susceptible to manipulation 

by these so called ‘cartel’.  By opening the market, it would create more competitive sourcing 

that will lead to more competitive prices for the consumer – creating fewer burdens to the 

consumer when the subsidy was fully removed. 

 

(iii) Plugging the Leakages   

The problem of leakages or smuggling of sugar out of Malaysia can be tackled if the differential 

between domestic price and international price could be narrowed to a level which traders find 

no benefit of doing so. Dismantling the price control might be a solution to create an open or free 

market, where prices would adjust accordingly should there be any imbalance in demand-supply 

of sugar. In contrast to where sugar remained cheap (because of price control) despite of the 

panic buying resulting from an increase in demand.    

But such drastic move in the short term would have serious impact to the consumer as well as to 

the processing industry because they would face a sudden escalation of prices, resulting in an 

inflationary pressure to the nation. Presently, the subsidy was enjoyed by all regardless of 

income and it was a general perception that subsidies once already deployed would be difficult to 

retract.   

So, the next best alternative for the Government would be to reduce the subsidy on sugar in 

phases over a period of time, which was exactly what the subsidy rationalization plan aimed at. 

Meanwhile, the enforcement had to be stepped up especially at borders in order to prevent any 

artificial shortage resulting from notorious activities.  

EPILOGUE 

6 June 2013: After a long tiring night preparing the plan of action with his staff yesterday, Encik 

Sharuddin came to the office early to prepare for the presentation to the State Secretary which 

had been scheduled at 11 am. To avoid sugar smuggling and hoarding activities, his office had 

been monitoring these activities on a regular basis. He believed that by increasing the price of 

sugar, the smuggling activities would be reduced.  
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QUESTIONS 

1. What are demand shifters?   

2. How can you apply the concept of demand shifters in explaining the sugar shortage 

scenario in Malaysia? 

3. In the above case, the price elasticity of sugar was given as -0.91 while the expenditure 

elasticity is estimated at 0.77.  How do we interpret the elasticity of sugar demand? 

4. Explain how subsidy works.  Does the price control by the Government create a surplus or 

shortage? Will this price level cause greater shortages in the long run? 

5. Why did the Government still maintain the controlled price despite steep increase in 

international prices? Who really benefits from the sugar subsidy in this case?  What would 

you suggest to the Government to ensure that the subsidy is channeled only to the desired 

target group? 
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CASE: SOUR EXPERIENCES MAKE WAJI BOUTIQUE LOOK 

FOR BETTER WAYS TO RUN THE BUSINESS
1
 

 

Usman Nazir
a
 

 a
Institut of Business Adminitration, Pakistan, usmannazir@iba.edu.pk 

 

 

It had only been a few months since Mr Bashir Ahmed, a retired IT Consultant, opened a 

boutique. He had done a good job in setting up the boutique and sourcing the necessary products 

for it. His business was slowly nudging towards break-even and everything was running 

smoothly, so he thought. After seven months of work, his salesperson and the only employee, 

Khawar, left work without prior notice. Mr Bashir decided to sit at the boutique himself until he 

found a suitable replacement. He was shocked to find all the fraudulent activities and deceptive 

tactics Khawar had been using right under his nose. There was inventory mismanagement, 

accounts manipulation and hidden loans on company’s accounts. Mr Bashir is sitting at the 

boutique and thinking how to fix the issues and the best way to move forward. 

 

SETTING UP THE BOUTIQUE 

Mr Bashir had been an IT expert all his life. He joined a multi-national IT company right after 

graduation and stayed with it for the next forty plus years until his retirement as a senior 

executive of the company. Life after retirement was what every person would wish for -  all his 

dues were paid off; the daughters and sons were married and independent; the retirement policies 

had matured and started paying off; hefty pension from the company was coming into his 

account every month. All was good except one thing; he didn’t know what to do with his time. 

After working for over forty years he found it difficult to not work. 

 

                                                           
1
 The case is written by Asst Professor Usman Nazir (usmannazir@iba.edu.pk) solely for the purpose of class 

discussion. It is not intended to indicate any effective/ineffective handling of managerial situation. The author may 

have disguised certain names and other identifying information to protect confidentiality. 
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There was a new mall opening near Mr Bashir’s house in Malir Karachi. A friend suggested him 

to run a shop in it so to put his time to good use. He applied and won himself a place in the lucky 

draw to setup a shop at a very good location in the mall for the rent of Rs 19000 per month. This 

included all the overhead expenses like management fee, electricity bills and maintenance 

charges. Initially, he wanted to use the allotted space for IT related products or services, but the 

management of the mall decided against it and asked him to sell something related to ladies 

products, per the mall plan, or leave the shop for someone else to use. Mr Bashir didn’t want to 

leave the shop. He decided to turn the shop into a boutique selling ready-made ladies clothes. 

Mr Bashir had no one in his family or friends who owned a boutique. He didn’t have any idea on 

how to go about things.  He started searching online for information and interviewed several 

boutique owners in different malls. One of the boutique owners gave him an idea to just copy 

whatever he likes about a boutique into his business. Armed with the idea, Mr Bashir started 

taking pictures of boutiques he visited and made a layout for his shop. Soon enough, Mr Bashir 

hired an interior decorator and shared with him the layout of the boutique he wanted.  Within the 

next five weeks the boutique was ready for display. 

Now came the part of getting the inventory for the boutique. Mr Bashir knew nothing about 

ladies clothes and asked his wife to help. His wife was well versed in current designs and trends. 

She went to Tariq road and bought around three hundred dresses she liked. Even though there 

was plenty of room for more clothes but this provided Mr Bashir enough display material to open 

the shop for customers. 

PRICING AND SOURCING THE PRODUCTS 

Mrs Bashir got the dresses within the range of two thousand to three thousand rupees. Mr Bashir 

simply doubled the price of each outfit and put it up for sale. Many customers would come and 

look at the clothes but almost all of them walked away without making a purchase. Only one 

dress was sold the first month that too was bought by a family friend. Mr Bashir acted quickly 

and changed the price of clothes. This time he added half the cost of an outfit as profit margin. 

He was expecting a much better response as a result but second month was worse than the first. 

There was no sale the second month. The customer traffic was there but there was no sale. 
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Customers who walked in the boutique did like the clothes but usually left because they found 

them too expensive. One of the neighboring shop owners suggested Mr Bashir to buy clothes 

from a wholesaler in Sadarand sell them in the range of Rs 1500 to Rs 2000 for these were the 

rates most of the people in the mall were using. Mr Bashir did exactly this. He bought two 

hundred additional clothes from wholesalers at the cost of Rs 700 to Rs 1200 each and sold them 

for less than Rs 2000. 

The third month did show improvement in sales. Twelve outfits were sold with the gross profit 

of Rs 9000. 

 

HIRING THE EMPLOYEE 

Just before opening Mr Bashir put up an advert on local shopping malls and grocery shops 

looking for a sales assistant who could take care of his boutique. He had also asked his relatives, 

friends and house servants to suggest a suitable person. Many suggestions came but the referral 

from the gardener for Mr Khawar Iftikhar stood out from the rest. 

Khawar was matriculated and had worked in a jewelry shop for about 7 years as a sales person. 

He had sharp sales instincts and had some ideas on how to manage accounts. He had a non-

threatening personality and was presentable enough to be talking to the customers. Khawar came 

to settle in Karachi from Mansehra with his wife and a 3 years old son. 

Mr Bashir thought Khawar was perfect for the job. He was looking for someone who could 

handle all aspects of the business and Khawar fit the spot. Khawar was hired on a monthly salary 

of Rs 8500. 
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OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURES 

The opening hours of the boutique were from 11am to 11pm, with Friday as an off day. Most of 

the shops in the market also followed similar timings. Mr Bashir had handed the keys to Khawar 

from the very first day and made him responsible for opening and closing the shop. 

Mr Bashir had devised a two tag system for managing inventory. For every outfit he made two 

tags; one he put up on the dress at the outlet with the sale price on, the other he kept at home and 

wrote description of the outfit, cost price, sale price and date of purchase on it. At the end of 

every month he asked Khawar to hand him the tags of the sold merchandise and matched it with 

the tags at home. This way he knew how many clothes were hanging in the boutique at any one 

time. At the end of every month Mr Bashir would go and visually check all the clothes placed in 

the boutique. He also randomly picked samples and noted their tags so to match them with the 

ones at home. This helped him to keep a check on inventory and gauge the type of merchandise 

to order. Also, there was Khawar to help. Every month he would ask Khawar on what other types 

of clothes he should get from the wholesalers. 

The system seemed to be working pretty well. Khawar was a keen observer and he rightfully 

pointed out the inventory that was being sold and asked Mr Bashir to buy more of it every 

month. The hottest selling items in the shop were Plazos and Casual Shirts. Towards the end of 

sixth month Mr Bashir was buying, on average, about 40 Plazos and 30 casual shirts every 

month. 

 

FRAUD 

Everything seemed to be running smoothly. The business was profitable, the sourcing of the 

products was well set and the boutique had many repeat customers. Six days into the seventh 

month of operations of the business Mr Bashir visited the shop and found out that the shop had 

been closed for the past three days. Khawar had never done this before, let alone take a sick 

leave. Mr Bashir tried to call Khawar on his mobile phone but there was no answer, so he left 

him a message. The next day he was surprised to know there was no call from Khawar. He 

decided to visit Khawar’s house and found out that Khawar and his family had vacated the flat 
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about three days ago and left no follow up address or contact number. Mr Bashir was alarmed 

and contacted the gardener for it was him who recommended Khawar. Even the gardener did not 

know where Khawar went. The gardener told Mr Bashir that he would contact his family in 

Mansehra to find out where he went. Even Khawar’s family didn’t know where he was. 

It had been about a week since the shop was closed. Although, Mr Bashir had put up adverts 

looking for a new sales person, he did not want to wait for too long to open the boutique as it 

would drive his loyal customers away to another shop. He decided to sit at the shop himself. For 

the next three weeks he sat at the boutique and got to know all the mischief Khawar was up to. 

Khawar did open the shop at 11am but regularly left at 1pm putting up the sign of ‘Prayer Break’ 

and came back at about 4pm to open the shop. He had bought his family clothes from 

neighboring shops on company’s account and loaned money from them. He would also bring a 

separate stand of ladies accessories and put it in front of the shop between 4pm to 8pm noting Mr 

Bashir never visited the shop during that time. Should the customers appear at the stall and the 

shop at the same time he prioritized attending the customers at his stall first. 

Mr Bashir was shocked to find out the discrepancy in his inventory. He thought his two tag 

system, random count and visual check was fool proof. Although, the hottest selling items were 

well in check but the old inventory items didn’t match the records. A customer came to the shop 

and asked Mr Bashir to show a dress from one of the earliest merchandise he had bought. She 

liked the dress but thought it was too expensive for just a shirt and scarf. Mr Bashir thought so 

too for the description of the item showed three pieces. Khawar had kept the tags on the outfits 

as they were but had sold different parts of the dresses separately. For a three piece suit that had 

trousers, shirt and scarf, he had separately sold a scarf or a shirt. This was done to almost all the 

merchandise bought at the very start of the business. 

With the inventory mismanaged, discrepant accounts and loans on business Mr Bashir was 

thinking how best to tackle the current situation and what procedures and checks should he 

implement in order to avoid such wrong doings. 
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Q1. How should Mr Bashir manage inventory? 

Q2. What other ways could Mr Bashir use to approach pricing? 

Q3. Based on the figures provided, what is the break-even quantity for the business? 
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Aim:  

The main aim of this teaching case is to gain knowledge on the accounting information system 

being used in a retail industry for capturing business transactions namely sales, purchases and 

inventory. It was also to record nature of operational activities, documents, journals, controls, 

type of system used and the flow of accounting data in the chosen organization. Students were 

expected to conceptualize the actual system by using graphical documentation techniques such as 

data flow diagrams, flowcharting, and, research, events and entity (REA) diagram.  

 

CASE SYNOPSIS: 

The current case intended to understand and analyze the business process of a retail store, 

namely DEMAK Mart (not a real name). Specifically the case focused on three main business 

processes which were sales process, purchases process and inventory process. The primary data 

was collected through face to face interview with the person in charge, Mr. Azwam Zainudin 

(not a real name). He was responsible for operational and business processes of DEMAK Mart 

and had been working for the company for four years.  

 

 

mailto:zzaini@iium.edu.my
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INTRODUCTION: 

This teaching case was prepared for a course titled, ACC4071 Analysis and Design of 

Accounting Information Systems (ADAIS). Specifically, it would cover two chapters under 

business process components namely, sales and purchases cycles. This course is compulsory for 

all accounting students.   

 

BACKGROUND OF THE CASE ORGANIZATION: 

DEMAK Mart stores have emerged as one of the core business activities for ABC Trading Sdn 

Bhd (not a real name) with 198 outlets nationwide. ABC Trading Sdn Bhd (ATSB), formerly 

known as ‘Bahagian Kedai-Kedai XYZ’ was established in 1968 under the Land Development 

Ordinance 1956 that initially operated 3 units of retail grocery outlet under XYZ (not a real 

name) schemes in rural areas of Malaysia namely Sg. Buaya, Gedangsa and Sg. Klah. The 

primary function of DEMAK Mart was to provide the basic products and necessities to the XYZ 

settlers such as rice, flour, oil and sugar. The administration and management of DEMAK Mart 

was conducted by XYZ.  

 

In order to strengthen the operation and business, DEMAK Mart had undergone extensive and 

successful re-branding exercises that included modern layout and concept, varieties of product 

offered while all the staff had gone through several training programs on modern retailing. 

DEMAK Mart also participated in Government Transformation Programs through TUKAR 

(Transformasi Kedai Runcit). The installation and implementation of modern and integrated POS 

(Point of Sales) System would boost DEMAK Mart daily operation. 
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Data Analysis: 

Based on findings from interview conducted on April 7, 2014, basically, there were three main 

business processes that specifically had been discussed during the interview. They were as 

below.  

 i) Cash Sale Process 

 ii) Credit Sale Process 

 iii) Purchase Process 

 iv) Inventory Process 

 

i) Cash Sale Process Descriptions 

In DEMAK Mart, there were two types of sales processes which were cash sales and credit sales. 

The cash sales process in DEMAK Mart started when the customer picked the goods and went to 

the counter to make the payments. There were three types of customers, ordinary customers, 

employees of XYZ and XYZ’s settlers.  

The informant explained that: 

 “For the cash sales, when customer buys the products, the cashier will scan the product and 

customer produces payment. The customer will get a receipt and goods.  The X-Retails (the POS 

system) will capture the sale in the system”. 

 

The cashier at the counter scanned the barcode of the goods by using a barcode scanner. The 

barcode indicated the required information about the products such as price and item number. 

The scanner transmitted this information to the barcode system. This system allowed DEMAK 

Mart to efficiently manage its inventories, tracked the goods within the store, and made correct 

decisions based on the current stocks. 

 

Based on the information, the system automatically tracked and updated the inventory into the 

inventory database. Then, the system retrieved the price and name of the product. This 

information was transferred to the cashier and the total cost of the goods purchased was 

displayed on the screen. The cashier received the payment from the customer and he or she 

would key in the payment into the system and returned the balances to the customer. The system 

recorded the transaction and payment made by the customer. This payment indicated that the 
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sales transaction was completed. The receipt was generated automatically and this receipt was 

kept by the customer.   

 

ii) Credit Sale Process Descriptions 

Generally, the process of credit sales was quite similar to the cash sales except for the payment. 

Under credit sales, the payment was made by the customers later. Similar to cash sales, the 

process started when the customer walked into DEMAK Mart, then picked some items and 

showed them to the cashier. Then, the customer informed the cashier that he or she wanted to 

buy the goods on credit. Then, the cashier entered the name of the customer into the system in 

order to check the credit balance of the customer. The system tracked the customer’s name in the 

database. The information about the customer’s credit balances was retrieved by the system. This 

information was transferred and displayed on the cashier’s monitor. If the customer’s credit 

balances below the limit, the cashier could precede with the sales transaction. If otherwise, the 

customer needed to pay the goods by using cash.  

 

The cashier then used the barcode scanner to scan the barcode of the goods. Then the system 

tracked the inventory by referring to the information from the barcode. As the customer wanted 

to make the payment later, the system would update the customer’s credit and record the sales in 

the database. Then, the system retrieved the price and name of the product. Next, the system 

transferred the information and the total cost of the goods purchased was displayed on the screen. 

The receipt was generated automatically and it was given to the customer. Before customer left, 

the cashier updated the customer’s credit sales manually in the excel account named ‘Akaun 

Jualan Hutang’ (AJH). The receipt number and amount owed were recorded in AJH and the 

customer confirmed the transaction by signing the AJH. Then this account was kept in the AJH 

file. AJH was a manual update that recorded all the credit sales of customers. It was also used 

when the customers paid the amount owed. In AJH, the cashier had to record; name of customer, 

receipt number, total debt and total paid. The customers needed to sign the AJK as a proof. 

The company sets the maximum amount of credit limit for a sale credit. The credit limit was 

slightly different for each category of customers. For XYZ’s employees, it depended on the level 

of income and marital status. For example, for a married executive, the maximum credit limit 

was RM350 per month.  
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However, the company did face difficulties in collecting debts especially from XYZ settlers. As 

mentioned by the informant. 

“It happens when they at first work with us who later on they become self planting settlers 

‘peneroka tanam sendiri’ and therefore we are unable to deduct their debts from the salary 

slip.” 

 

iii) Purchase Process Descriptions 

The purchasing process of DEMAK Mart started when the respective store manager requested 

for goods by issuing purchase requisition that must first be approved by the district manager. 

One of the requisition copies was kept in the file of the store while the other copy was sent to the 

merchandising department of ATSB Trading.  

 

Once the purchase requisition was received by the department, the purchase order would be 

processed. It started from authorizing the requisition by the merchandising manager. The 

approved requisition was keyed into the system where the order was processed in the database of 

purchase order. Then, the database would generate two copies of purchase order document. One 

was filed in the merchandising department and another one was given to the supplier. 

 

After the delivery completed, the supplier sent an invoice to the accounting department, the 

person in charged updated the order in the database to reflect the transaction. This marked the 

end of the DEMAK Mart’s purchasing process in acquiring the goods. The purchasing process 

can also be done through a centre named as the central distribution center (CDC). The centre 

handled the distribution of stock to all branches of DEMAK Mart.  

The informant elaborated further on CDC procedure: 

“First, DEMAK Mart will send purchase requisition to merchandising department (ABC 

Trading). So, merchandising department will then send the purchase order to supplier. After 

that, supplier will send the goods to CDC and CDC would distribute to respective branches of 

DEMAK Mart” 
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A graphical explanation was shown in figure 1 below. 

 

GENERAL FLOW OF CENTRAL DISTRIBUTION CENTRE (CCD) 

Figure 1 shows the flow of purchase and inventory processes through central of distribution centre. 
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iv) Inventory Process Descriptions 

The inventory business process in DEMAK Mart started when DEMAK Mart received the goods 

order. Then, DEMAK Mart obtained a copy of delivery order (DO) or invoice that used as 

evidence that they had received the stock. The DEMAK Mart’s manager authorized the stock 

received by a sign as ‘pengesahan penerimaan stok’ (PPS). After the goods were authorized, the 

respective personnel needed to key in the stock received into the system. The information was 

updated in inventory master file. This was carried out because, DEMAK Mart wanted to keep 

track on the movement of their stock. The last part of inventory process was arranging the stock 

at shelf for sale. In general, DEMAK Mart did not keep the stock too many in their store because 

it was costly for them since they had to incur additional storage cost. So, the quantity of goods 

was depending on forecasted demand of the customers.  

 

CONCLUDING REMARK 

In conclusion, DEMAK Mart was one of the well-established grocery stores in rural areas of 

XYZ in Malaysia. DEMAK Mart was established to serve the need of settlers who live in the 

XYZ settlement. From our discussion, DEMAK Mart was equipped with good system and 

business processes which really help them in managing its daily activities. Besides that, the 

company was also supported by many supporting units under ATSB in order to ensure the 

efficiency and effectiveness of its operations. Nevertheless, from our interview, we noticed that 

DEMAK Mart had faced debt collection problem especially from self planting settlers. DEMAK 

Mart needed to address this problem before it became too late! 

 

Set of questions for class exercise: 

a. Refreshing/warming –up questions: 

1. What nature of business the case involved? 

2. Name business processes explained in the case. 

3. In each business case identified, list down documents involved. 

4. Discuss retails business industry in Malaysia. From small groceries (sundry shops 

in villages or residential areas) to medium size (i.e. SpeedMart) to large 

supermarket (i.e. Tesco). 

5. Identify strengths and threats of retail industry in Malaysia 
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b. Specific topics/chapters questions: 

1. Identify strengths in the business processes in the case. 

2. Identify weaknesses in the business processes in the case. 

3. Identify information, communication and technology (ICT) tools used in the case. 

4. Recommend possible solutions to solve the weaknesses as identified in b(2). 

5. Create a context diagram of business process identified earlier. 

6. Create a logical data flow diagram (DFD) level 0. 

7. Draw a flowchart for cash sales process. 

8. Draw a flowchart for credit sales process. 

9. Draw a flowchart for purchases process. 

10. Draw a flowchart for inventory process.  

11. Draw an REA depicting the relationship in the business processes identified. 

12. Why proper accounting information system importance in business organizations 

like in the case? 

13. Suggest several solutions to help DEMAK Mart manage its debt effectively.  
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CASE SYNOPSIS 

The teaching case is all about a national project that had been initiated by government to 

overcome the food supply problem at national level. This project had been assigned to one 

company by tender bidding and subsequently the company had received some fund to launch 

the project but the project failed to meet the requirement. Despites of that, the company still 

hold onto its aspiration of the development of a planned and sustainable Malaysian beef 

industry through the development of a fully integrated poultry farms and beef production 

facilities. Therefore, the company tries to figure out the possible way to overcome the 

financial constraint by any reasonable means. The case user is required to find the suitable 

solution to overcome the financial crisis of the company using Sukuk mechanism. In regards 

to that, case user need to analyze the nature of the company to find out the relevant Shariah 

contract to facilitate the suitable financial solution. The case user is expected to point the 

right Shariah contract since the nature of the company is clearly stated in company 

background. 

                                                 
1
This case is prepared by the above authors, students of Master of Islamic Economics (1 & 2) and Assoc. Prof. 

Dr. S.Shahida, Head of Research Center for Islamic Economics and Finance (EKONIS-UKM), Faculty of 

Economics and Management, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. It is prepared from the published sources and 

secondary data. Case setting is created for the purpose of facilitating classroom discussion rather than to 

illustrate effective or ineffective management. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Rashdan Hamzah
2
 is the Chief Financial Officer of Domestic Feedlot Corporation. In 

early May 2014, he had attended a convention on Islamic Finance which was held in 

Bandung, Indonesia. Over there, he met Ustaz Sulaiman Mahmod, the Shariah investment 

advisor of Bank Barokah which had delivered a speech about agricultural financing during 

Prophet Muhammad, Peace be upon Him (PBUH)time. Among the gist of the speech, Ustaz 

Sulaiman mentioned about Bai As-Salam which had enabled the people of Medina transacted 

the business easily. This is in line with hadith narrated by Shu'ba: 

Muhammad or 'Abdullah bin Abu Al-Mujalid said, "Abdullah bin Shaddad 

and Abu Burda differed regarding As-Salam, so they sent me to Ibn Abi Aufa 

and I asked him about it. He replied, 'In the life-time of Prophet PBUH, Abu 

Bakar and Umar, we used to pay in advance the prices of wheat, barley, 

dried grapes and dates to be delivered later. I also asked Ibn Abza and he, 

too, replied as above.' " 

Source: Sahih Bukhari 

 

When Mr. Rashdan returned from the convention and entered the office, he found out that his 

works became overdue and there were a lot of documents to be checked. He also received a 

number of invoices and bills from hypermarkets around Malaysia regarding the sales of the 

company’s red meat supply. Upon returning to the office, while concentrating on his work to 

get everything done, Mr. Rashdan received a call from the secretary of Datuk Syahril Shah, 

                                                 
2
All names are disguised. 
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the company’s Chief Executive Officer, asking him to meet Datuk Syahril immediately. The 

purpose of the meeting was actually to discuss about the financial problem faced by the 

company in recent times, including some mismanagement case which have severe impact on 

the company especially in term of capital sufficiency to enable the company to operate 

efficiently. 

 

DOMESTIC FEEDLOT CORPORATION SDN BHD  

Domestic Feedlot Corporation Sdn Bhd (DFCorp) is a privately held company owned by 

Agroscience Techno Industries Sdn Bhd with the participation of the Government which acts 

as the provider of the company's mandate to become the integrator for High Impact Project 

under Ninth Malaysia Plan to increase production of beef and beef products in Malaysia. The 

company financial details for the past three years were as follow: 

Table 1 Financial ratio of Domestic Feedlot Corporation Sdn Bhd 

Ratios 2011 2012 2013 

Profit margin ratio (%) 0.68 3.01 -2.54 

Return on total assets (%) 0.17 1.25 -1.07 

Current ratio (x) 1.68 2.67 5.17 

Solvency ratio (%) 65.25 67.82 64.70 

Gearing ratio (%) 34.90 58.07 46.16 

Source:Domestic Feedlot Corporation Sdn Bhd Annual Report
3
 

The main objective of DFCorp is the development of a planned and sustainable Malaysian 

beef industry through the development of a fully integrated poultry farms and beef production 

facilities which manage the import of livestock, 'feedlotting', slaughtering, processing, 

packaging and marketing of beef in Malaysia. Among the key roles of DFCorp is to run a 

large scale commercial agriculture through various projects such as developing the Domestic 

Feedlot Centre (DFC) which is located in Labu, Negeri Sembilan, contract farming food, 

satellite feedlot farming and other programs to support the development of Malaysia beef 

production and realizing Malaysia as a regional hub for the development of beef industry. 

                                                 
3
All data is disguised. 
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DFC as a major project of DFCorp is a large scale cattle production program in which a cattle 

ranching area is widely created to increase the supply of beef. The joint project between the 

State and the Federal Government through the Ministry of Agriculture and Agro-based 

Industry (MOA) is expected to play an important role in achieving the target of 28% self-

sufficiency for beef production by 2013.  

With its mission to lead the industry by promoting excellence and integrity, improving 

feedlot business environment and ensuring the success of its community, DFCorp has always 

actively improve and promote Malaysian beef industry through the development of 

environment and animal welfare standards, quality assurance, training programs as well as 

best management practices. 

THE QUEST FOR CAPITAL 

During the festive seasons of every year, supply shortage is a common problem in which 

there are tremendous increases in demand. Price hike of raw materials including red meat 

also has become a concern to the company. Hence, Datuk Syahril was in opinion that they 

need to take some proactive actions to overcome the constraints by finding alternatives to 

acquire sufficient funds.  

Previously, DFCorp was entitled as much as RM 250 million to run the DFC project. 

However, due to mismanagement, DFCorp failed to comply the requirement provided by the 

government. In the agreement, DFCorp was supposed to develop 130 units of satellite fields 

to accommodate the cattle however, DFCorp did not meet the target. The Auditor-General's 

2012 highlighted the DFCorp's failure to achieve its target of 8,000 heads of cattle that year. 

The RM74 mil centre in Labu, Negeri Sembilan only achieved 3,289 heads of cattle or 41% 

of the target. 

Upon this incident, DFCorp is no longer entitled for any government support as it had bad 

performance to fulfill the previous tender. Despites of that, DFCorp still hold their aspiration 

to development of a planned and sustainable Malaysian beef industry through the 

development of a fully integrated poultry farms and beef production facilities. Therefore, 

Datuk Syahril had ordered Mr. Rashdan to figure out the possible way to overcome the 

financial constrain by any reasonable means. 
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Mr. Rashdan did some calculation to figure the capital requirement of the company. He found 

out that DFCorp need RM 1.2 billion to operate the business smoothly. The amount of RM 

1.2 billion was not entitled for bank financing due to Single Counterparty Exposure 

Limit
4
and DFCorp was not willing to tap into share market. Therefore, Mr. Rashdan did 

some research on debt market to find out the possible way. He found of that the company 

could tap into Islamic debt market through Sukuk and below was his finding regarding 

Sukuk’s contract composition in Malaysia: 

Figure 1Sukuk Composition in Malaysia 

 

Source: Securities Commission’s Annual Report (2013) 

  

                                                 
4
 Banking institutions shall comply at all times with the SCEL whereby total exposure to a single counterparty 

must not exceed 25% of the banking institution’s total capital(Bank Negara Malaysia, 2013). 
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CONCLUDING REMARK 

The meeting between Datuk Syahril and Mr. Rashdan had reached deadlock as they failed to 

propose the best option for acquiring funds. DFC required about RM1.2 billion to operate 

properly and solutions for that will be presented in Board of Directors’ Meeting to be held a 

week from now. Mr.Rashdan was out of his boss's office and returned to his office. While he 

was pondering about the matter, he then remembered Ustaz Sulaiman Mahmod, the Shariah 

investment advisor of Bank Barokah whom he has met during the Islamic Finance 

Convention previous days. Mr. Rashdan straightway called him to setup the crucial 

discussion on the following day. 

SET OF QUESTIONS FOR CLASS EXERCISE 

Based on your understanding of the case study, imagine yourself as Ustaz Sulaiman 

Mahmod, please suggest the appropriate financing structure to Mr. Rashdan, to be applied by 

Domestic Feedlot Corporation (DFCorp), and elaborate on the following items: 

1. Suitable contract of fiqh (ie; Murabahah, Bai As-Salam, Istisna or Ijarah) to be 

used based on the nature of the DFCorp which is agricultural based company. 

2. The modus operandi of the suitable financing structure in debt market (ie: Sukuk, 

Forward, Futures, Swap or Options) and parties involved. 

3. Risks which are likely to exist in the financing proposal. 
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Teaching Objectives:  

1. To familiarize students with the concept of social entrepreneurship with Lucknow based firm 

SEWA as an example of a socially responsible unit which is committed towards combating 

the problems of Chikankari artisans by providing them employment opportunities and 

supporting self-sustenance.   

2. To acquaint students with the basic understanding of operations and functioning of a socially 

responsible firm-SEWA in focus. 

 

ABSTRACT 

This case recounts the story of SEWA, a social entrepreneurial venture propounded by Padma 

Shri Runa Banerjee with the objectives of empowering women artisans to establish sustainable 

livelihood conditions by combating the problems of poverty and unemployment. Over the years 

SEWA has trained several artisans in the art of Chikankari and provided them with employment 

options by involving these women in its production, retailing and supervisory activities. The firm 

has been dealing with both export and domestic orders since past thirty years. It mostly sells 

through exhibitions; its retail presence is limited with its single store located in Hazratganj, 

Lucknow. This case delineates how SEWA started up, its social initiatives and skill upgradation 

programmes to support Chikankari workers. The case is based on the findings of field research 

conducted at SEWA Lucknow. The research was conducted using qualitative techniques such as 

observation and in-depth interviews with the company CEO, marketing, retail and production 

teams, the supervisors and the artisans.  
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BACKGROUND 

A research sponsored by UNICEF which highlighted the plight of Chikankari workers became 

the inspiration for foundation of SEWA which was registered by thirty one women under the 

Society’s Registration Act for Chikankari, 1860. SEWA initially worked for elimination of 

middlemen so that Chikankari workers can get their fair share. Runa Banerjee, the CEO of the 

group had to face several difficulties to make this happen The Chikankari artisans majorly 

belonged to very traditional families who would not be allowed to go out to work and remain in 

purdah at all times. Runa remembers those days, “I had to deal with the husbands and relatives of 

these women who took the work home and used to deliver the completed work after it was done. 

It was very difficult to bring these women out and it was affecting what we wanted in terms of 

design. In those days going out and taking up a job was considered a taboo for women. Today 

there are several women artisans who function from the factory premises and have even taken up 

supervisory positions.” 

 

SOCIAL INITIATIVES 

Social entrepreneurship is the process of pursuing solutions to social problems. SEWA provided 

solutions to several problems of Chikankari artisans its various social initiatives (SEWA 

Lucknow, 2008). The main hurdle in getting the women artisans out of their homes were their 

household responsibilities including their children and more importantly the social boundaries. 

The condition of education and healthcare facility for their children was also very vulnerable. To 

solve this problem SEWA started its school in the year 1982 known as, SEWA Samudayik 

Shiksha Kendra which charges very nominal fees for educating the children in the community. 

The firm also indulged in health care campaigns which included free health checkups and 

awareness campaigns for over thousands of women and children on an annual basis. 

 

Another dominant problem was the poor livelihood conditions.  These women lived in 

unhygienic conditions due to lack of means and thus faced the risks associated with poor health 

and sanitation. To solve this problem SEWA and Lucknow Nagar Nigam came together to 

initiate a large scale programme during which 486 pour flush toilets were constructed. To look 
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into the problem of drinking water around 44 hand-pumps were installed. To maintain 

cleanliness around 184 household drains were covered as it had been established through 

researches that poor hygiene conditions were the cause of several diseases which were prevalent 

in this community.  

 

SEWA’s efforts were also extended to improve the housing facilities of these artisans and thus 

SEWA strategically partnered with HUDCO which was a premier techno-financing company set 

up in 1970 by the Government of India to accelerate the pace of housing and urban development 

in the country(HUDCO, 2011). As a result of this partnership five hundred SEWA artisans were 

given loans of an amount of Rupees 8500/- each for repair of their houses. SEWA also runs 

computer awareness programmes for youth and scholarships for children of backward 

communities of several parts of Uttar Pradesh (SEWA Lucknow, 2008).  

 

SKILL UPGRADATION AND OTHER TRAININGS  

The Office of the Development Commissioner – Handicrafts, Ministry of Textiles works for the 

upliftment of the artisans and traditional arts. Under the AHVY Programme of the Development 

Commissioner, several skill up-gradation and design and technical development workshops were 

conducted by SEWA.  The trained senior artisans of SEWA Lucknow who had a long experience 

of producing varied intricate stitches, imparted the skill up-gradation trainings. Design and 

technical development workshops were provided by empanelled designers of premier design 

colleges nomination by the Office of the Development Commissioner. The trainees were 

oriented on the various types of cuts, shapes and designs which were popular and preferred in the 

market. A number of prototypes were developed so that the artisans practically get to understand 

the styles and shapes. Later, the artisans were made to do Chikankari (hand embroidery) work 

for bringing proper finish to the products. Other than skill and design development, it was also 

important for the artisans, to understand the commercial value of their work and so SEWA 

Lucknow in partnership with Development Commissioner Handicrafts organized exhibitions in 

which the artisans directly interacted with the buyers, and also got an orientation of retail selling 

as sales women. 
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Production of Chikankari products in SEWA 

SEWA is accredited with the social upliftment of Chikankari workers but it has also contributed 

to the craft of Chikankari. Chikankari which literally means embroidery is a traditional 

embroidery style from Lucknow, India(Tana & Tana, 1988).It is believed to have been 

introduced in Moghul times. Chikankari work is generally carried on a fine cotton cloth with a 

white thread. First the garments are stitched and then embroidered. In skirts, saris, and table linen 

are first embroidered and then finished.  

Exhibit 1. Production Process 

 

The work starts with the purchase and cutting of fabric. Then patterns are developed and the 

garment undergoes a pre-embroidery stitching. The Central Stores Department is the 

coordinating department and it handles issues and receipts from different departments.  

SEWA has a small scale setup of 20-25 machines to run the garmenting section. Some of the 

garmenting work is also given to women who prefer to work from their homes. Later on marker 

planning is done and then the embroidery on fabrics such as georgette, chiffon, cotton, faux 

georgette, faux chiffon, organdy, etc. is carried out. There are over forty Chikankari stitches out 

of which the most popular ones are Bakhiya, Ghanspatti, Fanda, Murri, Bijli, Pechni and Ulti 

Jali. Specialized techniques like daraz, appliqué, mukesh work, etc. are done both in-house and 
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outsourced to artisans working from their homes. Nasreen Banu, a supervisor says “Take home 

assignments cannot be avoided completely, as many of our skilled artisans belong to traditional 

families which do not allow women to go out and work.” 

 

THE WAY AHEAD 

 

The contribution of SEWA towards the upliftment of Chikankari art and artisans has been 

exemplary but there still are several limitations. SEWA mostly sells through its exhibitions in 

cities like Delhi, Chandigarh, Kolkata, Mumbai, Ahmadabad, Jaipur and Chennai. The products 

have a huge demand in export market, but the future lies in organized retail outlets and online 

selling. Moreover competition through unorganized markets and local retailers is a consistent 

threat to the company’s products (Young & Pagoso, 2008). The form and appeal of the craft has 

evolved as who were earlier reluctant to bring in changes are experimenting as a result of the 

design development workshops. SEWA has been successful to bring out several women from 

their homes to the platform of national and international exhibitions and also the training 

workshops. The social and livelihood conditions have also improved but still there is a lot to be 

done. 

 

Assignment Questions: 

 Can you say that SEWA is a case of social entrepreneurship? Based on the case can you point 

out the difference between social entrepreneurs like SEWA and business entrepreneurs?  

 Discuss the various social initiatives taken by SEWA for the upliftment of Chikankari 

workers? 
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Exhibit 1. Clip from Annual Report, 2008-09 elaborating the healthcare initiatives of SEWA
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Exhibit 2. Marker printing  
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Exhibit 3. Some Products of SEWA 
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Exhibit 4: Trainings conducted by SEWA under the AHVY (From Annual Report 2008-2009) 
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Glossary: 

AHVY- Ambedkar Hast ShilpVikasYojna 

DC- Development Commissioner 

HUDCO-Housing and Urban Development Corporation Limited 

SEWA- Self Employed Womens Association 

SHG- Self Help Groups 

UNICEF- United Nations International Children's Fund 
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CASE SYNOPSIS 

The case focuses on Sabah Credit Corporation Sukuk Musharakah ICP/IMTN amounting RM1 

billion which issued by Sabah Credit Corporation in 2011. It was the second issuance of sukuk 

(Islamic debt securities or bond) by the company. The proceeds were used to finance the issuer’s 

Islamic financial services business. This case is interesting as the company used its Shariah 

compliance financial services as the sukuk underlying asset. Usually, sukuk used tangible asset as 

the underlying asset; however, SCC used intangible asset, i.e. financial services. Since the 

maturity of the sukuk is 20 years, the suitability and viability of the asset which raised some 

concerns mainly among the sukuk holders (investors). The case allows case users to understand 

the structure of musharakah sukuk and its issuance process including an in-depth discussion on 

asset-based and assets-backed sukuk in Malaysian sukuk market. The users need to comprehend 

shariah-compliant underlying asset for sukuk and the issue of sukuk default, which requires 

analytical skill on financial transaction and credit rating for sukuk. In addition, they also will 

experience the investors by way of role play. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

It was mid-January, 2012 and Mr. Ramzi Ramli
2
, Head of Treasury Department of Al-Falah 

Islamic Bank (AFIB) in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, was putting together decisions concerning 

ways to invest the bank’s excess liquidity which could give a good return to the stakeholders. 

While discussing with his team, he received a call from his acquaintance, Mr. Zikri Zamri, 

informing him that his company, Sabah Credit Corporation (SCC) has newly launched their 

sukuk musharakah. Mr. Ramzi thought that the news was timely as he was urgently looking for 

investment opportunity. Mr. Ramzi immediately asked his team to study on sukuk as they were 

unfamiliar with it. He also asked his team to do some research on SCC and its newly launched 

sukuk.  

 

Sukuk 

Sukuk was derived from the Arabic word which meant certificate. It was a trusted certificate 

which represented shares in asset or business venture (ISRA, 2011). Sukuk also known as Islamic 

bond. However, the main differences between sukuk and conventional bond, for the former, it 

was free from prohibited elements in Islamic teachings such as interest, uncertainty and 

gambling. Issuing sukuk based on the rules of Islamic law is one of the objectives of Islamic 

banking and one of the greatest ways to create an Islamic economic system in society (ISRA, 

2011). Additionally, bond issuers were liable of the debt obligation including the cost of payment 

of dividend, bonuses without taking into account the actual performance of the business. In 

contrast, sukuk represents fair relationship between sukuk issuers and investors. Risk will be 

borne jointly by the investors and sukuk issuer or operator as per percentage that was upon 

agreed. 

 

                                                           
2
 All names are disguised. 
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There were various types of sukuk in Islamic market depending on how the sukuk was structured. 

Sukuk represents partial ownership of an enterprise instead of the conventional bond that 

regarded as refundable debt bond. The type of partial ownership in sukuk is based on the sukuk 

structure.  Sukuk structure depended on underlying shariah contract such as partial ownership in 

debt (sukuk al-mudarabah) or partial ownership in assets (sukuk al-ijarah) or partial ownership 

in a project (Sukuk al-Istisna’) or partial ownership in a business (sukuk al-musharakah) or 

partial ownership in an investment (sukuk al-istithmar). 

 

SABAH CREDIT CORPORATION 

Sabah Credit Corporation (SCC) was a financial institution fully owned by the Sabah State 

Government in Malaysia and operated under the purview of the Sabah State Ministry of Finance. 

SCC was incorporated under the Credit Corporation Ordinance No. 1 of 1955 in June 15, 1955, 

under the name of North Borneo Credit Corporation (NBCC). NBCC commenced operations 

with a launching grant of $1 million from part of the Japanese Compensation Fund. NBCC was 

then under British Colonial Administration and manned with a grain staff strength of four. 

However, in 1972, the NBCC was renamed as Sabah Credit Corporation (SCC). 

 

The primary objective of SCC was to help contribute towards the socio-economy development of 

the State of Sabah. In its capacity as a financial institution, SCC complemented the Sabah State 

Government’s efforts by providing or facilitating financial credits to promote and encourage 

private investment involving agriculture, light industry, development of rural and urban housing, 

shop houses and public utilities and amenities. 

 

SCC’s vision was “To Make a Difference” by contributing to the State’s Economic & Social 

Agenda. Its mission was to improve asset quality, to improve leadership and accountability, to 

simplify access to credit facilities for small business, to protect and improve the environment and 

to help the less fortunate. 

 

 

Sabah Credit Corporation: Islamic Commercial Paper (ICP) and Islamic Medium Term 

Notes (IMTN) Profile 
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Sabah Credit Corporation Sukuk Musharakah ICP/IMTN amounting RM1 billion was issued by 

Sabah Credit Corporation in 2011 (Exhibit 1). It was the second issuance of sukuk by the 

company. The proceeds were used to finance the issuer’s Islamic financial services business. 

Normally, sukuk used tangible asset as the underlying asset, however, SCC used intangible asset, 

i.e. financial services. Since issuance, the rating performances of the sukuk were exceptional 

(Exhibit 2). Exhibit 3 explains on the transaction structure. 

 

Exhibit 1: Sabah Credit Corporation Sukuk Musharakah Profile 

 

Issuer Name  Sabah Credit Corporation  

Sukuk Name  Sabah Credit ICP/IMTN Sukuk  

Type of Structure  Musharakah  

Country  Malaysia  

Principle Adviser  AmInvestment Bank Berhad  

Solicitor  Messrs. Albar & Partners  

Trustee  AmTrustee Berhad  

Facility Agent  AmInvestment Bank  

Shariah Adviser  Dr. Mohd Daud Bakar  

Central Depository  Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM)  

Paying Agent  BNM  

Issue Size  RM1,000,000,000.00  

Tenor  ICP: up to 1 years, IMTN: up to 20 years  

Ratings  ICP: AA1, IMTN: P1(by RAM) 

Source: SCC’s Sukuk Principle Term & Condition (2012) 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 2: Sabah Credit Corporation Sukuk Musharakah Rating Performance 
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Date Announced Rating Assigned Rating Action 

19 August 2013 AA1/SExhibit/P1/- Reaffirmed 

7 April 2013 AA1/SExhibit/P1/- Reaffirmed 

13 July 2012 AA1/SExhibit/P1/- Reaffirmed 

28 October 2011 AA1/SExhibit/P1/- Assigned 

Source: RAM Rating (2013) 

 

 

 

Source: SCC’s Sukuk Principle Term & Condition (2012) 

 

 

Exhibit 3: Sabah Credit Corporation Sukuk Musharakah Transaction Structure 

 

(1) The investors shall from time to time, form a partnership amongst them for the purpose of 

investing in Shariah-compliant financial services business of SCC (“Musharakah 

Venture”). 
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(2) & (3) SCC (the “Issuer”) shall issue sukuk to the Sukukholders, in consideration of their 

capital contribution. The sukuk represent their proportionate participation in the said 

Musharkah Venture. 

 

(4) The Issuer shall declare trust over the Shariah-compliant business of the Issuer and the 

Profit Reserve Account (“Trust Asset”) for the benefit of the Trustee (acting on behalf of 

the Sukukholders). 

 

(5) The Trustee (acting on behalf of the Sukukholders) shall appoint the Issuer as its agent 

(the “Manager”) to manage the Musharakah Venture. 

 

(6) Income generated from the Musharakah Venture will be shared and distributed 

periodically or on one-off basis amongst the Sukukholders according to pre-agreed profit 

sharing ratio. Any losses will also be shared amongst the Sukukholders in proportion to 

theire capital contribution. 

 

(7) SCC (as the “Obligor”) shall also grant to the Trustee (acting on behalf of the 

Sukukholders) a Purchase Undertaking whereby the Obligor shall undertake to purchase 

the Trust Assets from the Trustee upon maturity or declaration of a Dissolution Event. 

 

SUKUK MUSHARAKAH BASED ON ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SERVICES BUSINESS: A 

GOOD INVESTMENT? 

Mr. Ramzi’s team searched for more information about the company and found out that SCC had 

offering shariah compliance financial services to the civil servants in Sabah. As the team went 

through the gathered information, they decided to focus their research on sukuk musharakah 

itself. So far there was no issue regarding sukuk musharakah. However, it was important to 

examine the underlying asset of the sukuk. For Malaysia, the asset could be both tangible and 

intangible assets. On the sukuk musharakah issued by SCC, it used financial services, i.e. 

receivables and not physical assets typically used as sukuk underlying asset. However, what 

make intangible asset such as receivables comply with shariah? 
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Sabah Credit Corporation Sukuk Musharakah Underlying Asset 

 

SCC has put its Islamic financing facility as their sukuk underlying asset, known as i-Executive 

Personal Financing. The facility was made available to: 

 

a. Civil service employees serving in the State of Sabah (State and Federal Department, 

State Local Authorities, State and Federal Statutory bodies); 

 

b. Employees of government link companies (GLC) where payments through direct salary 

deduction is possible; and 

 

c. Employees of established private companies in Sabah (must first obtained the 

Corporation approval). 

 

Exhibit 4: i-Executive Financing Tenure 

 

 

Source: Sabah Credit Corporation (2012) 
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Sukuk Default and Investors’ Protection 

The world has experienced sukuk default such in 2009; Kuwait’s Investment Dar has defaulted 

on a US$100 million sukuk registered in Bahrain, and in the United States court, one ongoing 

case on the East Cameron Partners Sukuk by bankrupt Texas-based East Cameron Gas Company 

(AIBIM, 2009). About the notable defaulted sukuk events which included sukuk musharakah, 

Mr. Ramzi was also concerned about the rights of investors over the underlying assets when 

sukuk musharakah defaulted. 

 

 

IS SUKUK MUSHARAKAH WORTH INVESTING IN? 

Based on both issues, Mr. Ramzi and his team think that to ensure the underlying asset comply 

with shariah, they should seek advice from the relevant authority. On the possibility of default, 

eventually he was wondering what future course of action that the sukuk investors should take. 

Based on the information gathered, it seemed that the underlying asset was crucial element vital 

as it represented investors’ right on the sukuk. Therefore, detailed analysis should be performed 

if he were to consider this as the bank’s potential investment opportunity. 

 

SET OF QUESTIONS FOR CLASS EXERCISE 

 

1. SCC used financial services as underlying asset for their sukuk issuance. Is such 

underlying asset complies with shariah?  

2. Determine whether SCC’s sukuk musharakah asset-based or asset-backed?  

3. As SCC sukuk musharakah tenure is 20 years, what make the issuer and investors 

convinced that it is not exposed to risk of default? 

4. Should Mr. Ramzi’s bank invest in SCC’s sukuk musharakah? Please justify your 

answer. 

5. What are investment alternatives for the bank other than sukuk?  
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ABSTRACT 

Metro Mart was established as a franchise business by Metro Holdings Berhad. Metro Mart, 

Nilai, Negeri Sembilan was one of the franchisees that had problem in terms of the 

relationship with the franchisor, profit margin, freedom to do business, the franchisor 

favoritism, territorial aspect, lack of on-going support and the attitude of franchisor when 

franchisee was having trouble. The franchisor also imposed interest without supportive 

agreement. In addition, the matter became worst with the debt burden the firm had to settle 

promptly. The case presented the franchisee dilemma with the system if it was not in placed 

and the support provided in the form of incentive for the franchisee to remain in the system 

and achieved the desired goals. 

 

COMPANY PROFILE:  TUAI UNTUNG SDN. BHD. (TUSB) 

Mr. Adam Arsyad
1
 is Managing Director (MD) of Tuai Untung Sdn. Bhd (TUSB)

2
.  He has 

more than 23 years experience in various discipline of administration and management from 

financing, project management, quality assurance and business consulting.  He obtained his 

Diploma in Public Administration from UiTM, Shah Alam and then pursue for Bachelor in 

Corporate Administration from the same university. He had held various senior management 

positions in large company such as KDEB Anzagain Sdn. Bhd, Hitech Padu Berhad, 

                                                 
1
 All names have been changed. 

2
 The name of the company has been changed to ensure confidentiality 
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Permodalan Nasional Berhad and Rubber Research Institute.  Currently, he is embarking on 

Master in Business Administration from Universiti Utara Malaysia. 

Tuai Untung Sdn. Bhd (TUSB) has been established on April 2004 after being offered a 

franchise license to run an emporium/supermarket under the brand name of Metro Mart by the 

Metro Holdings Berhad
3
.  Metro Mart outlet has officially opened in Sept 2005 in Nilai, 

Negeri Sembilan. Currently Metro Holdings Bhd has 6 hypermarkets, 32 

emporiums/supermarkets and 52 mini markets in Malaysia in which 8 of it (emporium & 

supermarkets) are franchisee owner operated. Metro Mart Nilai is one of it. It is now 

operating in the double storey 8 shop lots in the middle of Nilai town. With the strength of 90 

staffs and annual turnover of RM18 million, TUSB is progressively growing as the emporium 

that offer daily low price and most affordable by all level of customers. 

With the fixed assets of RM1.8 million and current stock of RM4.6 million, TUSB expected 

the growth of business income of 5 to 8 percent every year. The company has been awarded 

the “Excellent Performance Award 2009” by Perbadanan Usahawan Nasional Berhad and 

“Fair Price Shop Award – Supermarket/Emporium Category 2010” and “1 Malaysia People’s 

Choice – Supermarket Category 2011” by the Ministry of Internal Commerce, Consumer & 

Cooperation. Starting 2008, TUSB also exploring into aquaculture business in which they rear 

leech/cat fish for commercial medical purpose  in their 3 acres farm at Temerloh, Pahang.  

Currently, he is full time managing the franchise outlet, Metro Mart Nilai that focusing on 

groceries and general merchandising. His outlet has been recognized as among one out of 5 

most promising outlets from the overall 32 outlets under Metro flagship. 

 

THE DECISION TO BECOME A FRANCHISEE 

 

Prior to join Metro Mart franchise chain as a franchisee, Mr. Adam Arsyad met with Hj. 

Rosli, who was operating a franchise business of Metro Mart in Alor Setar, Kedah. In the 

meeting, Hj. Rosli had advised Mr. Adam to think again his decision to join Matro Mart as a 

franchisee. Instead, Hj. Rosli invites him to be part of Hj. Rosli's retail network once his 

contract with Metro Mart expired. According to Hj. Rosli, Metro Mart franchise did not 

promise profitable returns due to the profit margins are too slim. However, Mr. Adam was 

quite skeptical with the words of Hj. Rosli.  This is because the information obtained from the 

other fellow of existing franchisees stated that profit can be generated through its business. 

                                                 
3
 The name of the franchisor has been changed to ensure confidentiality 
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When Mr. Adam posed the issue of profit to the top management Metro Mart, they advised 

Mr. Adam to not take into account the views of Hj. Rosli because his contract is about to 

expire and all debts of Hj. Rosli with the Metro Mart has paid off. After met with the person 

in-charge of Metro Mart, Mr. Adam decided to not thinking too much about the views of Hj. 

Rosli and firm the decision to join the Metro Mart franchise network as a sixth franchisee. To 

Mr. Adam, what is important is that be a franchisee first and if there are any problems, it can 

be discussed with the top management later on. 

At the same time, Mr. Adam admitted that he does not have enough experience in managing a 

retail business. He was trained as a manager when he worked in Permodalan Nasional Berhad 

(PNB) and Hitech Padu. In addition, the job description of his work is more related to 

software development. However, it is not a big deal to Mr. Adam because he believes that 

Metro Mart will provide support services and business advice.  Furthermore, prior to become 

a franchisee of Metro Mart, Mr. Adam has worked for two years as a franchise development 

officer at Metro Holdings Bhd. With that experience, he felt confident that he has the 

capability in managing a retail business venture. The only part could be make Mr. Adam in 

trouble is that he was easy to feel bored when involves in routine work especially if the work 

is done on a daily basis. Adam was not sure whether he can survive for a long time as a 

franchisee or not. Based on previous work experience, he never stayed longer in one place.  

At the early stages of Mr. Adam's involvement as a franchise officer in Metro Mart, he had 

difficulty to manage his family due to monthly income was not sufficient to cover the 

expenses.  As explained by Mr. Adam: 

"Like my case, the Metro Mart took a year to get the certificate of fitness (CF). 

While waiting for the CF, Metro Mart offer me to work with them but my salary 

is low because I do not have experience.  In 2004, when I start work with the 

Metro Mart as an executives,  my starting salary is RM3500, the amount is totally 

different when I was paid RM6,000 as a manager in other places.   Due to the 

monthly income is not enough, I sell my own car, cut allowances for my mother, 

father and my wife. My weakness is that I quickly tired and bored of the work 

routine but I have 6 years as a franchisee here. Due to the outstanding debt so I 

remained in the company as a franchisees" 

   

 

“BE YOUR OWN BOSS” 
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Metro Holdings Bhd. has established a franchise department program in order to recruit 

potential franchisees to join Metro Mart franchise network system. By appointing Mr. Adam 

to lead the department, the company hopes that the objective in expanding the business in a 

short period of time can be achived rapidly.  By doing this way, the amount of franchise fees 

and royalties can be collected from the franchisees so that the money can be used to develop a 

goodwill of the trademark.  According to Mr. Adam, the potential franchisees who are joining 

the Metro Mart franchise business system has varied in term of entrepreneurial backgrounds 

and experiences.   

 

Mr. Adam was so excited to run his own business. Being an entreprenuer is really new 

experience for him.  After several month as a franchisee, he noticed that the system was not 

the same like the other franchise system and the worst part in Metro Mart franchise system 

was that the management never treated their existing franchisees like an entrepreneur.  Mr. 

Adam added, franchisees who have experiences in the business were more or less treated as 

an outlet manager. The concept of 'be your own boss' was never applied in reality.  Mr. Adam 

was always thaught that being an entrepreneur, he can make his own decision.  Mr. Adam 

realized and agreed that he has to follow the system which is clearly stated in the franchise 

agreement but to some extent he should be allowed to act like a business person.  At the end 

of the day, Mr. Adam and his business partner are responsible to the profit and loss of their 

company.  

 

Mr. Adam was so surprised when the franchisor asked him to clock in and clock out when 

come to daily work and not allowed to take leave without company's consent. He thaught that 

he has exceptional as a boss of a company.  Unlike the other entrepreneurs,  the monthly 

salary and yearly increament was also determined by the franchisor and should be accepted by 

Mr. Adam.   One of the criteria used for annual increment is annual sales targets. According 

to Mr. Adam, any franchisees who could not follow the instructions will be penalized. 

Mr.Adam said that he has no problem to follow the rules set by the management because he 

used to work as a manager in several company previously. Mr. Adam stated that the stiff 

action done by Metro Mart towards their franchisees had caused two existing franchisees in 

Kajang and Rantau Panjang, Kelantan withdrew from the franchise business system.  As 

indicated by Mr. Adam: 
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"If you are used to work as a boss so I advise to not be a franchisee. It's better for 

you to do your own business.   In this franchise system, they control my salary 

and my staff's salary. My increment is also control by them.  If my business make 

profit about 10%, my salary might be increased 5%.   But my advantage is that I 

can control my expenses and at the end of the year we can declare profit.  But they 

still control us.  They not allowed us to withdraw more than 20% out of net profit 

unless all debts has paid off.  If we still insist to bring out more than 20% profit, 

we have to make sure our current account must have one million. Until today, we 

never take the profit yet because we need to redeem PUNB's shares.  Today, we 

still have 237k balance to settle the debt" 

 

Adam decided to meet the officer of PUNB for the purpose of the loan.  Due to not taking the 

cost of initial stocks, Mr. Adam and his partner need to have more than RM2 million as a 

working capital. Unexpected with the the planning and preliminary calculations of profit and 

loss statement by the management prior to joint the franchise network, Mr. Adam was 

successful to convince the officer of PUNB for the loan. However, Mr. Adam has to start his 

business first and must show the audited account as a prerequisite before the loan is approved.  

Adam fortunate when the PUNB agreed to offer 2.5 million shares and must be redeemed in 

increments of profits.  Due to good business performance and pay back record, the officer of 

PUNB came to see Mr. Adam and offering him with additional capital of 1.5 millions in the 

form of non-term loan shares for 7 years with an interest rate of 4.5%.   

SUPPORT SERVICES 

In the meantime, Mr. Adam is quite sceptical with Metro Mart's policy about territory 

strategy. He was told by the management that the Metro Mart will not be opened company 

own outlets within 20km radius. However, what makes Adam feel upset is that the opening a 

hypermarket in Taman Saga, Alor Setar which is near to Hj. Rosli's outlet. Mr. Adam argued 

that the opening of hypermarket in Taman Saga could affect the business of Hj. Rosli because 

customers have more choices of goods at the same price. If the other hypermarket such as 

Carfour or Tesco operating in that area it will not have a significant impact due to different 

brands. Mr. Adam also worried if the franchisor will takes the same approach in his area. The 

fear of Mr. Adam was came into reality when Metro Holdings Bhd. decided to open a branch 

outlet in Bandar Baru Nilai which is about 9km from his outlet.   Due to the opening company 

own outlet in Bandar Baru Nilai, his business had suffered losses amounting to RM550, 000 

for the financial year of 2008 compared to the performance of the business two years earlier. 
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Mr.Adam realized that the number of regular customers was declined while the monthly sales 

was fell by 12 percent.  Given the amount of fixed expenses are still the same, whareas the 

total sales are down then operating costs was increased.  Mr. Adam believes that decrease in 

sales was due to the inclination of the customers to try the atmosphere of shopping in 

hypermarkets situation.   

 

The declination in sales has inspired Mr. Adam to think a number of approaches or strategies 

to address its problem. One of the actions taken by Mr. Adam is to discuss the problem with 

the management of Metro Holdings Bhd. Since, support services and business consultation is 

part in the franchise system, Mr. Adam had asked suggestions from the top management on 

how to overcome the problem. The answers given by the top management was quite 

disappointing him.  What made  Mr. Adam very upset toward them is that  they themselves do 

not know how to solve this problem. Instead, the management stated that Mr.Adam should 

know better how the problem should be addressed as he has been two years in the system. 

Frustrated with the answers given, Mr.Adam attended Idris Jala’s seminar held in Kuala 

Lumpur to learn strategies on how to address the deteriorating in business performance. Mr. 

Adam decided to attend the seminar is because he wants to learn how Idris Jala handling the 

debt issue of MAS.  In the seminar, Idris Jala suggested Mr. Adam to focus on each unit of 

costing such as cost of overtime, purchasing, marketing and the like. According to Mr. Adam, 

the steps taken to overcome the losses was shown little bit promising though not 100 percent.  

What make Mr. Adam frustated is that the franchisor is still collecting royalties of 6%  even 

though his business is considerable suffered losses. The other actions had been taken by Mr. 

Adam is to recall his food supliers to discuss again about the mode of payment.  As stated by 

Mr. Adam: 

 

”We also try to do an internal action.  For example we callback the supplier of 

foods to do something to pull back the customers.  We also told Metro Mart that 

we want to make flyers on our own or to change the layouts of my premise but 

the effect is very small ... I think that is one of the reason why Metro Mart do not 

know the way to counter back the issue of losses.  We do not hired new staffs 

and I told the HR department if any staff resigned do not take it back.   Apart 

from that I also do activities like coloring contests and to have mini zoo for 

children.” 
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In the early stages as a franchisee, the top management of Metro Mart told Mr.Adam that if he 

has any problems in running the busienss, he can have meeting with the management to get 

advice. Unfortunately, during the meeting, Mr. Adam has reproached about the performance 

of his business and stated that his business as if is in the ICU (intensive care unit). Adam was 

shocked by that statement and challenged the management to do something to bring back the 

business on track. Even though, his businesses showed a negative sign but Mr. Adam never 

intends to close his business operations. Adam was still able to pay staff salaries, rental of 

premises, debt and other expenses. Since his business involve daily cash transactions so he 

was not facing any cash flow problems. For the stock purchase, the franchisor has imposed 

interest on the outstanding debt BLR + 2%. According to Mr. Adam, the Managing Director 

of Metro Holdings Bhd. personally told him that if there were outstanding, it can be paid 

gradually. Since it is verbally satement without any black and white agreement, interest was 

being imposed to all outstanding.  When Mr. Adam posed this issue to the Managing Director 

of Metro Holdings Bhd, he replied that the interest is also being imposed to the company by 

the bank institutions for the purchase of stocks and working capital. 

 

SELECTION OF LOCATION 

Before the franchise agreement is signed, the management of Matro Mart stated that there 

were three locations have been identified for new outlet.  There were in Rawang, Pekan and 

Nilai.  Among the three locations, the management said outlet in Nilai will be opened first. 

When Mr. Adam heard the decision, Adam wondered whether the location is a strategic for 

retail business.  From Mr. Adam point of view and his survey, the selected location is seem 

like ghost town and it is relatively far away from public access. Even the outlet is located 

close to the bus stop, but the number of bus services is too little. Adam a bit sceptical of the 

selected location. Adam immediately called his father and asked about his opinion.   His 

father had performanced ’istiharah prayers’ in order to ask guidance from Allah about the 

suitability of the selected location. Not long after, his father called him to inform that the 

location is actually has a good potential as a business center.   

 

What his father said on that location is seems to be true when Mr. Adam found a growing 

number of visitors and the taxi service was extended up to mid-night. According to Adam, the 

selection of business locations in Nilai is likely as catalyst to the development of the 

surrounding area. Mr. Adam also attended the seminar organized by the Seremban Municipal 

Council on the pattern of development in the future. Based on the information gathered in the 
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seminar,  the Bandar Baru Nilai will grow in the future due to the grow of Seremban 

population by 15 percent. Adam also noted the other factors that affect the development of 

Bandar Baru Nilai  is rapid development of Kuala Lumpur heading to the South, not the 

North. In the seminar also stated that the Municipal Council of Bandar Baru Nilai will merge 

with the Seremban Municipal Council and government agencies will be in the middle of the 

area. Bandar Baru Nilai has been selected as a hub of education where medical training 

colleges and institutes are also being developed. The public transportation such as bus is also 

playing important role to connects Bandar Baru Nilai with Seremban, Sepang, KLIA and KL.  

As explained by Mr. Adam: 

 

”The location of my business here is determined by the Metro Mart itself. At first, 

there are 3 locations proposed by the Metro Mart which is in Rawang, Pekan and 

pekan Nilai.  When pekan Nilai selected to be opened first I wondering whether is 

it the right location for my business? When look at the public transportation, it 

seems that this is a ghost town. I did ask my father's opinion in which he has 

confidence that the location is suitable for business after perform  istiharah prayer. 

Because of my outlet, the taxi service is extended until 12 mid-night” 

 

BUSINESS CONTROL 

Mr. Adam make a payment to all his suppliers by cheque.  However, the cheque must have 

two signatures – one from Mr. Adam and the other one is from the top management of Metro 

Mart.  As the owner to the franchise business, Mr. Adam thought that he is the one who have 

the right to sign the cheque book as a form of payment.  But, the top management of Metro 

Mart argued that it is not logic to pay his salary when the check is signed by himself. When 

come to that argument, Mr. Adam admitted that someone has to sign the cheque for his 

monthly salary and allowances.  Apart from cheque signatory, the sales revenue recorded on a 

daily basis must be linked directly to the office of Metro Mart. The monitoring process 

through point of sales system (POS system) was monitored by the monitoring team.   

 

The team or the field representatives will conduct an audit check once every 3 months. The 

monitoring team will do the inspection for each department such as foods, stores, accounts 

and the utilities department. By doing auditing, the monitoring team will be able to determine 

whether he is doing business according to the Standard Operation Procedurre (SOP). Any 

offense committed by Mr. Adam will be penalized and subject to the types of offences.   Mr. 
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Adam admitted that he used to fine a total of RM200 untill RM300 just for not sorting the 

goods correctly on the shelves.    As explained by Mr. Adam: 

 

”They will check stock, prices, goods arrangement on the shelves and I need to 

follow the SOP set by them. If the goods are not arranged according to SOP, I will 

be penalized ... I used to be penalized RM200 to RM300 just because the stocks 

not organize properly.  They treat me like their staff.  I am the one who 

responsible to answer to the Board of Director (BOD). That is why they put me as 

a branch manager whereas I am a director of Tuai Untung Sdn. Bhd. (TUSB)” 

 

DISCRIMINATION IN FRANCHISING 

Mr. Adam did not deny that there were relatives of the top management of Metro Holding 

Bhd become a franchisee of Metro Mart franchise system.  The franchisees outlets in Kuala 

Lumpur and Penang were owned by the nephews of Managing Director.  Based on his 

observation, the decision making process from the top management towards existing 

franchisees was biased.  Mr. Adam said that the top management of Metro Mart has paid a 

higher salary to their relatives than the salary received by him and the other franchisees. Even 

though, Mr. Adam did not disclose the amount of salary received by their relatives but he has 

reliable information on that matter. As noted by Adam: 

 

“There is discrimination and double standard in Metro Mart franchise system when 

it comes to his relatives. For instant, franchisees in Shah Alam, Penang and Alor 

Setar are the nephews of the owner of Metro Holdings Bhd. They can make their 

own decision. For example, I used to make an application and asking permission to 

buy shelves in the form of glasses but the permission is rejected. The items that we 

cannot sell at my outlet can be sold there. Sometimes, we want to borrow staff for 

stocktake, but they not allowed. Even though the rate of royalty is the same but 

their relatives wages is higher than me”  

 

LOOP HOLE IN FRANCHISE AGREEMENT 

Prior to sign the franchise agreement, the Metro Mart as a franchisor was handed a copy of its 

agreement for him to read and to understand it.  To understand the language of law is quite 

difficult for layman like him.  Assisted by a law consultant,  Mr. Adam found that there was a 
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clause stated that the company can make any changes in the agreement at any time and if 

necessary. As noted by Mr. Adam: 

 

“This agreement is designed by the Metro Holdings Bhd. I got no knowledge of a 

business.  When they asked me to sign the agreement, without thinking too much 

about the content, I directly to sign.  Then, I realized that there is a clause in the 

agreement stating that the franchisor can make changes at any appropriate time 

and in accordance with the requirements”    

 

DUMPING STOCK 

One thing that make Mr. Adam headeche in getting involves in Metro Mart franchise system 

is the action of the top management to force him in accepting stock delivery even though he 

did not make any order or stock reservations. Although Mr. Adam did a reservation of goods 

but the amount of goods delivered is more than the amount needed. Due to excessive in stock 

delivery, Mr. Adam had faced logistic problems and not enough space to keep all those items.  

What was disappointed him is that the policy stated that the stocks is considered sold at the 

time of delivery and cannot be refunded to the franchisors. As Mr. Adam mentioned to the 

author: 

 

“Dumping of stocks is another dilemma that I face.  Here is called shared items, 

meaning that Metro Mart will buy more goods from China. They put the goods in 

the warehouse after that they divided by 32 branches.  They force me to take their 

stuffs and the stocks cannot be returned.   I have discussed the matter with their 

managers in a meeting but they said it is up to me to decide.  This is a worst part in 

Metro Mart franchise system and sometimes will be imposed fines if the goods are 

not sold out. After 3 months if the goods are not sold, they will take back without 

compensating us. For instant, nearing the celebration of Hari Raya,  they post 60 

sacks of kain batik and sarong, whereas the highest number we ever sold is only 20 

sacks”.  
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CASE SYNOPSIS 
JCR-VIS is Pakistan’s only data bank and financial research organization, operating as a “Full 

Service” rating agency and known for providing high quality independent rating services in 

Pakistan. JCR-VIS offer services in six categories i.e., (a) Entity Ratings; (b) Instrument Ratings; 

(c) Real Estate Grading; (d) Corporate Governance Ratings; (e) Indicative Ratings; and (f) 

International services. Pakistan Credit Rating Agency Limited (PACRA) is the only competitor 

for the available credit rating assignments in Pakistan. One of the VIS group management faces 

as of now is how to materialize new business expansion proposals; either offer these services 

[proposals] as category extension within JCR-VIS or launched them as separate brands through 

separate companies. 
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Credit Rating, Pakistan, Duopoly 
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INTRODUCTION 

JCR-VIS is Pakistan’s only data bank and financial research organization, operating as a “Full 

Service” rating agency and known for providing high quality independent rating services in 

Pakistan. Initially the company was incorporated as a joint venture between VIS, Karachi Stock 

Exchange, Islamabad Stock Exchange and Duff & Phelps Credit Rating Co. (DCR) back in 

1997. Subsequent to DCR’s merger with Fitch IBCA, DCR sold its interests in DCR-VIS to VIS. 

In 2001 JCR and VIS entered into a Joint Venture Agreement whereby JCR acquired 15% share 

in DCR-VIS Credit Rating Co. Ltd. of Pakistan. As a result of this agreement, the name of the 

company changed from DCR-VIS Credit Rating Co. Ltd. to JCR-VIS Credit Rating Co. Ltd. 

(JCR-VIS). 

 

JCR-VIS was established in 2001 as a joint venture between Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. 

(JCR), Vital Information Services (Pvt.) Limited (VIS), Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) and 

Islamabad Stock Exchange (ISE). 

 

Figure 1 JCR-VIS Shareholding 
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Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. - (JCR) was established in April 1985 by a group of major 

Japanese institutional investors and was authorized by Japan’s Ministry of Finance (MOF) as a 

recognized rating agency in 1987. JCR’s rating services cover broad range of financial products 

including long-term bonds, senior debts, medium-term notes, and commercial paper for resident 

and non-resident entities, and multilateral development banks. In addition, JCR rates ability to 

pay insurance claims for the Japanese life and casualty insurance companies as well as structured 

financing for both residents and non-residents including asset-backed securities. JCR enjoys a 

strong support from Japan’s prominent institutional investors. The 109 shareholders include 

Japan’s major life and casualty insurance companies; all trust banks, 60 of 64 regional banks, 

The Norinchukin Bank and The Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi. 

Vital Information Services (Pvt.) Limited (VIS) was incorporated in 1994 with the equity 

participation of leading financial institutions, the largest publication house of Pakistan (The Jang 

Group), Mr. Faheem Ahmad and other professionals. The company provides independent capital 

market research based services to companies, small and large investors, etc. VIS’ major strength 

is its exhaustive database on corporate Pakistan and ability to perform statistical and financial 

analyses on this database. VIS has a major interest in a credit bureau NEWS-VIS Credit 

Information Services (Pvt.) Ltd. and Digital Works, the first digital archiving service bureau of 

Pakistan. 

Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) is the premier stock exchange of the country. KSE came into 

existence in 1947. In 1949, KSE was converted into a company limited by guarantee. Initially, 

five companies were listed on the KSE with a paid up capital of Rs. 37 million. Today, there are 

762 listed companies with a listed capital of Rs. 234.45 billion and an approximate market 

capitalization of Rs. 400 billion. 

MANAGEMENT 

The major decision making authority is Board of Directors which is headed by company 

President and CEO, Mr. Faheem Ahmed. Other board members include Director (Rating), 

Director (Operations), Director (Finance), two independent directors, four nominee director of 

VIS, two nominee directors of KSE and one nominee director of ISE (See Appendix – A). 
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Only very few companies in Pakistan have provided 100% seats to professionals in their board of 

directors and JCR-VIS is one of them. JCR-VIS team members both senior and junior are very 

careful about their society image and belonging with their company as reflected by the comments 

of their GM operations; 

We are so careful even in our public life that 

nobody should abuse VIS for our wrongdoings… 

 

All levels of management at JCR-VIS have been filled by professional managers. This quality is 

appreciated by almost all of their clients as reflected by one their client’s comments. 

We appreciate the level of professionalism prevailing 

in JCR- VIS team members. 

 

The most frequently cited reason for the recognition of JCR-VIS is the quality of human 

resources at JCR-VIS. They have an army of IBA graduates and CFA charter holders in addition 

to several chartered accountants in senior positions. Other reasons include building and 

ambience; quality of information systems; precision and level of sophistication of data analysis; 

and expert advice to the clients. 

More recently the General Manager JCR-VIS has been designated as CEO for the two sister 

concerns NEWS-VIS Credit Information Services (Pvt.) Ltd. and Digital Works. He had joined 

VIS-Group on its inception and since been engaged in most research and development ventures 

undertaken by the group companies. Prior to joining JCR-VIS, he has been engaged with other 

VIS Group companies in different capacities. 

 

SERVICES 

JCR-VIS offer services in six categories i.e., (a) Entity Ratings; (b) Instrument Ratings; (c) Real 

Estate Grading; (d) Corporate Governance Ratings; (e) Indicative Ratings; and (f) International 

services. 
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a) Entity rating is JCR-VIS’s opinion of the general creditworthiness of a company’s senior 

unsecured debt. Clientele is classified into different groups as: 

a. Commercial Banks 

b. Development Financial Institutions 

c. Micro Finance Banks 

d. Investment Banks 

e. Security Firms 

f. Leasing Companies 

g. Modarabas 

h. Housing Finance Companies 

i. Industrial Corporations 

j. Mutual Funds 

k. Asset Management Companies 

l. Insurer Financial Strength (IFS) 

m. Ratings of Insurance Companies (ICs) 

 
 

 

b) Instrument Ratings: Rating of financial instruments like TFC/CP denotes its 

creditworthiness with respect to a particular debt security based on relevant risk factors. 

a. Long Term Corporate Debt Instruments [Term Finance Certificates, Sukooks] 

b. Short Term Corporate Debt Instruments [TFCs, Commercial Papers, etc.] 

c) Real Estate Grading: One of the new developments in the local rating business is the rating 

of real estate agencies and developers. 

d) Corporate Governance: In March 2002, the Securities and Exchange Commission of 

Pakistan (the SEC) issued the Code of Corporate Governance (the Code) to establish a 

framework for good governance of companies listed on Pakistan's stock exchanges. JCR-VIS 

also provides ratings based on corporate governance compliance to SECP and SBP. 

e) Indicative Ratings: JCR-VIS also conducts indicative ratings for entities that wish to get an 

initial idea regarding their ratings prior to going for a full formal rating review. The 

indicative ratings – as the name suggests – merely indicate the rating band or category in 

which the entity’s ratings are likely to fall, if a formal rating review were to be conducted. As 

such, indicative ratings are not meant for public dissemination and are meant only for the 

consumption of the management of the entity. 

f) International Services: On an international rating scale, JCR also offers following ratings in 

Pakistan jointly with JCR-VIS. 
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Foreign Currency Ratings: Foreign currency ratings express the ability of an entity to meet its 

international obligations in the currency of another country, say the JCR-VIS dollar. These 

ratings are invariably capped by the sovereign ceiling 

Local Currency Ratings on International Scale: Local currency ratings on an international 

scale express the ability of an entity to meet its international obligations in its local or 

domestic currency, and are usually higher than foreign currency ratings. 

Local Currency Ratings on National Scale: Local currency ratings on a national scale express 

the ability of an entity to meet its domestic obligations in its local or domestic currency. 

These ratings assume the local government to be risk free, and rated AAA. 

 

RATING PROCESS 

In preparing a rating, the JCR-VIS analyst would first review a company’s reports and published 

figures to determine what additional information was needed from the client. The analyst then 

met with the client’s senior management (CEO/CFO) to discuss the client’s financial position, 

earning trends, operating practices, competitive standing, future prospects, the economic 

environment and other issues that might affect the client’s credit worthiness. The analyst would 

keep in contact with the client’s for interim figures and other corporate developments that might 

affect JCR-VIS’s assessment. They also monitor macro economic and political factors or trends 

that might affect the client’s credit standing. A draft report was then sent to the client for review 

to ensure the accuracy of information and that no confidential data was included. The final report 

was then reviewed by a Rating Committee. 

Once a rating is finalized, the client is under ongoing surveillance by JCR-VIS during which 

interim and annual results are reviewed, at least on a quarterly basis, and other client 

developments are monitored, based on which JCR-VIS may reevaluate the rating at any time if 

such action is warranted. In addition, rated companies are subject to detailed review, normally on 

an annual basis. 

During and after the process JCR-VIS does not reveal confidential information obtained during 

the rating exercise to anyone except the regulators, provided the request is made in writing. This 

policy is based on exceptions for regulatory queries. Ratings are valid till withdrawn, suspended 

or changed. The relationship with regulators is restricted to providing information and opinions 

only when a specific query is referred to JCR-VIS. 
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Communication of ratings: Once the rating has been assigned, the rating is made public first 

within two working days in a short press release, and then within ten working days a detailed 

report is available. The text is shown to the client before publication whenever possible to ensure 

that it is factually correct and no confidential information has been disclosed. If a rating is not 

mandatory as per directives of the regulatory agencies, the management has the option of either 

making it public or withholding the rating from the general public. Policy on dependence on 

third parties 

a) Auditors: JCR-VIS relies on the audited accounts as one of its basic sources of information; 

however, additional information is obtained where required. In addition, JCR-VIS rechecks 

the current position of areas where the auditors have shown concern in their reports or 

management letter etc. 

b) Trustees: JCR-VIS depends on the trustees to ensure proper maintenance of the securities 

they have obtained pursuant to any public issue of debt or secured investment instrument, 

rated by JCR-VIS and to ensure adherence to other covenants. JCR-VIS expects that the 

trustee would refer back in case the issuer requires any change of security, in order to ensure 

maintainability of current rating. 

c) Consultants: JCR-VIS gives due weight-age to consultants’ reports relating to new projects, 

balancing & modernization, environment etc., however JCR-VIS may recheck areas where it 

is felt subsequent changes have occurred. 

d) Experts: JCR-VIS in some cases appoints experts, where it is believed they would add value, 

to assist in technical matters. In such case issuer/entities are informed about such experts on 

the panel. 

e) Ratings Review/Appeal Process: Once a preliminary rating has been assigned, JCR-VIS 

communicates the rating decision to the company, and explains in detail how JCR-VIS 

reached its opinion: the key rating factors—both positive and negative—driving the rating 

and, perhaps most crucially, expectations for the client and how these expectations are 

factored into the rating. If the company believes that certain information influencing the 

rating was not conveyed adequately by them or some later developments need to be taken 

into consideration by the committee, an appeal is made to JCR-VIS within two days of the 

assignment of the rating. The appeal process is designed to address specific points relating to 

the rating decision, and hence, the appeal meeting is tightly focused. The analyst will 

incorporate new information into the analysis, which then is reconsidered by the rating 
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committee. The committee may decide the new information (to be provided within 10 

working days of the appeal) warrants a rating change, or it may stand by its original rating 

decision. The rating decision on appeal is final. 
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Figure 2 Credit Rating Process 
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PRICING 

With respect to pricing, JCR-VIS rating fees varied based on a range of factors including the size 

of the entity or size of the financial instrument. However for real-estate and corporate 

governance assignments the rating fees is fixed. It also offers customized deals with incentives to 

high value customers for additional services. 

 

 

igure-3 illustrates the comparative rating fees for both JCR-VIS and PACRA. Two important 

conclusions can be drawn from this exhibit; (a) both companies are offering their services for 

the same rating fees, (b) JCR-VIS offers two additional services i.e. Corporate Governance rating 

and Micro Finance Bank rating which gave them a first mover advantage in the relevant market 

segments. 

COMPETITION 

Pakistan Credit Rating Agency Limited (PACRA) is the only competitor for the available credit 

rating assignments in Pakistan. PACRA was established in 1994 as a joint venture among IBCA 

Limited (the international credit rating agency), International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the 

Lahore Stock Exchange. The first credit rating agency in Pakistan, PACRA is widely 

acknowledged for its professionalism and integrity. To date, PACRA has completed well over a 

hundred ratings, including major industrial corporations, financial institutions and debt 

instruments. In addition to local ratings, PACRA is also active in international rating 

assignments with the collaboration of Fitch. The rating committee comprises of only two persons 

i.e., Chief Executive and Chief Operating officer. 

The corporate sector in Pakistan has a traditionally North-South divide. Karachi is located in 

south of Pakistan and it is the largest city, main seaport and financial centre of the country. Most 

of the multinational companies, Banks, Financial Institutions have their head offices in Karachi. 

State Bank of Pakistan also has its head office here. As JCR-VIS was established in collaboratio 

 1  
reflects minimum rating fees 

2 
Rating of Insurance Companies (ICs) 
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Figure-3 illustrates the comparative rating fees for both JCR-VIS and PACRA. Two important 

conclusions can be drawn from this exhibit; (a) both companies are offering their services for 

the same rating fess, (b) JCR-VIS offers two additional services i.e. Corporate Governance 

rating and micro Finance Bank rating which gave a first mover advantage in the relevant market 

segments. 

 

COMPETITION 

Pakistan credit Rating Agency limited (PACRA) is the only competitor for the available credit 

rating assignment in Pakistan. PACR was established in 1994 as a joint venture among IBCA 

Limited (the international credit rating agency), International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the 

Lahore Stock Exchange. The first credit rating agency in Pakistan, PACRA is widely 

acknowledged for its professionalism and integrity. To date, PACRA has completed well over a 

hundred ratings, including major industrial corporations, financial institutions and debt 

instruments. In addition to local ratings, PACRA is also active in international rating assignment 

with the collaboration of Fitch. The rating committee comprises of only two persons. 

i.e., Chief Executive and Chief Operating Officer 

The corporate sector in Pakistan has a traditionally North-South divide. Karachi is located in 

south of Pakistan and it is the largest city, main seaport and financial centre of the country. Most 

of the multinational companies, Banks, Financial Institutions have their head offices in Karachi. 

State Bank of Pakistan also has its head office here. As JCR-VIS was established in 

collaboration with Karachi and Islamabad stock exchanges; it has the major support from local 

business community. In contrast PACRA was established in Lahore which is the hub of 

major development activities. The contribution of Lahore to the national economy is supposed to 

be around 13%. Most of textile, leather, rice, chemical and other industrial units were established in 

Lahore and surrounding areas. Lahore is also base city for most of the wealthy business 

groups/families operating throughout the province of Punjab. Lahore Stock Exchange was very 
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much instrumental in establishing PACRA and most of the companies listed in only LSE find it 

more convenient to work with PACRA. Although PACRA having a small and geographically 

restricted clientele, but due to immense support from LSE and local entrepreneurs, charges the 

same rating fees as compared to JCR-VIS. 

STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS 

Besides being the right thing to do, JCR-VIS believes that its investments in international and 

local affiliations benefit the company’s bottom line. Spending the time and resources on 

technology transfer, performance improvements, fostering relationships based on trust and 

respect with key stakeholders and working with local communities to ensure they share in the 

benefits of the business and are simply part of good business practice. Some of the benefits can 

be backed up with numbers, while others are less easily measured and therefore less easily linked 

to the bottom line. These relationships have helped enhance JCR-VIS’s reputation, which builds 

credibility and trust with stakeholders at all levels, and these are valuable assets. 

Apart from endorsement from Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) and State 

Bank of Pakistan (SBP), JCR-VIS has leveraged its reputation by strategically aligning the 

company with international agencies and companies. 

One of these initiatives was to setup a rating company in Bangladesh by assisting a group of 

professionals of Bangladesh in March, 1997. Prime Commercial Bank of Pakistan also 

contributed in equity this venture. In June 2002, the Government of Bangladesh granted the sole 

license for credit ratings in the country to Credit Rating Information and Services Limited 

(CRISL), a joint venture company between Bangladesh, JCR-VIS of Pakistan and Rating 

Agency Malaysia Berhad (RAM) of Malaysia. In December 2002 CRISL announced its maiden 

credit ratings in Bangladesh. JCR-VIS is providing necessary technical support to CRISL and 

CEO, JCR-VIS, is also represented in the rating committee as approved by the Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Bangladesh. 

Senior management at JCR-VIS normally takes decisions on long-term basis through a 

consultative process. They always keep a close eye on developments in financial sector in 

middle-eastern countries as well. Consequently they seized one of the key opportunities in 2002 

when they were involved in establishing the Islamic International Rating Agency (IIRA), 

Bahrain. IIRA was established to carry out rating operations principally in Islamic countries. Its 
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shareholders include Islamic Development Bank and 14 other banks and financial institutions 

from around the Muslim world. 

With the emergence of micro-financing sector, a need was felt for rating of micro-financing 

companies. Again senior management took a timely decision and JCR-VIS became the pre- 

approved rating agency by the Microfinance Rating and Assessment Fund for ratings of  

microfinance institutions (MFIs) in Pakistan and other South Asian countries. The MFI Rating 

Fund seeks to improve the quality, reliability and availability of information on the risk and 

performance of M FIs by helping MFIs to obtain independent rating and assessment services by 

professional rating agencies and specialized funds by providing partial funding for these services 

to the M FIs. The M FI Rating Fund is managed by the Consultative Group to Assist the Poorest 

(CGAP 3 
3
) and the Inter-American Development Bank

4
 (IDB). 

MARKETING 

At JCR-VIS major business development activities are “PULL” based due to regulatory 

requirements. SBP & SECP have made the rating of banks and other financial institutions 

mandatory. To get their entity rating banks and financial institutions have only two choices, 

either they go to PACRA or JCR-VIS. The major clientele of JCR-VIS are banks and 

different financial institutions, who want their risk analysis portfolio to be rated. JCR-VIS 

also carries out indicative corporate entity rating: that is when the companies want to issue 

IPO, Public Issue or TFC, that have to get a good credit rating from the agency. Initially 

CEOs of banks and other corporations contact president of JCR-VIS for their credit rating. 

CFOs, Head of credit or Head of risk assessment hold the follow-up meetings with Director- 

Rating at JCR-VIS. As these meetings are held at senior level and JCR-VIS is a well known 

brand among senior managers in Pakistan for their services; senior management at JCR-VIS does 

not feel need for mass media promotion activities. Secondly Legal regulations restrict JCR-VIS 

to advertise on mass media. JCR-VIS does not have particular marketing or business 

development department, senior management is responsible for major promotional decisions. 

However JCR-VIS had advertised selectively in print media only. Promotional activities using 

other media were never considered. 
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3CGAP is a consortium of 29 bilateral and multilateral donor agencies that support microfinance. It is managed by the World Bank and in 
addition to the World Bank; its donor agencies include the United Nations Development Program, the Department for International Development 

and the Asian Development Bank. 
4 IDB, the oldest and the largest regional multilateral development institution, was established in December 1959 to help accelerate economic 
and social development in the Latin American and the Caribbean regions. 

 

 

 

 

Sponsoring or conferences events may be considered now. The VIS logo was designed by a 

student of fine arts in 1993. She designed the logo with the theme; “Globe rest on 

information”. The color was decided as corporate blue. JCR-VIS uses a simple logo with 

abbreviation written font with color in its corporate communications. Although core values, 

mission and vision statement were never formally circulated but now a strong need has been 

felt by senior management to inscribe these mandatory signature items. 

For different product categories JCR-VIS has segmented the market differently. Entity ratings 

market has been segmented on the basis of size of the entity, nature of the entity. For instrument 

ratings market is divided on the basis of Islamic or Interest based, duration and size of the 

instrument. For the remaining three younger members of VIS portfolio i.e., Real Estate Grading, 

Corporate Governance Ratings, Indicative Ratings, market is still evolving and hence no further 

segmentation and targeting exercises have been conducted so far. 

CHALLENGES 

VIS group has the largest data bank of corporate Pakistan and the group includes JCR-VIS 

Credit Rating Company Limited, VIS Data Services and News-VIS Credit Information Services 

(Pvt.) Limited, the first private credit bureau of Pakistan. The majority of shareholders in group 

companies include the largest publication house in Pakistan and major financial institutions. 

One of the VIS group management faces as of now is how to materialize new business expansion 

proposal; either offer these services [proposals] as category extension within JCR-VIS or 
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launched them as separate brands through separate companies. 

Generally, VIS is perceived as superior quality credit rating agency with higher professional and 

ethical standards. There are two distinct schools of thoughts within VIS group; one group mainly 

comprising MBAs having key influence in group decision making would like to offer new 

services through JCR-VIS. They argue for launching the new services under JCR-VIS 

banner initially, and after successful operations for some period make them separate 

corporate entities. The other group mainly comprising CAs and CFAs would like to see JCR-

VIS with a limited scope. According to them any product or service offered by the company may 

dilute its creditability. They always come down firmly against any kind of new rating system 

or new business activity with the notion “that isn’t mandated or regulated by the 

government.” Taxation and other statutory requirements may also require separate 

companies for new services. VIS management needs to work hard to overcome these 

challenges. Efforts need to be taken to preserve the corporate image of VIS. They need to 

identify new company names, logos, core values, mission/vision statement, vision statement 

prior to anything else. They also need to think about the innovative promotional activities to 

launch these services. As under the banner of JCR-VIS mass scale promotional activities are 

restricted by SBP and SECP. 

EXPANSION PROPOSALS 

Senior management at VIS group is seriously considering various options to expand their 

business. There are different proposals under review, one of them is establishing a Brand 

Equity Ratings Agency. 

Brand equity refers to the marketing effects and outcomes that accrue to a product with its 

brand name compared with those that would accrue if the same product did not have the 

brand name. This provides companies to charge a premium on their prices from their 

customers. The study of brand equity and providing brand ranking is getting increasingly 

popular throughout the world. 

Elements that can be included in the valuation of brand equity include (but not limited to) 

changing market share, profit margins, consumer recognition of logos and other visual 
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elements, brand language associations made by consumers, consumers' perceptions of 

quality and other relevant brand values. 

The largest brand consultancy in the world is Interbrand, a division of Omnicom. Interbrand 

is a global branding consultancy, specializing in brand analytics, brand strategy, brand 

valuation, corporate design, digital brand management, and naming. They have grown to 

include 40 offices in 25 countries. Interbrand, does not have any office in India, Pakistan or 

Middle East. VIS group can take advantage of its brand-valuation ready corporate databases. 

In collaboration with Interbrand or any other brand consultant VIS group can offer brand 

equity ranking services for South Asia and Middle East. Relevant expertise, data analytical 

abilities, knowledge of local corporate sector makes VIS a strong candidate for local brand 

evaluation partnership. 

 

There are numerous advantages and disadvantages attached with these proposals. Based on 

independent rankings from an international rating agency, corporations may find it very feasible 

to attract new customer, investors or solicit new grant proposals from government and non-

government agencies or acquire new sources of funds on attractive terms and conditions. 

Realizing or hoping to realize economic benefits may drive corporation especially private sector 

corporations to apply for their ranking in respective field with VIS. 

On the other hand corporate rankings are inherently controversial, and no ranking is satisfying to 

all. Despite years of refinement to their ranking procedures the most prominent and widely used 

rankings in developed countries still generate discord and draw criticism. The controversy 

associated with rankings essentially arises from the question of whether the quality of companies 

or products/services can be precisely measured by numerical indicators alone. It is for this reason 

that all stakeholders should be cautious about any ranking, and should not completely rely on the 

ranking list as being definitive. Instead, this ranking is to be used simply as a kind of reference to 

assist in the decision making processes. All stakeholders are encouraged to understand the 

ranking methodology carefully and understand it completely before looking at the ranking lists. 
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Stakeholders are then encouraged to use these rankings as a tool to assist in making 

sophisticated, informed decisions on the basis of all information available to them. 
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JCR-VIS ANNEXURE-A 

Board of Directors 

Faheem Ahmad 

Founder VIS Group 

President & CEO, JCR-VIS 

Faheem Ahmad has diverse experience with international consulting agencies in USA & Middle 

East. He has also held senior positions with local industrial and financial groups. In 1994, he 

established Vital Information Services (Pvt.) Limited, which is a leading capital market research 

house. VIS has the largest data bank of corporate Pakistan. His major research work includes 

copyrighted F&J financial strength rankings, Musharaka Variable Income Securities and stock 

market indices. The VIS group includes JCR-VIS Credit Rating Company Limited and News-

VIS Credit Rating Services (Pvt.) Limited, the first private credit bureau of Pakistan. The 

majority of shareholders in-group companies include the largest publishing house in Pakistan and 

major financial institutions. In addition to being a director of the VIS group companies, he is also 

on the boards of some Jang Group companies. He obtained his Bachelor’s degree in Civil 

Engineering from NED University of Engineering and Technology, Karachi. He also has Masters 

degrees in Engineering and Business Administration from USA. His research work has been 

published in various international journals. 

Saeed Khan 

FCA 

Director, Finance, JCR-VIS 

Saeed Khan has served VIS group since its inception. Prior to joining the Group, he held senior 

positions in different manufacturing concerns and carries work experience of 30 years. He is a 

Fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan. 
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Mohammad Bilal Aftab 

Director & General Manager,- JCR-VIS 

MBA 

Mohammad Bilal Aftab had joined VIS-Group on its inception and since been engaged in most 

research and development ventures undertaken by the group companies. Prior to joining JCR-

VIS, he has been engaged with other VIS Group companies in different capacities. His career 

spans over 15 years and includes work experience in the Middle East and local stock market 

brokerage houses. He holds an MBA degree and has also completed various courses in 

Economics and Investment Analysis. 

Safdar Kazi 

MBA 

Advisor, JCR-VIS 

Safdar Kazi has over 30 years of senior level experience in commercial banking, leasing, 

investment banking, IT and manufacturing industry. Prior to joining JCR-VIS, in December 

2001, he had worked for several years in a leading investment bank where he had held the 

positions of the Head of Corporate Finance and the Head of Operations, before this he had 

worked in senior positions in a leading leasing company and before that in senior positions in a 

foreign bank. Before joining the financial sector he had worked as General Manager Finance and 

Company Secretary of a large public sector engineering company for about 10 years. He 

received his MBA from the University of Wisconsin, Madison with double majors in Accounting 

and Information Systems Analysis and Design. 

Syed Ziauddin Ahmed 

FCA 

Advisor, JCR-VIS 

Syed Ziauddin Ahmed has worked in senior positions in the insurance industry for over 35 years. 

Prior to joining JCR-VIS in July 2005, he had worked as CFO of the largest insurance company 

of Pakistan for more than 23 years. Mr. Ahmed is a Fellow member of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of Pakistan. 
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Javed A. Callea 

MBA 

Advisor, JCR-VIS 

Mr. Javed Callea is a professional in the financial sector with 35 years of experience mostly in 

the financial institutions with certain exposure to service and infrastructure sectors in Pakistan. 

He has held the position of Chief Executive of a leasing company for 10 years. His core areas of 

expertise cover leasing, development financing, project management, investment & merchant 

banking, strategic investment management and real estate. Major financial institutions he worked 

for include Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation, State Life Insurance 

Corporation, Bankers Equity, Crescent Leasing Corporation and Saudi Pak Ind. & Agri. Inv. 

Company. He has also served as Member Finance of Water & Power Development Authority of 

Pakistan and as member of the Inquiry committee on stock exchange crises in 2000 

commissioned by the SECP. He earned his MBA degree from the IBA in 1974. 

Sabeen Saleem 

MBA, CFA 

Chief Rating Officer, JCR-VIS 

Sabeen Saleem is the Chief Rating Officer of JCR-VIS, by virtue of which position she is in 

charge of rating administration and rating assignments across a range of sectors. Her scope of 

work includes supervision of financial analysis being conducted by a team of analysts, 

coordination with clients and regulators, research activities, and staff training. She has been a 

speaker at seminars and conferences both locally and internationally. She has a MBA degree 

from the IBA, Karachi and is also a CFA charter holder. 

Sobia Maqbool 

MBA, CFA 

Senior Manager, JCR-VIS 

Sobia Maqbool is in-charge of rating assignments in the financial and the corporate sectors 

including insurance companies, commercial banks, investment banks, leasing and modaraba 

companies (Islamic finance), microfinance institutions, brokerage houses, mutual funds and 

Corporate. She has a MBA degree from the IBA, Karachi and is also a CFA charter holder. 
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MBA 

Senior Manager, JCR-VIS 

Zia Usmani has been working in the financial institutions and the corporate groups since 2005. 

He holds a MBA degree from the IBA, Karachi 
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ANNEXURE-B 

JCR-VIS 

Rating Committee 

The purpose of rating committee was to maintain the objectivity in the ratings as well as 

consistency in results. Credit Rating Committee has the paramount importance at JCR-VIS and is 

considered as a function of serious responsibility and all committee members are expected to 

view it as a matter of great trust. Members are encouraged to apply to the credit rating process 

the highest degree of integrity, competence, objectivity and thoroughness, worthy of the trust the 

function requires. Credit Rating is a matter of opinion, it is reached through a formal and 

professional process, which is supported by appropriate objective criteria and based on 

information considered adequate and reliable by the rating agency. The required quorum for a 

rating committee meeting is a minimum of two voting members which shall include one advisor. 

The relevant analysts for each project present the case to the rating committee and assist in the 

deliberations on the ratings. 

Constitution of the Rating Committee 

The Rating Committee is constituted as under: 

 Faheem Ahmad – CEO & Head of Committee 
 Safdar Kazi –  Member 
 Syed Ziauddin Ahmed – Member 
 Javed A. Callea –  Member 
 Sabeen Saleem – Member 
 Sobia Maqbool – Member 

 Zia Mohy-ul-Islam Usmani (Non-voting Member) 
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ANNEXURE-C 

JCR-VIS 

Code of Ethics 

In order to achieve higher standards in independence and objectivity of the credit rating process, 

JCR-VIS has a policy for the following code of ethics. 

1. Credit Rating is a function of serious responsibility and any and all persons exercising the 

function shall view it as a matter of great trust. 

2. Members of credit rating committees and all staff members participating in any way in 

the credit rating decision making, shall always apply to the credit rating process the highest 

degree of integrity, competence, objectivity and thoroughness, worthy of the trust the function 

requires. 3) Although Credit Rating is a matter of opinion, it shall be reached through a formal 

and professional process, which is supported by appropriate objective criteria and based on 

information considered adequate and reliable by the rating agency. Protection of Confidential 

Information & Compliance with applicable Government Rules & Regulations: 

3. The credit rating agency and its staff shall presume the confidentiality of the information 

received by it in the course of the credit rating process, and take all possible precautions towards 

this end. 

4. The proceedings of the credit rating committee, are kept confidential at all times, and not 

revealed to any external parties or agencies. JCR-VIS has taken steps to keep all records of the 

proceedings of the credit rating committee properly safeguarded, except where required to be 

disclosed by the provisions of laws or regulations. 

5. When the credit rating committee decides on a rating, it is announced as a joint decision 

and the individual votes are kept confidential, even if recorded. This requirement of 

confidentiality also applies to rating committee members for their own votes as well. 

6. When and after the credit rating committee member or JCR-VIS' employee terminates 

his/her employment or work association with the rating agency, the requirement of  
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confidentiality with respect to the information received during the period of work association 

shall continue as information held in trust. 

7. JCR-VIS Credit Rating Personnel are subject to specific limitations on Securities 

Ownership and prohibition against relationships that may give rise to a potential conflict of 

Interest in the conduct of their Credit Ratings work. A credit rating committee member does not 

take undue material advantage of any confidential information received through his or her 

participation in a credit rating process. Persons involved in the ratings process should also be 

made vigilant to prevent abuse of prior knowledge of ratings changes. 

8. In case of any possible conflict of interest situation, the member of the credit rating 

committee or the staff member concerned shall disclose such conflict of interest and shall not 

participate in any manner in formulating or arriving at a rating. A conflict of interest situation 

would arise if the member of the rating committee or staff member holds equity/investment in a 

company equal to 5% or more (not including Bonds) of the equity of the company or a Total 

exposure of Rs. 1.0 million whichever is less. 

9. Employees are required to report all securities ownership in client companies and other 

potential conflict of interest half-yearly on the given Performa. This reporting is subject to 

checking/audit at random. In addition, employees of JCR-VIS are, in the normal course of 

business, not to alter their interest/ownership in a company within TWO weeks of such 

company's Credit Rating Meetings and/or within 24 hours of publication of such results in the 

Media, whichever is earlier. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study seeks to examine the individual factors that influence the employees in making 

decision to enrol in either two types of mandatory retirement plans in Malaysian civil servants. 

A questionnaire survey comprised of 348 Malaysian public university employees has been 

conducted. Stratified random sample was adopted to collect primary data, which is then 

analyzed with logistic regression model. The results had identified the factors that have major 

effects on the choice of retirement schemes and reveal the patterns in which these factors 

influence employees’ choice. Knowledge and plan features are the most important variables to 

influence choice. Sources of retirement income, health status, mobility, extending work and 

decision-making processes have been found to be contributing factors in choice as well. Apart 

from academic purposes, this study will be beneficial to the government in improving the 

national retirement system, as well as to industry players in targeting potential customers for 

their retirement products. 

 

Keywords: Choice, Pension plan, Employee provident fund (EPF), DB plan, DC plan  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Financial decision making for individuals has become more difficult align with the increase in 

complexity of today’s world. Many employers have adopted choice-based total compensation 

plans (Power et al, 2011), which is good for the reason of increasing flexibility.  However, 

this has place more decision making responsibility on employees’ side.  Employees might 

have limited knowledge regarding financial issues and are unprepared to make sound choices. 

Furthermore demographics changes are creating economic challenges. One of the most 

pressing, contemporary issues in many countries is to deal with the consequences of ageing 

populations. The consequences of an ageing population and the implications to the society 

today are serious, creating the need to look into other relevant issues, particularly the 

retirement systems. Undoubtedly, this issue has attracted the interest of numerous parties: 

governments, the public, employers, academics, and others. In Malaysia for example, the 

mailto:habibaht@uum.edu.my
mailto:arpah@uum.edu.my
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insurance industry is exerting pressure on the government by making serious attempts to get 

the government to approve the setting up of private pension funds. Pressure also comes from 

the Malaysian Employers Federation who, in 2004, insisted that the government conduct a 

detailed study of the private pension funds proposal. Meanwhile, employees are still unsure 

about setting up their retirement funds, what and which type of plan to opt for. Everyone 

seems to be asking for clarification by the government concerning the reforming of the 

Malaysian retirement system.  

 

Malaysia, like many other developing countries, continues to face the problem of an ageing 

population which has become increasingly important to tackle. Consequently, employers, the 

government and employees need to make tough decisions to formulate the best retirement 

plan that can satisfy and meet the needs of the Malaysian workforce. In Malaysia, private 

sector workers need to arrange their retirement plan by contributing to a compulsory national 

savings scheme, namely the Employee Provident Fund (EPF), which is a defined contribution 

(DC) plan. EPF is a publicly-mandated, government-managed savings plan with contributions 

apportioned between employers and employees. As for civil servants, they can choose from 

two basic alternatives, either EPF or the Malaysian government pension (PENSION), a 

defined benefit (DB) plan, for their compulsory retirement plan. Once made, the choice is 

final and cannot be altered.  Apart from these two compulsory (mandatory) schemes, 

employees may also set up their own voluntary pension plan via insurance companies. 

However, the decision is not as simple as it sounds. For employees, there are challenges and 

complexities in understanding the different kinds of retirement plans. It could be difficult for 

them to ensure that their choice is the best one to provide sufficient income in their old age. A 

professional actuaries company, MERCER, reported that prior to the 1997 Asian Financial 

Crisis, employers sought ways to evade the investment risk associated with funded DB 

schemes, while employees under the DC schemes were frustrated with the low returns on 

their balances (Kassim, 2009). From the government perspectives, it has become increasingly 

hard to uphold DB plans for all civil servants, as the growing numbers of government 

pensioners have increased the expenditure on pension payment dramatically beyond the 

budgetary limit. 

 

While the concerns brought about by the evolving pension system, its reform and design are 

pressing, there have been no studies focusing on the choice between the DB and DC 

retirement plans in Malaysia, which is a gap that this research attempts to fill. Moreover, 
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individual employees’ retirement decisions and choice patterns have not been extensively 

investigated, despite the fact that their inputs are vital due to the greater responsibility of 

employees to set up their own retirement plans in the future. Thus, this study investigates and 

explores issues associated with the choice of retirement plans in Malaysia for civil servants, in 

particular, a case of employees of Malaysian public universities. It is the first on public sector 

retirement systems in Malaysia and one of few major comprehensive studies outside the 

developed countries. It is expected that this study will provide valuable inputs to preparing for 

the process of a demographic transition into a fully “aged” nation. This research aims to study 

the factors that influence the type of retirement plans chosen by Malaysian public 

universities’ employees. The factors that influence and help predict the choice of retirement 

plans include demographic features (not reported here), information level, retirement income 

sources and preferences for certain plan features. The research output from this study will 

provide intelligence and advice on retirement behavior of Malaysian civil servants who are 

expected to decide on choice between DB (PENSION) versus DC (EPF) schemes. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the analytical 

framework, describing, defining and discussing the associated variables for the study. Section 

3 introduces the survey and method. Empirical results are then reported and interpreted in the 

Section 4. Finally, Section 5 discussed and concluded this study before highlighting the future 

research in Section 6.    

 

1. Factors of influence 

The objective of this study aims to identify and understand the factors that may influence 

employees’ decision in choosing their retirement schemes (plans). Figure 1 demonstrates the 

framework of this study. Summarizing the findings in the literature and reflecting the 

Malaysian profile of pension provisions, following sets of factors are considered to play a role 

in influencing choice of pension schemes. Each set of factors are discussed in the following 

one by one, with regard to the specific role they play and the way in which they influence the 

choice decision, and in conjunction with the development of respective hypotheses. 
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Figure 1: Theoretical analytical framework – Choice of Retirement Schemes 

 

 

1.1 Factors and independent variables 

Independent variables or predictors include information (knowledge) level, plan features 

preference, retirement income sources, voluntary schemes perceptions, health status, 

extending-work willingness, mobility perceptions, job related aspects, peer effects, benefits 

and risk perceptions and scheme appraisal. Note that the demographic feature is not reported 

in this paper.  

 

Knowledge  

Knowledge or information level is an important predictor for choice. There are many relevant 

studies on retirement systems that include knowledge as factor of influence such as in Chan 

and Stevens (2008), Worthington (2005), Choi et al. (2001, 2004), Clark (2003), Choi et al. 

(2004), Dulebohn (2002), Dulebohn and Murray (2007), Gallery et al. (2004, 2011)  and    

Luchak and Gunderson (2000). 

 

Information is perceived to be critical to knowledge acquisition. Hence, Clark-Murphy and 

Gerrans (2001) address information on retirement savings in the university superannuation 

funds and Duflo and Saez (2003) examine the role of information and social interactions in 

Dependent Variable Independent Variables 

Choice Determinants  

1. Knowledge  

2. Retirement Income Sources 

3. Voluntary Savings Perceptions 

4. Extending Work Perceptions 

5. Job Related Aspects  

6. Mobility 

7. Health Status Perceptions 

8. Plan Features Preference 

9. Peer Effects 

10. Benefits and Risk Perceptions  

11. Scheme Appraisal  

 
Scheme Choice 
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retirement plan decisions. Dulebohn (2002) explores knowledge as a determinant of 

investment risk behavior in employer-sponsored retirement plans and Dulebohn and Murray 

(2007) allege that investment knowledge exerts direct effect on risk taking behavior in the 

university sponsored DC pensions plans. Gallery et al. (2004) analyze the importance of the 

default option on the superannuation fund choice. Then, Gallery et al. (2011) study proposed 

framework for assessing financial literacy and superannuation investment choice decisions. 

Luchak and Gunderson (2000) focus their study on the knowledge of employees about their 

pension plans and have found low levels of understanding among employees, whereas Peggs 

(2000) work on the quality of pension information and pension choice and pension risks for 

women. 

 

Sullivan (2009) investigates the employer’s role in helping employees to understand the types 

of annuities available to them.  Gallery et al. (2011) also verify literatures supporting the idea 

that individuals tend to use multiple sources of information in related retirement systems 

decision making. 

 

Retirement income sources and voluntary savings perceptions  

Retirement income typically comes from three sources, although different countries rely more 

on some sources than others. The sources are social security, employer-provided pensions, 

and personal/private savings. Relevant previous studies can be found in Devaney and Su 

(1997), Shuey and O’Rand (2004), Childs et al. (2002), Gustman et al. (1994), Blank (1999) 

among others. These studies also found that employees have a higher reliance on employer-

sponsored retirement plans. Thus, it is justifiable to verify if Malaysian employees might also 

perceive that the burden of providing secure retirement incomes lies solely on the 

government’s shoulder, instead of the workers’ themselves, as mentioned by Dan (2004, p. 

189). She confirmed that in terms of workers’ attitudes, the government workers could easily 

be differentiated in having more confidence in their future retirement benefits compared to 

non-government workers.  On the other hand, Asher (1994, 1998), Subrahmanya (2002), 

Beattie (1998, 2000) and Caraher (2003a, 2003b) have briefly addressed the falling of 

informal family support system in Malaysia. The results of these studies suggest and confirm 

that retirement income sources as well as voluntary savings have effect on the choice of 

retirement schemes. 
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Extending work perceptions 

Extending work has been debated together with the ageing population problems, which have 

impacted on the retirement system. Phenomena of aging population, means the lengthening of 

the employees life cycle, where it is sensible that causing many employees to expect 

extending work or continued in part-time employment. However, extending work are 

hampered by constraints, especially the over-rigidity in employers’ approaches (Loretto and 

White 2006). Earlier study by Foster (1998) confirms that under the employer-provided 

retirement plans, the retirement age, together with other variables such as benefit formulae, 

length of service, and pre-retirement earnings, influences DB choice, while contributions 

amount and investment earnings influence DC choice. Similarly, Mitchell and Fields (1984) 

reveal that extending work patterns depend on the retirement plans and vice versa.  

 

Specifically, Lozier and Dooris (1991) study the implications of different retirement ages 

under different plans in the faculty. Manchester (2007) has found that individuals who elect to 

enroll on a DB plan expect to retire sixteen months earlier than those in a DC plan. Kim and 

Devaney (2005) find that health status is negatively related to full retirement, meaning that 

older workers with good health are more likely to continue full-time work. They also claim 

that older workers with a DB plan or with both DB and DC plans are more likely to retire 

entirely. In contrast, Blundell et al. (2002) model the probability of time to retire with 

different individuals’ retirement schemes, focusing on the incentives behind different plans 

and other socio economic factors. A similar model by French (2005) shows that the tax 

structure of retirement schemes is the key determinant of the high job exit rates at ages 62 and 

65. On the contrary, Dorn and Sousa-Poza (2005) indicate that generous early retirement 

provisions of the social security system do not only make voluntary-early retirement more 

attractive to individuals, but also induces employers to encourage more employees to retire 

early. All these show that extending work and retirement age do have some influence on 

retirement schemes’ choice among employees. 

 

Job related aspects and mobility  

Disney and Emmerson (2002) examine the choice of pension schemes and mobility in Britain. 

They report that individuals who subsequently moved job have selected pension arrangements 

that impose lower costs on mobility. Whereas Dulebohn et al. (2000) relate mobility to the 

selection among employer-sponsored pension plans which they call “portability” in their 

study. Sundali et al. (2008) consider the conditions where employees always considered 
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whether the benefits gained by shifting to DC plans exceed the associated costs. Clark and 

Pitts (1999) adopt actual service-length as measured in administrative records as a proxy for 

mobility expectations. Similarly, Mitchell and Mulvey (2004) investigate the potential 

implication of mandating choice in corporate DB plans, and Manchester (2007) assesses the 

effect of mobility in the expected utility of DB plans. Empirically, O’Rourke (2000) has 

found that with increased job mobility, employees may be faced with decisions more than 

eight times during their working career in the US. This makes choice among retirement plans 

more crucial, due to the irrevocable decision made only once during employment as in 

Malaysia. Thus, mobility should be addressed in this study to analyze the impact of retirement 

scheme choices on employees’ expectations regarding job changes and retirement funds. 

 

Health status perceptions  

Health care remains an issue during the retirement phase as retirees normally need more 

health care compared to the average population. Thus it is an important variable to be 

included in this research. In this regard, French (2005) relates health to retirement decisions, 

Johnson et al. (2003) analyze health insurance costs of early retirement, while Klaauw and 

Wolpin (2006) examine health status and health insurance coverage, in relation to social 

security, pensions, retirement behavior of households. Empirically, Szinovacz and Davey 

(2005) utilize health limitations as predictors for involuntary retirement decisions. The 

importance of health in retirement related discussions in Malaysia are documented in Wong 

(2006), Goh (2005), Sim (2002) and Arokiasamy (2000). Bakar et al. (2006) report that 96% 

in their Malaysian sample who bought health insurance has a satisfactory level of health. This 

surprisingly contradicts the notion that those with bad health should seek health insurance to 

get better services. This matter could be related to the study by Rahman and Daud (2010) 

when they highlight the existence of “adverse selection” in the Malaysian health insurance 

market. Bakar et al. (2006) also claim that variables such as age, household income, 

occupation, and health status have influence on health insurance policy choice. Whereas 

Propper (1989) alleges that health status has no relationship with such purchases and that 

private employees are more likely to own health insurance compared to civil servants.   
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Plan features preferences 

It is common to cover plan features in most studies on choice of retirement plans. However, 

most studies pay attention to employer choice rather than employee choice; and to a less 

extent, pay attention to investment aspects rather than plan participation. Dulebohn et al. 

(2000) state that plan features include lump-sum, benefit determination, investment choice, 

portability and survivor benefits. In order to suit the unique conditions of Malaysia’s 

retirement systems, pilot input has been applied to tie in with the Malaysian retirement 

provision. Additionally, representatives from EPF institutions and PENSION departments 

have advised on the inputs of the questionnaire used in this study. 

 

Peer effects, benefits and risk perceptions and scheme appraisal 

Dulebohn et al. (2000) investigate risk preference, involvement, self-efficiency and others 

personal characteristics in their study. Later on, Dulebohn and Murray (2007) claim that the 

attitudinal preference towards risk and a perception of opportunity serve mediators for the 

relationship between employees’ characteristics and their retirement savings behavior. 

Related studies examining the influence of these factors and variables also include Dulebohn 

(2002) and Peggs (2000). The perceptions are divided into two in this study, labeled as “soft” 

and “hard” rationality.  

 

The soft rationality includes perceptions on peers and family. The variables are related to the 

individual’s decision-making behavior, where soft variables indicate whether the employee’s 

decision is made independently (on his/ her own), or is dependent (influenced) by others such 

as by peers, spouse or family. On the other hand, hard rationality measures preference, 

comfort and confidence level, covering risks and benefits perceptions and scheme appraisal. 

For instance, Duflo and Saez (2002) found that peer effects influenced retirement savings 

decision because individuals had not carefully thought through the pro and cons of particular 

plans for themselves. Despite, they rely on information given by peers to make decision. 

Moreover, belief and about social norms will additionally influence choice due to desire to 

behave similarly to those in their social group (Berkowitz, 2003). 

 

1.2 Dependent variable 

As presented in Figure 1, this model is centered on choice, which is the focal point on which 

the factors take effect and exert influence. It is argued that given choice and options, an 

employee will take the pension plan that matches his or her individual preferences or needs 
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best, suggested by Dulebohn et al. (2000), Cable and Judge (1994) and Caplan (1987). The 

choice in this study is that between the two compulsory retirement schemes, i.e., EPF versus 

PENSION. A dependent variable that is discrete, truncated or censored is a limited dependent 

variable, which is applicable in this study. The outcome of choice in this study is in the 

binomial form. This research aims to present more robust empirical evidence related to the 

models’ predictive power by using logistic regression. Logistic regression identifies patterns 

in variables which can effectively differentiate between members of two different categories. 

This study empirically examines the patterns in variables that best differentiate between 

people who select EPF from those who opt for PENSION.   

 

METHOD  

The target population for this study consisted of employees in the Malaysian public sector. 

Specifically, this research focused on individuals working in the higher education sector. The 

survey was administered to a stratified random sample of active employees among Malaysian 

public universities. The Malaysian public universities are divided by the following strata: 

1. New Uni = UniMAP, UMK, UMP, UMT, USIM, UTeM, UTHM, UDM, UPNM  

2. Old Uni = UKM, UPM, UM, UTM, UUM, USM  

3. Special Uni = UiTM, UPSI, UIA,  UMS, UniMAS  

3,000 copies of the questionnaire were distributed and 377 of them were returned. The final 

sample consists of 348 responses after taking out incomplete questionnaires, which represents 

a 12 percent response rate. Participants were encouraged to use the language that they best 

understood. Many participants decided to use the Bahasa Malaysia version instead of the 

English version. The low response rate was anticipated due to the poor research culture in 

Malaysia. It is also attributable to the length of the questionnaire with 184 items. 

 

In terms of generalization, particularly when adopting this study outside the Malaysian 

context, the results derived from these 348 university employees should be used cautiously. 

This is due to the different nature of the public retirement systems as compared to the private 

ones. The researcher agrees that the findings may not be appropriate to be generalized to the 

whole population of Malaysia or to the population of public servants due to the limited 

sample size. Nevertheless, this research can serve as a valuable basis in suggesting for future 

research in retirement systems. 
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Logistic regression is run to estimate the effect of the independent variables on the choice of 

retirement schemes and reveal the patterns in choice behavior. The logistic regression analysis 

is then run. More precisely labeled Logit(v), is the logistic regression model that includes all 

items in the questionnaire but excludes the demographics. 

 

The specifications of the models are outlined briefly as follows. Let Y  be a binary variable 

that takes the value of either 1 or 0. The logit model, from which the logistic function is 

derived, is based on the odds of an event taking place. Given  Xβ|1 YPP  as the 

probability of an event taking place, 
P

P

1
 is then the corresponding odds. The logit of a 

number P  between 0 and 1 is defined as: 

   











P

P
LnPLogit

1
 (1) 

which is the corresponding odds in logarithm. The logit model states that the log odds of an 

event taking place are a linear function of a given set of explanatory variables, i.e.:  

 Xβ








 P

P
Ln

1
 (2)  

 

The probability  Xβ|1 YPP  can be solved as: 

  
 
 Xβ

Xβ
Xβ

exp1

exp
|1


YP  (3) 

where X  is a vector of explanatory variables, β  is a vector of the corresponding coefficients. 

Specifically, X  is a vector of 151 questionnaire items in Logit(v). Y = 1 when the respondent 

chooses EPF while Y = 0 when the respondent chooses PENSION.  
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Results from estimating the logistic regression models for scheme choice between PENSION 

and EPF are presented in Table 1. Only statistically significant factors and variables are 

reported.  

 

 

Label Description B S.E. Wald df Sig. 
Odds 

ratio 

95.0 % C.I.for 

Odds ratio 

 Lower Upper 

 A1a Knowledge .706 .293 5.820 1 .016* 2.027 1.142 3.597 

A1c Knowledge .687 .273 6.341 1 .012* 1.987 1.164 3.392 

B1a Information -.506 .241 4.409 1 .036* .603 .376 .967 

B4 Information -.610 .240 6.475 1 .011* .543 .339 .869 

C8 Peer effect -.825 .222 13.837 1 .000** .438 .284 .677 

S2Aa4 Plan feature 1.026 .260 15.627 1 .000** 2.791 1.678 4.642 

S2Ab2 Plan feature .598 .297 4.054 1 .044* 1.819 1.016 3.258 

S2Ab5 Plan feature -

1.422 

.307 21.393 1 .000** .241 .132 .441 

S3A1 Retirement 

income 

source 

-.910 .272 11.202 1 .001** .403 .236 .686 

S3C7 Health 

status 

.802 .256 9.847 1 .002** 2.230 1.351 3.680 

S3D12 Extending 

work 

.678 .225 9.069 1 .003** 1.971 1.267 3.064 

S4A10 Mobility -.548 .223 6.042 1 .014* .578 .373 .895 

S4B3 Choice 1.029 .232 19.629 1 .000** 2.798 1.775 4.410 

S4C4 Choice .522 .243 4.632 1 .031* 1.686 1.048 2.713 

S4C9 New 

scheme 

awareness 

-.326 .166 3.857 1 .050* .722 .521 .999 

S5A3 Promotion 

preference 

-.747 .210 12.661 1 .000** .474 .314 .715 

 

* significant at the 5% level, ** significant at the 1% level. 
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Notes to Table 1: 

A1a. Knowledgeable on Employee Provident Fund (EPF/KWSP)  

A1c. Knowledgeable on annuities and insurance policies 

B1a. Can find information about Malaysian retirement system from management (University) / 

Public Service Department (JPA) 

B4. Have accurate information on the future implications of my choice 

C8.  Majority of peers choose the same retirement scheme as mine 

S2Aa4. EFP tax relief (example: up to RM6,000 on taxable income) 

S2Ab2. PENSION lump-sum gratuity service payment 

S2Ab5. PENSION life-long free medical treatments at government hospitals 

S3A1. Expect to receive my retirement income from EPF or PENSION schemes 

S3C7.  Free medical treatment in the government hospital should also be given to the pensioners who 

opt for the EPF scheme 

S3D12. Would have a good chance to work after my retirement age with my level of skills and 

knowledge 

S4A10. Intend to work in the public sector until reaching my retirement age 

S4B3.  If could do it all over again, I prefer choosing the other option for retirement schemes 

S4C4. Prefer to have more than one FINAL (irrevocable) decision of choosing EPF or pension 

scheme 

S4C9. Aware of the new proposed government pension scheme (Skim Faedah Pencen Bercarum 

(FPB)) for new civil servants  

S5A3.  Employer gives younger people preference on promotion  

 

Table 1: Predicting likelihood of choosing an EPF scheme: Logit(v) (N=348) 

 

Analysis of the variables reveals that knowledge (information level) and plan features 

influence employees’ choice to a great extent. Respondents who possess higher levels of 

perception that they have acquired sufficient and accurate information on retirement schemes 

are more likely to choose PENSION. This is evident by the result where the coefficient of the 

information level factor is negative and statistically significant. The odds ratios for the two 

variables on information are 0.603 and 0.543 respectively for choosing EPF, i.e., the odds 

ratios are 1.658 (= 1/0.603) and 1.842 (=1/0.543) for choosing PENSION. However, 

employees would opt for EPF when they have more knowledge in EPF and annuities and 

insurance policies; the odds ratios are 2.027 and 1.987 respectively, i.e., they are about two 
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times more likely to opt for EPF than those who do not possess knowledge in EPF and 

annuities and insurance policies. This is tilted toward EPF followers, but the other variables 

on knowledge in the pros and cons of EPF and PENSION schemes are not significant in the 

model nonetheless.  

 

Plan features play a significant role in choice as suggested by Dulebohn et al. (2000). 

Dulebohn et al. (2000) stated that plan features include lump-sum, benefit determination, 

investment choice, portability and survivor benefits influenced choice.   However, results in 

Table 1 indicate only one item of life-long free medical treatments at government hospitals 

seems to attract staff to the PENSION scheme with a negative significant coefficient and a 

smaller than 1 odds ratio. Even the other benefit of lump-sum gratuity service payment of 

PENSION does not appeal to the respondents; the coefficient of the variable is positive and 

significant, with the odds ratio being 1.819. It is further revealed that EFP tax relief is one of 

the contributing elements for staff to opt for EPF. As reported in Table 1, its coefficient is 

positive and significant at the 1% level and the odds ratio is 2.791 for opting for EPF. It 

appears that employees may not fully utilize the information given or might not have the right 

information in order to help them with their decision-making. This can be related bounded 

rationality where information, as well as the channels for people to access to relevant 

information and the ability of people to process information is limited and imperfect. In 

reality fewer employees have opted for EPF compared with PENSION. Therefore selecting 

EPF is related to an overall understanding of the retirement system. Being knowledgeable 

enables employees to choose the best retirement scheme that suits them.  

 

Other factors and variables that play a role in employees’ choice of retirement schemes are 

related to retirement income sources, health status, mobility, extending work and decision-

making processes. Respondents indicate that they would opt for EPF while they have 

supplementary sources of retirement income, e.g., from spouse, children or other family 

members. The coefficient of the questionnaire item of I expect to receive my retirement 

income from EPF or PENSION schemes is negative and significant at the 1% level with a 

smaller than 1 odds ratio, suggesting the likely choice is PENSION as reinforced in Table 1. 

The results should be jointly considered with the related items in the questionnaire on 

retirement income sources such as annuities, life insurance policies, spouse, children or other 

family members, inherited assets, stocks and bonds. While the coefficients of these variables 

are all insignificant, employees choose PENSION against EPF under the circumstances of no 
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additional or supplementary sources for retirement income. Moreover, people who would like 

to extend work after retirement are more likely to opt for EPF, evident by the positive and 

significant coefficient of the variable, with an odds ratio of 1.971. That is, people who intend 

to work after retirement are nearly twice more likely to opt for EPF than those who do not. 

Likewise, respondents with good health status are more likely to opt for EPF, with a positive 

coefficient for the variable that is significant at the 1% level and an odds ratio of 2.230. For 

employees who intend to work in the public sector until reaching their retirement age, i.e., 

employees with low job mobility attitude, they are more likely to stay with PENSION.  

 

Influenced by the peer effect, employees are more likely to choose PENSION against EPF, as 

a majority of the peers choose the same retirement scheme of PENSION. The coefficient of 

the variable is negative and significant at the 1% level and its odds ratio is 0.438. However, 

when given more choice, respondents indicate that they are more likely to opt for EPF; they 

prefer choosing the other option for retirement schemes if they could do it all over again, and 

the other option is dominantly EPF as the majority of employees are on PENSION. In 

addition, employees would opt for EPF if they have more than one final irrevocable chance to 

choose a scheme. Finally, those who perceive younger employees preference on promotion 

are more likely to choose PENSION against EPF; the coefficient of the variable is negative 

and significant at the 1% level and the odds ratio is 0.474. That is, they are twice (2.110 = 

1/0.474) more likely to choose PENSION than those who do not have such perception.  

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

This paper examined a sample of 348 responses to a questionnaire survey conducted in 

Malaysian public universities with logistic regression analysis. The influence on employees’ 

retirement scheme choice by variables knowledge, plan features preference, retirement 

income sources, voluntary schemes perceptions, health status, extending-work willingness, 

mobility perceptions, job related aspects, peer effects, benefits and risk perceptions and 

scheme appraisal are to gain more insight into how various variables are associated in shaping 

choice behavior. This research makes a significant contribution to the literature on retirement 

systems at a time when the consequences of ageing populations have become increasingly 

serious around the globe.  

 

It has been found that information and knowledge, and plan features are the most important 

variables as suspected by many literatures that influence employees’ choice of retirement 
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schemes. Respondents who possess higher levels of perception that they have acquired 

sufficient and accurate information on retirement schemes are more likely to choose 

PENSION. Nevertheless, employees would opt for EPF when they have more knowledge in 

EPF and annuities and insurance policies, without reflecting on the pros and cons of EPF and 

PENSION schemes that are not significant in the model. In this regard, EFP tax relief is 

revealed as one of the contributing elements for employees to opt for EPF. Further, it has been 

observed that the respondents have demonstrated high degrees of preference in choosing 

retirement schemes. Scheme preference, together with plan features, plays a significant role in 

choice as similar to study by Dulebohn et al. (2000). As such, employers need not only 

disseminate the relevant information but must take actions ensure that the employees 

understood the information that they received. Understanding the retirement schemes features 

will allow employees to make comparison and then make choices that suit their needs. Efforts 

such as having a designated officer to handle the management of the retirement plan including 

attending to employees’ queries and organizing workshop or seminars on the retirement plan 

will give added value to the employees. 

 

Sources of retirement income, health status, mobility, extending work and decision-making 

processes have been found to be contributing factors in choice as well. It has been indicated 

by the respondents that they would opt for EPF while they have supplementary sources of 

retirement income. This is contradicted to Blank (1999) who found that workers with a DB 

scheme appear to have more retirement income sources than those have a DC scheme.  Note 

that, individual savings are generally insufficient.  Moreover, employees who would like to 

extend work after retirement are more likely to opt for EPF, so are those with good health 

status. On the contrary, employees with low job mobility attitude are more likely to stay with 

PENSION. Under the influence of peers, respondents have shown that they are more likely to 

choose PENSION against EPF, as a majority of the peers choose the same retirement scheme 

of PENSION. This supports Duflo and Saez (2002) and Berkowitz (2003) indicated that 

individuals rely on information given by peers to make decision.  Respondents have also 

displayed a kind of habit to do differently if given another chance. When given more choice, 

respondents indicate that they are more likely to opt for EPF, as they prefer choosing the other 

option for retirement schemes if they could do it all over again while the majority of 

employees are on PENSION. Similarly, employees would opt for EPF if they have more than 

one final irrevocable chance to choose a scheme. This study also support Dan (2004) idea that 
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on workers’ attitudes, the government workers have more confidence in their future 

retirement benefits. 

 

Overall, the research shows that decision is largely affected by more than one variable 

supporting idea that choosing the best retirement schemes are indeed complex decisions made 

by employees. Unlike other countries, Malaysian compulsory retirement scheme choices 

normally need to be finalized in the first 3 years of employment, subsequent to confirmation 

status granted to employees. As retirement is a future event, the validity of the decision is 

limited. Upon retirement, priorities might change, leading to different views that might affect 

decisions. In some circumstances, these future views might lead to regret. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH  

As for future research, interesting results can be obtained if studies include a wider scope of 

projects that could facilitate more comparative evaluations. For example, further study could 

be conducted to identify other groups at different stages of employment such as between 

pensioners and non-pensioners, between private universities and public universities 

employees.  Further studies may also focus on the employer’s (providers) point of view since 

the measures used in this study were mainly derived from an individual’s perspective. This 

could help to explain if there is any conflict of interest among stakeholders in the Malaysian 

retirement system. For example, employers might prefer DC plan while employees tend to 

prefer DB plan. Further studies can also employ in-depth interviews or other qualitative 

techniques to gain better understanding and to explore new factors that could influence 

employee choice. These include employing many types of “open-ended” questions in the 

interview. Inclusion of more open questions may enable future studies to obtain insightful 

explanations or hidden issues on the subject matter. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This case study has been conducted for the purpose of examining the differences of 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty between Malaysia Airlines (full service airline) 

and AirAsia (low cost airline) in Malaysia.  152 usable questionnaires were obtained from 

respondent at two major airline terminals in Kuala Lumpur.  The descriptive data analysis 

and statistical findings revealed that three dimensions were found to be critical in relation to 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty between Malaysia Airlines (full service airline) 

and AirAsia (low cost airline) in Malaysia. The factors are service quality, price and 

servicescapes. Generally, respondents gave different levels of satisfaction with service 

quality p r o v i d e d  b y  A i r A s i a  but AirAsia was perceived better than Malaysia 

Airlines pricewise.  On the other hand, Malaysia Airlines was perceived better in service 

quality.  Meanwhile, both airline consumers accept the servicescapes of both airlines. The 

paper highlights some of its theoretical and managerial implications of the development of 

airline industry. 

 

Keywords: Customer Satisfaction, Loyalty, Service Quality, Price, Servicescapes, Airline 

Industry 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Customer satisfaction is important because many researchers have shown that customer 

satisfaction has a positive effect on an organization‘s profitability. Due to this, the   

consequences of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction must be considered properly for up 

gradation or whatever to achieve optimum productivity. There is also a positive correlation 

between customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention. Therefore, customer satisfaction, loyalty 

and retention are all very important for an organization to be successful (Harkiranpal Singh, 

2006). 
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Usha Lenka et al. (2009) suggested that better human, technical and tangible aspects of 

service quality increase customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction enhances customer 

loyalty. Human aspects are more important than technical and tangible aspects of service 

quality that influence customer satisfaction eventually promote and enhance customer 

loyalty.  

 

According  to  Hansemark  and  Albinsson  (2004),  satisfaction  is  an  overall customer 

attitude towards a service provider, or an emotional reaction to the difference between what 

customers anticipate and what they receive, regarding the fulfilment  of some need, goal or 

desire. Customer  loyalty,  on the other hand, according to Anderson and Jacobsen (2000) 

is actually the result of an organization creating  a  benefit  for  a  customer  so  that  they  

will  maintain  or  increase  their purchases from the organization. 

 

Meanwhile, customer satisfaction surveys are typically the single largest tool of marketing 

research spending, and in many services companies, this is the only systematic market 

intelligence data gathered (Anderson et al., 2008; Morgan, Anderson, and Mittal, 2004). 

Customer satisfaction is important to achieve the service satisfaction. The customers’ 

participation and suggestion give its impact on firm revenues. 

 

The world airline industry has gone through a roller coaster ride in the last decade. Among 

factors contributing to the situations are increasing fuel price, escalating security insurance, 

rapid deregulation of the industry, as well as natural disaster, ranging from the outbreak of 

diseases to eruptions of volcanoes that hinder the air travel growth (Kee Mung, Wong and 

Ghazali, Musa. 2011). 

 

Currently,  the  domestic  airline  industry  in  Malaysia  is  going  through  an interesting 

phase with heads on competition between Malaysia Airlines and AirAsia. According to 

O‘Connell and Williams (2005), Malaysia Airline has been classified as a full service airline 

meanwhile AirAsia has been classified as a low cost airline.  

 

Malaysia Airlines services on its international and domestic routes across 100 destinations 

worldwide. Skytarx awarded Malaysia Airline as one of the six airlines that have 5-star 

rating. Meanwhile, AirAsia is the first low cost airline in this region. It operates on its 

international and domestic routes across 75 destinations in 21 countries. The Skytarx World 
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Airline Award, voted AirAsia as one among the three best regional airlines in low cost airline 

category. 

 

Price is one of the factors that i s  competitive between these two airlines. AirAsia has 

been aggressively promoting itself with the tagline of ‘Now Everyone Can Fly’. This has 

challenged the branding position of the long known Malaysia Airlines. Both airlines serve 

different customer base and offer different service experience. However, this may not 

necessarily be true in the cases of domestic flights and some short distant international 

flights, where the service differentiation is rather minimal. Nevertheless, it is expected that 

the customer satisfaction level for both airlines is different as the customers’ perception on 

full service airlines and low cost airlines are different (O‘Connell and Williams, 2005). 

 

As stated earlier, the pricing strategy is the main way to differentiate between the two 

airlines in Malaysia. However, most airlines are aware that cost cutting may not be the only 

factor that contributes to an effective strategy. It is also important to differentiate themselves 

from their competitors by providing quality services that improve customers’ satisfaction. 

Based on previous studies, the airline industry has demonstrated that it is possible to achieve 

a clear differentiation through service brands (McDonald et al., 2001). Lim Seng Poh and 

M. Ghazali (2011) examined the branding satisfaction in the airline industry. However, till 

date service satisfaction in airline industries is not achieved to its zenith. It’s an ever 

expanding phenomenon for theory and practical evaluations.  

 

One of the interesting definitions of satisfactions is everyone knows what a satisfaction is, 

until asked to give a definition.  Then, it seems, nobody knows it (Oliver, 1997). The 

organization needs to decide whether the consumer is satisfied with their performance or to 

deliver the maximum level of perceived service quality. 

 

As we know, customers often react strongly to service failure, so it is critical that 

organizational recovery efforts be equally strong and effective. When service failure occurs, 

the organization‘s response to reinforce loyalty or to exacerbate the situation and drive the 

customer to a competing firm (Amy K. Smith, Ruth N. Bolton and Wagner, J., 1999). 

 

Firstly, having a good feedback from consumers, the organization needs to have a good 

quality of their service. Feedback from consumers can help the organizations to do some 
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improvement in their service and make a correct decision to make the consumer satisfaction. 

However, some feedback from consumers can give a negative effect to the organization. 

They may use the “word of the mouth” to their close friends and relatives. Some of them do 

not take a serious view of it while giving the feedback. They criticize the organizational 

service because they want to make the bad reputation to the organizations.  

 

Moreover, the service quality has either a direct influence on the behavioural intensions of 

customers or indirect influence on such intension, mediated through customer satisfaction. 

In the airline industry, the organizations need to take a serious view about the quality.  With 

good quality, they can make the best first impression in the minds of the consumer. They 

can promote their service by using the media to attract more consumers. Besides that, some 

of the organizations make only the claims, but no action. They advertise their services but do 

not follow what they have promised. They bring the service failure to their organizations. 

 

Indeed, there are different aspects of consumer satisfaction in the domestic airline. Fornell 

(1992) highlights several key benefits of high customer satisfaction for the firm; increased 

loyalty to current customer, reduce price elasticity, insulation of current customer from 

competitive efforts and enhance reputations. The organization also needs to focus on service 

layout or location to achieve the service satisfaction so that, the organizations need to 

accomplish and take action for achieving the highest customer satisfaction. 

 

The present study of Malaysia Airlines and AirAsia airline services address this limitation 

with three constructs namely, behavioural intentions, service quality and satisfaction. The 

study choose to examine the relationship among these constructs in the Malaysia Airline and 

AirAsia airline because service quality and customer satisfactions have become increasingly 

important in the airline industry in this region in recent years. This study also examines the 

importance of service quality, pricing strategy and the servicescapes in the airline service, 

whether these factors have an effect on the customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 
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AIRLINE INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA 

 

Airline Industry in Malaysia is operated by Malaysia Airlines (MAS) and several small 

companies. MAS serves in domestic flights and international flights sectors. Air 

transportation is an efficient means of transportation- quickly, but at a high cost. Sabah and 

Sarawak have many domestic airports. This is because many settlements are located in remote 

areas of mountainous townships. Landform factors also discourage land transport to be 

developed. Air transport can contribute to the economy. The travel time can be shortened and 

connecting rural areas in Sabah and Sarawak. Air transportation also can promote 

international trade and promote the tourism industry indirectly.  

 

Airline Industry in Malaysia is also operated by a number of low cost air services such as 

AirAsia, Pelangi Air and Water Sabah. AirAsia offers passenger transport services cheaper 

than MAS with the tagline "Now Everyone Can Fly". This ad-campaign was well received 

and made AirAsia to increase frequency of flights. For example, from the airport Labuan, 

from the frequency of two flights per week increased to daily flights. This is a positive 

development of the country's aviation system. 

 

AirAsia Airline, offer the lowest fare in the m a r k e t  first, later the prices rise as departure 

dates draw closer and the seats are sold likewise. The general policy would seem to be to 

sell a number of seats at the lowest fare and then increase the price. The price rises are 

increased above the normal level or fewer seats are offered at each price bracket or 

combinations of both; these strategies of sales on a particular flight are deemed for seats being 

taken up too quickly. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Traditionally,  service quality  has  been  conceptualized  as the difference  between 

customer expectations regarding the services to be received and perceptions of services  

received  (Grönroos,  2001;  Parasuraman,  Zeithaml  and  Berry,  1988).  In several studies 

made beforehand, the quality of service has been referred as the extent to which services 

meet customer needs or expectations (Lewis and Mitchell, 1990; Dotchin and Oakland, 

1994). It is also conceptualized as a reflection of the overall consumption of inferiority or 

superiority of services (Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman, 1990). Service quality has a 
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significant impact on business performance, lower cost, customer satisfaction and loyalty, 

and profitability in an organization. (Leonard and Sasser, 1982; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; 

Gammie, 1992; Hallowell, 1996; Chang and Chen, 1998; Gummesson, 1998; Lasser et al., 

2000; Silvestro and Cross, 2000; Newman, 2001; Sureshchander et al., 2002; Guru, 2003 

etc.). In the aviation industry, service quality related to customer satisfaction and profits 

have higher relation. (Heskett et al., 1994). 

 

Service quality is very important to the organization because customers can make some 

comparison between good or bad service providers because the service quality and delivery 

are obvious (Park, Roberson, and Wu, (2004). Therefore, it was important for an airline 

organization to develop the service focusing on customers by making some effort to 

understand the customer‘s expectation. Often researchers use SERVQUAL to measure the 

service quality, especially the airline industry. This had been approved on Fick and Ritchie, 

(1991); Sultan and Simpson, (2000) in their research that the airlines still need to improve 

on the other aspects of Tangibles, Assurance, Reliability and Empathy. The SERVQUAL 

instrument has been used by several researches to measure airline service quality. 

Meanwhile, in Gour C. Saha, Theingi (2009) studies, they identified other multi- 

dimensional constructs of airline service quality. Zagat, in his study related to an aviation  

firm which provided airline services on the basis of five criteria; overall performance, 

comfort, service, food and web site (Rhodes, 2006). T o  c i t e  o n e  m o r e  e x a m p l e  i s  

t h a t  t he US Department of Transportation (DOT) also utilizes a multidimensional 

conception of service quality in its regular reports on airline service quality, which provide 

data on the following operational measures: flight delays, mishandled baggage, oversold 

flights and consumer complaints. 

 

Customer satisfaction is a well known and established concept in several areas like 

marketing, consumer research, ergonomics, welfare-economics, and economics. 

(Mohammad Muzahid Akbar and Noorjahan Parvez (2009) although satisfaction has been 

defined as the difference between expectation and performance, but there are differences 

between quality and satisfaction., Parasuraman et al. (1991) said that satisfaction is a 

decision made after experience while quality is not the same.  On the other hand, in 

satisfaction literature, “expectation for goods” is a likely condition, whereas in service 

quality, “expectations for goods” is a mandatory condition. Bitner & Zeithaml (2003) stated 

that satisfaction is the customers’ evaluation of a product or service in terms of whether that 
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product or service has met their needs and expectations. According to Boselie,  Hesselink,  

and  Wiele  (2002)  satisfaction  is  a  positive,  affective  state resulting from the appraisal 

of all aspects of a party‘s working relationship with another. In order to achieve customer 

satisfaction, La Barbera and Mazursky (1983) said that organizations must be able to satisfy 

their customers’ needs and wants. Customers’ needs state the felt deprivations of a customer 

(Kotler, 2000).  

 

Indeed, customer satisfaction can be measured by using a customer satisfaction rating (CSR) 

is often obtained through a questionnaire called customer satisfaction survey (CSS). This 

method, however, suffers from the drawback of customers likely being emotionally 

influenced while filling out these questionnaires (Murali Chemuturi, 2011). Moreover, 

Westbrook (1980) suggested that future research, propose a multi - item scale for measuring 

customer satisfaction, lowering measurement errors and improving the scale reliability at 

the same time. Ashish Bhave, (2002) stated that it can be assessed by using various 

methods such as Periodic Contract Reviews, Market research, Telephonic Interviews, 

Personal Visits, Warranty Records, Informal Discussions and Satisfaction Surveys. It 

depends on the customer base and available resource to choose the most effective method in 

measuring the customers’ satisfaction. 

 

Scanning over a decade, there has been a heightened emphasis on service quality and 

customer satisfaction in business and academia alike. Sureshchandar et al, (2003) 

identified that strong relationships exist between service quality and customer satisfaction 

while emphasizing that these two are conceptually distinct constructs from the customers’ 

point of view.  Spreng  and  Mackoy (1996)  also showed that  service quality leads to  

customer satisfaction while working on the model developed by Oliver (1997). In a recent 

study conducted by Ribbink et.al (2004) revealed that this relationship also exists in the      

e-commerce industry. 

 

As identified by the researchers that customer loyalty as a construct is comprised of both 

customers’ attitudes and behaviours. Customers’ attitudinal component  represents notions  

like repurchase  intention or  purchasing  additional products or  services  from the  same 

company,  the willingness of recommending  the company to others, demonstration of such 

commitment to the company by exhibiting a resistance to switching to another competitor 

(Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Narayandas, 1996; Prus & Brandt, 1995), and willingness to 
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pay a price premium (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1996). On the other hand, the 

behavioural component of customer loyalty represents acts such as repeat purchase of 

products or services that include purchasing more and different products or services from 

the same company, recommending the company to others, and reflecting a long-term choice 

probability for the brand etc., (Feick, Lee, & Lee, 2001). It can be concluded that customer 

loyalty expresses an intended behaviour related to the product or service or service or to the 

company. Pearson (1996) has defined customer loyalty as the mindset of the customers 

who hold favourable attitudes toward a company, commit to repurchase the company‘s 

product/service, and recommend the product/service to others. In various studies the 

relationship between service quality and customer preference, loyalty had been examined 

(Boulding, Kalra, Stalin, & Zeithaml, 1993 and Cronin & Taylor, 1992). In their study 

Cronin and Taylor (1992) focused solely on repurchase intentions, whereas Boulding et al. 

(1993) focused on the elements of repurchasing as well as the willingness to recommend. 

In the study by Cronin and Taylor service quality did not appear to have a significant 

(positive) effect to repurchase intentions (in contrast to the significant positive impact of 

satisfaction on repurchase intention), whereas Boulding et al. (1993) found positive 

relationships between service quality and repurchase intentions and willingness to 

recommend.  

 

Several authors have found a positive correlation between customer satisfaction and loyalty 

(Anderson & Sullivan, 1993; Bolton & Drew, 1991; Fornell, 1992). Numerous studies in the 

service sector have also empirically validated the link between satisfaction and behavioural 

intensions, such as customer retention and word of mouth (Anderson & Sullivan, 1993: 

Bansal & Taylor, 1999; Cronin & Taylor, 2000). Hart  and  Johnson  (1999)  have  added  

that  one  of the  conditions  of true customer  loyalty  is total satisfaction.  According to 

Coyne (1989), there are two critical thresholds that affect the relationship between 

satisfaction and loyalty. On the high end, when satisfaction reaches a certain level, loyalty 

increases dramatically at the same time, when satisfaction fell to a certain point, loyalty falls 

as dramatically (Oliva, Oliver & MacMillan, 1992). 

 

Many studies have analysed low-cost businesses, highlighting the keys to lower costs 

(Alamdari and Fagan, 2005; Doganis, 2006; Franke, 2004), and the role played by 

entrepreneurship (Cassia et  al.,  2006). Revenue analysis is an important element that has 

been less studied. Indeed, the generation of revenues is one distinctive aspect differentiating 
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low-cost from full-cost airline policies. Piga and Filippi (2002) have analysed the pricing 

policies of the low-cost business model in comparison with the pricing strategies of the 

full-cost airlines. Coherent choices seem to be essential in pricing policies as well. For 

instance, the widespread use of the  Internet  for  the  sale  of  tickets  tends  to  decrease  

price  dispersion.  This phenomenon may in part be attributed to the efficiency of electronic 

markets, as defined by Smith et al., (2000).  

 

Price is one factor that has been in competition with these two airlines. AirAsia has 

aggressively promoted itself with the slogan "Now Everyone Can Fly". This was a 

challenging position known term branding of Malaysia Airlines.  Both airlines serving 

different customer base and offer the experience of different services. However, this is not 

necessarily true in the case of domestic flights and international flights are much shorter, the 

difference is rather minimal services. However, it is expected that the level of customer 

satisfaction for both airlines are different regarding the  perceptions of customers’ with 

respect to full service airlines and low cost airline (O'Connell and Williams, 2005). 

 

Price is the weapon of choice for many low-cost airlines in competition for market share. 

The regional pricing strategy of low cost airlines is to issue free tickets to boost the market 

and compete in the ticket price. It has been assumed to be an effective strategy to influence 

customer buying decisions (Lim Seng Poh and Mohd Ghazali Mohayidin, 2011). 

 

Keith J Mason, (2011) investigated that the low cost carriers have both growth and 

penetrated in these market, especially garnering the consumer perception on the low fares 

offered. By extensive advertising and effective use of public relations, this perception has 

been developed into a proven strategy. For example, in the recent Keith J Mason 

(2011) research, it is not surprising  if there is  great media coverage of these 

carriers, which in turn generates more interest in the services because  Ryan air has 

offered fares as low as one penny(plus taxes).Both Ryan air and EasyJet have been very  

effective  in  using  media  coverage  of  their  legal  wrangles  with  traditional carriers such 

as British Airways and Lufthansa to promote their services and lower fares. 

 

Most consumers are checking the price and more likely to purchase straight away because 

they are confident that no lower price will appear later. The consumer also needs to buy two 

way ticket if they want a return ticket because the airline only sell tickets for one-way ticket. 
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The advantage of this for passengers is that they can book short stay trips without having to 

pay flexible return ticket prices. 

 

Service layout requirements are somewhat different from manufacturing, but the same 

terminology is used. In both services and manufacturing, we find the fixed- position layout, 

process layout, and product, or in this case, service-based layout. In service layout there are 

two elements which are servicecapes and e-servicecapes. Servicecapes include  all  physical  

elements  in  venues  of  service  providers  such  as lighting, signage, textures, materials, 

upholstery, colour, music, fragrances, and temperature  of   the   environment   contributed   

to   create   the   servicescape (Namasivayam and Lin, 2008). Meanwhile, e-servicecapes are 

the website which facilitates the customers’ purchase experiences. Both elements have an 

important effect on customers’ mood states and helps consumer‘s booking and buying. 

 

E-commerce shares ultimately many service characteristics irrespective of offering products 

or services (Williams and Dargel, 2004). The atmosphere on a website facilitates customers’ 

purchase experiences and is likely to influence customer feelings toward an organization 

(Mummalaneni, 2005). When sales or service encounters occur through the website, the e-

servicescape may become particularly critical  because  it  is  the  key  factor  representing  

the  organization  to  customers (Rafaeli & Pratt, 2005). The internet allows customers a 

convenient way to explore a broader  range  of  products  and  product  attributes,  and  

provides  customers  with chances to compare features of a product/service and prices on 

multiple websites (Williams & Dargel, 2004). 

 

A study of virtual servicescape was conducted to examine the impacts of aesthetics and 

professionalism on customer feelings of pleasantness, satisfaction, and approach toward 

service interaction of a service organization (Vilnai-Yavets & Rafaeli, 2006). It was found 

that aesthetic aspects were influential on customers’ feelings of pleasantness, satisfaction, 

and approach toward service interactions, as well as professionalism which influences 

customer satisfaction. Williams and Dargel (2004) discussed intangible benefits of 

interactions with the Website as offerings of the cyberspace, such as saved time, 

convenience, and a reduced risk of customer dissatisfaction due to adequately provided 

information. The researchers also discussed how the internet minimizes the risk of 

customers’ post purchase dissatisfaction, since it enables customers to enhance their own 

search and evaluation capabilities. 
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Moreover, it allows them to achieve this search and evaluation beyond traditional 

distribution channels and physical environments, designed and planned to manipulate 

internal cognitive and emotional responses (Williams and Dargel, 2004). 

 

DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHOD 

 

Population 

Kuala Lumpur was selected as the study place for its suitability in relation to the limited 

resource and time. This capital city is one of the metropolises of Malaysia. It has a number 

of airlines, as well as the confluence of all levels of social strata in Malaysia. It was 

expected that customers were interested to use the airline service rather than other 

transportations that might take longer time to reach the destinations. To access the 

respondents of this study, the questionnaires were distributed to the respondents by hand 

personally. Confidentiality was assured by encouraging the respondent to return back the 

questionnaire directly. The questionnaires were distributed to all categories of customer 

that were met in the KLIA and LCCT. As soon as the respondents had completed the 

questionnaires, they were collected personally. The data were collected from customers who 

were using the airline service. The complete set of data was collected over a period of seven 

weeks. 

 

Research Design 

In order to conduct this study an exploratory approach was initially designed to obtain 

information on issues related to customer satisfaction and loyalty. Soon after identifying the 

variables related to customer satisfaction and customer loyalty factors, the study adopted 

descriptive study design, since the study was focused on fact-finding methodology. Hence 

the descriptive study design was finalized. 

 

Sampling 

The respondents of the sample were the customers of Malaysia Airline and AirAsia users. 

Those were the customers that had been experienced in using the both Malaysia Airline and 

AirAsia or either one of them. A convenience sampling was done for the sampling 
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purposes, as this method of sampling was considered as an easier, faster, and most efficient 

way to collect the information that were needed. 

 

Questionnaire Design 

For services quality, a questionnaire was used to collect data for analysis and the items of 

the questionnaire were adapted from M. M. Bozorgi (2006). Another questionnaire elicited   

information about customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, price and servicescapes and the 

factors such as: ease of use o f  the online booking, security and safety, airport service, 

normative beliefs and attitude. A three page questionnaire was used as the research 

instrument. Zikmund (2000) described that the questionnaire designed might keep the 

respondents’ identity as secrecy. Especially in this study also the respondents were not asked 

to write their names on the questionnaire. In this study, a Likert type scale was used where 

the respondents could check the statements regarding their attitudes and intention on how 

strongly they agree or disagree. An open-ended questionnaire, a structure questionnaire and 

focus group sessions were used to explore the different factors to relate ease of use of the 

online booking, security and safety, airport service, normative beliefs and attitude that 

influence customers’ intention towards airline service. 

 

Data Collection 

A total of 200 questionnaires were distributed among randomly selected respondents.  100 

each questionnaire   were   separately distributed for the two   airlines at the selected sites 

KLIA and LCCT vide 100 questionnaires for Malaysia Airlines (MAS) users and 100 

questionnaires for AirAsia users respectively. However, only 76 questionnaires for 

Malaysia Airlines and 83 questionnaires for AirAsia Airline were returned by the 

respondent of which only 76 of total questionnaires distributed among AirAsia users were 

satisfactorily completed and tested for correctness of data. Statistical Packages for Social 

Sciences (SPSS) software was used for statistical analysis of collected data. 

 

CASE STUDY FINDINGS 

 

After the data were collected, the data analysis was done. In this research only the complete 

data were analysed to ensure the accuracy of the analysis. The data were analysed 

statistically with SPSS Version 11. The data were analysed with statistical tools such as the 
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frequency or the distribution of the respondents, reliability analysis and factor analysis, 

descriptive analysis and regressions to get the best results of this research.  

 

Demographic characteristics of respondents 

Out of 152 respondents, there were more female than male respondent. For Malaysia 

Airlines the results show that 56.6% of the respondents were females and the remaining 

43.4% were males. Meanwhile, AirAsia results show that 59.2 % of the respondents were 

females and the remaining 40.8% were males. Higher response rates from female had been 

observed on several recent studies in Malaysia such as Ahmad and Juhdi (2008), Sulaiman 

et al. (2008), and Zailani et al., (2008). In this study too the same aspect was recorded 

and noted. 

 

Table 1:  Demographic characteristics of respondents 

Variable Categories Frequency Percentages % 

  MAS AirAsia MAS AirAsia 

Gender Male 

Female 

33 

43 

31 

45 

43.4 

56.6 

40.8 

59.2 

Age 17 – 26 

27 – 36 

37 – 46 

Above 47 years old 

46 

15 

12 

3 

49 

18 

7 

2 

60.5 

19.7 

15.8 

3.9 

64.5 

23.7 

9.2 

2.6 

Ethnicity Malay 

Chinese 

Indian     

Others 

31 

38 

3 

4 

29 

41 

3 

3 

40.8 

50.0 

3.9 

5.3 

38.2 

53.9 

3.9 

3.9 

Income level Below RM 500 

RM 501 – RM1500 

RM1501 – RM2500 

Above RM2501 

11 

26 

29 

10 

14 

30 

23 

9 

14.5 

34.2 

38.2 

13.2 

18.4 

39.5 

30.3 

11.8 

 

 

The majority of respondents who used both airlines were aged 17-26 years old, 60.5% for 

MAS and 64.5% for AirAsia. Meanwhile, 19.7 (15) and 23.7 (18) were aged between 

27–36 years old and 12% (12) and 9,2% (7) were between age 37–46  years  old  for  MAS 

and  AirAsia  Airline. The minority of respondents who used both airlines were above 47 

years old, 3.9% (3) for MAS and 2.6% (2) for AirAsia. In short, most travelers in both 
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airlines were young and well educated which supports other research findings such as 

Atalik (2009), Juwaheer (2004), Saha and Theingi (2009), Tiernan et al. (2008), and Wen 

and Yeh (2010). Based on a recent research by K.M Wong and G. Musa (2011) the 

majority of respondents were Chinese and this was followed by Malay and I ndian. Total 

races for both airlines were Chinese with 50% for MAS and 53.9 for AirAsia. Meanwhile, 

40.8% (31) and 38.2 % (29) were Malay, same percentages 3.9 % (3) were Indian and lastly 

5.3% (4) and 3.9% (3) were other. As for the income level, for MAS the greater number 

of respondents were drawing RM1501–RM2501 (38.2%) while the same that of 

A i r A s i a  was RM501–RM1500 (39.5%). In MAS, there were 34.2% (26) respondents 

were drawing from RM501–RM1500 whereas the AirAsia respondents income level 

were 30.3% (23) and they were from RM1501–RM2500 income group. A lower 

percentage 14.5% (11) and 18.4% (14) were drawing below RM500 respectively among 

MAS and AirAsia users. The lowest numbers of the respondents were 13.2% (10) for 

MAS and 11.8% (9) for AirAsia who were drawing a monthly income above RM 2501. 

 

Reliability Analysis 

The results shown in Table 2 were the Cronbach Alpha for corresponding items of each 

dependent variable, namely Service Quality, Price, Servicescapes,  Customer Satisfaction 

and Customer Loyalty. The Cronbach‘s coefficient alpha values for all factor in MAS that 

ranged from 0.708 to 0.933. Meanwhile, the Cronbach‘s coefficient alpha values for all 

factors in AirAsia Airline that ranged from 0.779 to 0.904. 
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Variable 
Number of 

Items 

 

Cronbach Alpha 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 

Service Quality 26  
 

           0.933 

           0.890 

Malaysia Airlines 

AirAsia Airline 

 

Price 8  
 

           0.881 

           0.779 

Malaysia Airlines 

AirAsia Airline 

 

Services capes 19  
 

           0.708 

           0.904 

Malaysia Airlines 

AirAsia Airline 

 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

Customers Satisfaction and Customer 

Loyalty 

 

6 

 

 
 
 

           0.842 

           0.833 
Malaysia Airlines 

AirAsia Airline 

 

 

Table 2: Results of Reliability Test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both   ranges   indicated   good   inter-item   consistency   for   each   factor. Essentially, 

this means that respondents who tended to select high scores for one item also tended to 

select high scores for the others; similarly, respondents who selected low scores for one 

item tended to select low scores for the other variable. Thus, knowing the score for one 

variable item would enable one to predict with some accuracy of the possible scores for 

the other two variable items. If alpha value had been low, this ability to predict scores 

from one item would not be possible. 

 

Sekaran (1992) explained that the reliability of quantification is established by testing the 

consistency and stability of data collected. Consistency of data shows the degree of an 

item independently measured of a concept. Reliability analysis was used to measure the 

goodness of data. This is to ensure that all items used in each variable are free from error 

and thus, providing consistent results. Cronbach‘s alpha values were the assurance for that.  

According to statistical manuals alpha values above 0.8 is considered to be good, whereas 

range of 0.70 is considered to be acceptable. 
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As shown in Table 2, the researcher obtained an alpha value 0.933 and 0.890 for the 

independent variable service quality for MAS and AirAsia Airline respectively. It means 

that all twenty six (26) items asked to the respondents about the service quality, could be 

considered having a high reliability value. For the independent variable price satisfaction,   

alpha value of 0.811 (MAS) and 0.799 (AirAsia), implies that all eight (8) items asked 

about the price satisfaction considered to have a high reliability value. For the 

independent variable servicescapes, the alpha values were 0.708 (MAS) and 0.904 

(AirAsia) respectively. That means all nineteen (19) items r e s p o n d e d  b y  the 

respondents about the servicescapes relationship considered to have a high reliability 

value. Lastly, for the dependent variable, Customers Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty, 

there were six (6) items that were asked to the respondents. The alpha value for that were 

0.842 (MAS) and 0.833 (AirAsia) respectively. The overall alpha values were considered 

as acceptable ones. Hence the data and tool were held high reliable. 

 

Descriptive Analysis of All Variables 

The fundamental descriptive  statistics,  which  include  the  mean  and  standard  

deviation  for  the independent and dependent variables were tabulated in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Descriptive Analysis 

Factors Mean Standard Deviation 

 

AIRLINE 

 

MAS 

AIR 

ASIA 

 

MAS 

AIR 

ASIA 

Services Quality 3.8551 3.5749 0.52039 0.44866 

Price 3.1574 3.4457 0.69652 0.64431 

Servicescapes 3.9889 3.5935 0.54087 0.53850 

Customers Satisfaction And Customer 

Loyalty 

 

3.9846 

 

3.6864 

 

0.55255 

 

0.60612 

 

Table 3 shows that the means of all variables fall 3.1574 to 3.9889 for MAS meanwhile 

3.4457 to 3.6864 for AirAsia. The mean and standard deviation for independent variable 

measures which are Service Quality, Price Satisfaction and Servicescapes for MAS 

were 3.8551, 3.1574, and 3.9889. While for AirAsia the mean and standard deviation for 

independent variables were 3.5749, 3.4457 and 3.5935. For dependent variables, Customers 

Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty had means of 3.9846 (MAS), 3.6864 (AirAsia) and 

standard deviation of MAS (0.55255) and AirAsia (0.60612). This implies that MAS is 
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superior in term of service quality compared to AirAsia. The study also shows that AirAsia 

is better in term of price as a low cost carrier compared to its MAS counterpart. However, 

MAS is perceived as better airline in term of other services such as servicescapes unlike 

AirAsia which emphasis more on in reducing cost. The overall result of customers 

satisfaction and customer loyalty indicate that MAS’s customer is more satisfied and loyal 

compared to AirAsia.  

 

Assumption of multi co-linearity 

Note the VIF number under the box titled co-linearity statistics.  VIF stands for variance 

inflation factor. The rule-of-thumb is that the number should be less than 10. If it is 

greater than 10, that means the independent variables are highly correlated with one 

another.   As a result, remove that variable with the large VIF from the analysis and 

perform a new regression. 

 

Table 4:  Multi co-linearity assumption 

  

Co-linearity Statistics 

 
Airline 

 

MAS 

 

AirAsia 

 

Model 

 

Tolerance 

 

VIF 

 

Tolerance 

 

VIF 

 

Service Quality 

 

0.748 

 

1.337 

 

0.307 

 

3.261 

 

Price 

 

0.948 

 

1.055 

 

0.753 

 

1.327 

 

Servicescapes 

 

0.767 

 

1.304 

 

0.322 

 

3.103 

 

For both airlines, there was no multi collinearity with all independent variables (all the 

values were less than 10). 
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Regression Analysis 

 

Table 5: Results of Regression Analysis 

Variables Beta T-Ratio Sig. t 

  

MAS 

AIR 

ASIA 

 

MAS 

AIR 

ASIA 

 

MAS 

AIR 

ASIA 

Services Quality 0.282 0.533 2.885 3.817 0.326 0.000*** 

Price 0.138 0.135 1.586 1.519 0.005
*** 

0.133 

Services Capes 0.500 0.170 5.177 1.245 0.117 0.217 

 MAS AIR ASIA 

R square 0.484 0.570 

Durbin- Watson 1.681 2.517 

F 22.530 31.836 

Sig. F 0.000 0.000 

Condition index 22.794 35.937 

 

 

Table 6: The significant of the coefficient estimate in the model (MAS and AirAsia) 

 

Variable 
Relationship between independent variable  and dependent 

variable 

Service 

 

Quality 

 

(+) 

 

Service quality 

 

Customer satisfaction and loyalty 

Price 

 

Strategy 

 

(+) 

 

Price strategy 

 

Customer satisfaction and loyalty 

Servicescapes  

(+) 

 

Servicescapes 

 

Customer satisfaction and loyalty 

 

 

In the case of Malaysia Airline service quality, price and servicescapes could only be 

explained 48.4% (R square = 0.484) variation of customer satisfaction and customer 

loyalty. 

 

Meanwhile, services quality, price and servicescapes could only be explained 57% (R 

square = 0.570) variation of customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. Durbin Watson 

values fell within the acceptable range with the values 1.681 (MAS) and 2.517 
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(AirAsia), therefore there were no auto correlation problem with the data. This study were 

normally distributed and F-value was found to be significant at 1% significance level (sig. 

F = 0.000). This concludes that the regression model used in this study was adequate or in 

other words, the model was fit. Based on the regression analysis done to determine the 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty in the airline industry, the result indicates that 

the coefficient of service quality was positively correlated but no significant effect on 

Malaysia Airlines (sig.  t = 0.326) and has a significant effect on AirAsia Airline (sig. t =0 

.000) on customer satisfaction and loyalty. This could be explained by t h e  service 

provided by both airlines.  Implied, the consumers would not use Malaysia Airline service, 

if they had bad service, because the price was expensive. Meanwhile, consumer would 

stay to use the AirAsia airline even though the MAS service better than AirAsia airline 

because AirAsia airline have most effective service quality than MAS. In other words, 

Malaysian Airlines was perceived better in tangibles, core service, reputation, and 

staffing of employees, but not effective (Wong and Musa, 2011).  

 

The Hypothesis H1
1  

and H1
2  

which stated there was a significant relationship between 

service quality, customers‘ satisfaction and customer loyalty in MAS was substantiate 

while AirAsia was not substantiate. 

 

For MAS, the regression analysis result also indicates that the relationship between price   as 

independent variable and customer satisfaction and customer loyalty as  t h e  dependent 

variable was positively correlated and had a significant effect (sig. t = 0.005). Pricing 

strategy was the major way to differentiate between the two airlines in Malaysia. 

 

Therefore hypothesis H2
1 

that price has an impact on customer satisfaction and customer 

loyalty was supported. Meanwhile, AirAsia regression analysis indicated that price did not 

have significant effect to (sig. t =0.133) customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 

Therefore hypothesis H2
2
 that price had an impact on customer satisfaction and customer 

loyalty was not supported. McDonald et al., (2001) stated that most airlines are aware that 

cost cutting may not be the only factor that contributes to an effective strategy.  It is also 

important to differentiate themselves from their competitors by providing quality services 

that improve customers’ satisfaction. Based on previous studies, the airline industry has 

demonstrated that it is possible to achieve a clear differentiation through service brands.   

This shows that the customers still used airlines not because of the price offered. A 
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higher perception means were obtained for AirAsia compared to MAS on price. This result 

is consistent with the study done by Wong and Musa (2011). 

 

The  result  stated  that  the  coefficient  estimate  of servicescapes  positively correlated and  

no significant effect  on both airlines  (sig. t = 0 .117 and 0 .217) with customer 

satisfaction and customer loyalty.   Servicescapes do not play a role in influencing 

customer to leave or continued to use both airlines. Therefore hypothesis H3
1 

and H3
2 

had no 

impact on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 

 

DISCUSSSION 

 

Hypothesis H1
2   

examined the relationship between customers’ perceived service quality 

and customer satisfaction and customer loyalty in AirAsia Airline and this hypothesis was 

accepted. Meanwhile, hypothesis H1
1 

examined the relationship between customers’ 

perceived service quality and customer satisfaction and customer loyalty in Malaysia 

Airlines and these hypotheses was not accepted.  According to O‘Connell and Williams 

(2005) and Pitt and Brown (2001) research, higher expectation was expected on Malaysia 

Airlines on the core service, reputation, and staffing of employees as what had been 

expected in the classification as a full service airline.  The lower level of expectation was 

the expectation on AirAsia on the core service, reputation, and  s taf f ing of  employees 

as what had been expected in the classification as a  low cost carrier service airline but for 

AirAsia had good efficiency service quality than Malaysia Airlines.  

 

The price strategy relationship with customer satisfaction and customers’ loyalty in Malaysia 

Airlines was significant so the consumers looked forward to use this tool if the price was 

satisfatory whereas the price relationship with customer satisfaction and customers’ loyalty 

in AirAsia was not significant. Hypothesis H2
1 

examined prices has relationship with 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty and it was accepted, but the  hypothesis H2
2
 

was not accepted. This shows consumer used AirAsia because of its lower prices while 

consumers avoided using Malaysia Airlines because of their expensive price. Malaysia 

Airlines had the intention of driving AirAsia out from the industry and to obtain market 

dominance (McGee, 1958 and Gundlach, 1995). Priced its product below variable cost and  

tried to recoup the losses once AirAsia exits the market. However, respondents had their  

ways of  higher expectations for the price compared  between AirAsia and Malaysia Airlines. 
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Previous studies on low cost airline shows  that the price is seen as a key marketing strategy 

in capturing the attention of the market (O'Connell and Williams, 2005; Saha and Theingi, 

2009; Tiernan et al, 2008; Wen and Yeh, 2010). Also the study by Pitt and Brown (2001) 

suggests that low cost airlines are expected to have lower fares than full service airlines due 

to the design of cheaper products. The study on the perception of high prices is similar to the 

findings of Wen and Yeh (2010). Jetstar Asia Airways is a low cost airline has 

positioned itself as a leader in price and achieves greater satisfaction in this dimension. 

Widespread perception about Malaysia Airlines and   AirAsia   when acknowledged is that it 

represents a low cost (O'Connell and Williams, 2005). 

 

Hypotheses H3
1 

and H3
2 

examined the relationship between s e rvicescapes and customer 

satisfaction and customer loyalty were not accepted. This is because most of Malaysian 

consumers managed to go to the seller place if they want to use the service. They don‘t 

have any option to choose servicescapes they want. For example, to take the case of 

AirAsia, they do not provide comfortable seats in flights, but still the consumers using this 

airline. A servicescape is crucial in service organizations because customer usually 

encounters servicescapes prior to his/her interactions with a service provider (Namasivayam  

and  Mattila,  2007).   In their study, Namasivayam  and  Mattila investigated whether 

servicescapes have an important effect on customers’ mood states. Same as Malaysia 

Airlines, they don‘t have a high possibility of booking and buying a ticket through  the 

internet, but the customers are still able to do booking and buying tickets manually. Sales or 

service encounters occur through the website, the e-servicescapes may become particularly 

critical because it is the key factor representing the organization to customers (Rafaeli & 

Pratt, 2005). The internet allows customers a convenient way to explore a broader range of 

products and product attributes, and provides customers with chances to compare features of 

a product/service and prices on multiple websites (Williams & Dargel, 2004). 

 

The result of the present study showed that it was important for the both airlines to be aware 

of the service quality and price that have influence on customer satisfaction and customer 

loyalty. Both airlines need to make advertising to promote their product and attract 

consumer with their strength. Kumar et al., (2009) indicated that sales can be improved 

through proper marketing strategies or proper marketing resources allocation (Wen and 

Yeh, 2010). But Parasuraman et al., (1985) warned that an organization should not over-

promise its customers as it may result in higher expectation, thus making satisfaction more 
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difficult to achieve. Both airlines should maintain their service quality and price concepts 

that received the highest perception. Management  innovations  such  as  customers’  self  

selection  of  pricing levels, dynamic demand scheduling, and wireless services on air may 

further enhance airline’s competitiveness as highlighted in recent airlines studies by 

Atalik (2009) and Kumar et al., (2009).  

 

The present study has its limitations too, because the results depend on sampling method 

which only drew sample only from Malaysia and respondents were Malaysian. There are 

international services which consist the respondents non Malaysian and foreigners. Indeed, 

the present study only focused on two main terminals i n  Kuala Lumpur whereas there 

are other airline terminals such as Penang International airport. Moreover, time constraint 

was another limitation of the present study. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, this study had succeeded in exploring the service satisfaction using two of 

the best airlines in the world (Malaysian Airlines and AirAsia). Future study could usefully 

further refine the measurement items of these dimensions using other airlines as case studies. 

Despite overall dissatisfaction recorded by the passengers of both airlines, the information 

of the detailed service satisfaction dimension scores could be used by both airlines in 

their efforts to develop new services, improve management, servicecapes and operations 

as well as  the price offered. 

 

Concerning the recommendations for future research, the researcher likes to suggest that all 

the limitation of the present study, as stated above should be overcome. Future study may 

want to develop a better model and expand their population. Indeed, future research will 

have to include the consumers who use other peripheral airports in Malaysia including those 

in Sabah and Sarawak. 
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